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"Era como si Dios hubiera resuelto poner a prueba toda capacidad de asombro, y man-

tuviera a los habitantes de Macondo en un permanente vaiven entre el alborozo y el des-

encanto, la duda y la revelacion, hasta el extremo de que ya nadie podia saber a ciencia

cierta donde estn.ban los Kmites de la realidad. Era un intrincado frangollo de verdades y

espejismos, que convulsiono de impaciencia al espectro de Jose Arcadio Buendia bajo el

castano y lo obligo a caminar por toda la casa aun a pleno dia."

Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Cien Anos de Soledad.

1,1 It was as if God had decided to put to the test every capacity for surprise and was keeping the
inhabitants of Macondo in a permanent alternation between excitement and disappointment, doubt and
revelation, to such an extreme that no one knew for certain where the limits of reality lay. It was an
intricate stew of truths and mirages that convulsed the ghost of Jose Arcadio Buendia with impatience
and made him wander all through the house even in broad daylight."
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Abstract

The ultrafast dynamics in semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) relevant to all-

optical switching have been studied by means of time-resolved spectroscopic experiments

on a multiple quantum well InGaAs amplifier. The nonlinear light generation in Quantum

Cascade (QC) lasers has also been a subject of research.

The switching windows of a TOAD-like three-beam interferometric set-up, measured

using 700 fs pulses in the 1.5 fim wavelength region, revealed an ultrafast feature ( 2 ps)

dependent on the pulse energy of the pump beam. These dynamics, and the subsequent

reshaping of the switching window edge, are attributed to refractive index changes in

the SOA caused by ultrafast carrier heating, consistent with the predictions of a sliced

propagation model based on rate equations.

Counter-propagating sub-picosecond pulses were used to monitor gain saturation along

the SOA waveguide at different wavelengths around the peak gain. The functional form

of the spatial dependence of gain saturation is found to depend on pulse energy. These

observations are interpreted by combining the optical nonlinearities associated with inter-

band carrier dynamics and carrier heating together and their respective time constants.

Aided by the rate-equation model, we show that the amplification of the pump as it prop¬

agates along the amplifier may lead to the saturation of a portion of the device and to an

effective narrowing of the switching windows of a TOAD (even for pulse energies below

1 pj). Particular attention is devoted to discussing the limit of full saturation across the

entire SOA waveguide.

Observation of stimulated electronic Anti-Stokes Raman emission in QC lasers is re¬

ported. We present four distinct designs of active regions with enhanced Anti-Stokes

Raman nonlinearity. In all four, the pump laser is monolithically integrated with the non¬

linear region in a two-stack active core within the same waveguide. Stimulated electronic

Raman emission was observed in samples of three of these designs. Additionally, for the

designs with positive detuning, an incoherent up-conversion signal resulting from optical

pumping is detected.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since W. Pauli stated in 1931, somewhat hopelessly...

"One shouldn't work on semiconductors, that is a filthy mess;

who knows whether they really exist",

the field of semiconductor physics has undergone tremendous progress, both in terms of

theory and applications. Transistors, semiconductor lasers and a plethora of other devices

have changed the face of modern technology. Progress in epitaxial growth techniques over

the past decades has allowed the creation of heterostructures with physical dimensions

on the order of or smaller than the DeBroglie wavelength of the electrons, leading to the

observation of quantum phenomena on a device level.

Parallel to the developments in purely electronic technology, the interaction between

the carriers in semiconductors and light has led to extensive research, launching a field in

itself, with the application in devices often referred to as photonics. This research has been

driven by the needs of lightwave communication systems, amongst other applications, and

optical or optoelectronics alternatives to electronic switching and logic elements. In this

context, the quantum confinement of carriers leads to drastically different semiconductor

optical properties and allows for band-structure engineering and the implementation of

novel components.

The response of semiconductors to an optical field is dictated by the material band-

structure and the carrier dynamics, to which a rich variety of interband and intraband
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mechanisms contribute. In this thesis, two different aspects of the interaction of light with

electrons in semiconductor heterostructures will be covered.

In the first section of this chapter, we give an overview addressing the role of semicon¬

ductor optical amplifiers in the context of all-optical communications. This explains the

motivation for our study of the ultrafast gain/refractive index dynamics in SOAs, partic¬

ularly the interplay of the interband dynamics and the much faster intraband scattering

processes in switching applications involving subpicosecond pulses.

The second part of the thesis is related to nonlinear light generation in Quantum

Cascade (QC) lasers, and presents the work carried out as a visiting student at Prince¬

ton University. In the present chapter, the evolution time-line of these novel injection

semiconductor lasers, based on electronic and optical intersubband transitions in multiple

quantum well structures, is reviewed. Additionally, the potential of QC lasers as com¬

pact high-power optical sources in the mid- to far-IR wavelength range is discussed in the

context of applications such as trace gas sensing.

The final section in this chapter is devoted to reviewing the basics of light propagation,

linear and nonlinear, in active media, as this is a fundamental issue to both SOAs and QC

lasers.

1.1 Semiconductor optical amplifiers for all-optical switch¬

ing

Since the early 198U's, optical technology has proven to be enormously successful in boost¬

ing the speed at which information is transmitted. Nowadays, single fibre capacities in

the range of hundreds of Gbits/s are commercially available. Combining such high-rate

time division multiplexing (TDM) systems with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

systems, aggregate rates close to 1 Tb/s can be demonstrated. Despite this amazing suc¬

cess, tasks such as switching or routing are still performed by electronic means, requiring

conversion of the signal from the optical to the electronic domain and vice versa, limiting

the processing speeds to below 10 Gb/s and thus not taking full advantage of the high

optical transmission rates. It is hardly surprising, regarding the latter, that the idea of

all optical networks was so appealing to many researchers. To overcome the limitations
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of electronics, implementation of switching, routing or signal regeneration in all optical

systems (optical TDM) is expected to be the key to ultra-high capacity communication

networks.

The most basic function to be performed in a high-speed optical system is switching,

needed for demultiplexing, signal regeneration, routing and other essential applications.

We will from now on concentrate in all optical fast gating devices and their underlying

physics, keeping in mind the requirements for practical all-optical switches, which include

ultrafast response, high repetition rate (fast recovery), low switching energy, a high con¬

trast ratio and low insertion loss.

As intensive research is being undertaken worldwide in all-optical switching at com¬

munication wavelengths (especially 1.5//m), it is a vast field to cover. Our aim here is to

give a broad view of the topic on a chronological basis that may help to understand the

important role that SOAs play at present and their promising future.

1.1.1 All optical switching

For the last twenty five years efforts 011 photonic switching have been based on nonlinear

optical phenomena. The idea is to take advantage of the fact that a propagating optical

beam can change the refractive index of a material depending on its intensity. As a result of

the intensity dependent wave vector, if any of the powers (or both) of two coherent optical

beams are changed, their interference is modified. This way, the output of the optical

gate is set by the intensity either of the input pulse (self-switching) or a second beam

(control pulse induced switching). From a historical point of view, the first important

efforts in optical switching date from the late 1970's and dealt with bistable etalons [1],

These devices consisted of a Fabry-Perot cavity filled with an optically nonlinear material,

typically a semiconductor operated at frequencies near the bandgap to achieve strong

nonlinearities. The device is designed in such a way that a low intensity input pulse will

be far from any of the cavity resonant frequencies and will thus be reflected. Nevertheless, a

high intensity input pulse will induce a change in the refractive index of the filling material,

shifting the cavity resonant modes to match the pulse carrier frequency and therefore

achieving high transmission. The cavity feedback can create conditions for regenerative

switching. The main drawbacks of these devices are the high losses and their slow recovery
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times, which make them better suited for parallel processing. A more successful approach

to optical switching appeared in the 1980's with the use of waveguide devices. Within

this category, a plethora of different solutions have been proposed [2] and experimentally

tested, although two main groups may be distinguished: integrated and fibre switches.

On the one hand, integrated devices have the a priori advantage of the availability

of large nonlinearities, the semiconductor two-channel Non Linear Directional Coupler

(NLDC) being the most important device within this category. The input pulse is switched

between two possible outputs either by changing the intensity of the input beam or by

the action of a control pulse injected in to the second channel. The main drawback

in this system is the difficulty of achieving multiple 7r phase shifts within the attenuation

length. One reason for this is the massive absorption when using the resonant nonlinearity

of charge carrier generation, i.e., on absorption of a photon an electron moves to the

conduction band and changes the refractive index. To overcome these limitations, two

different proposals were considered:

(i). To use near-resonant nonlinearities, requiring a trade off between optical nonlinearity

and absorption.

(ii). To work at frequencies below half the bandgap [3].

In principle, optical fibres do not seem to be good candidates for switching because of

the weak Kerr type non linearity in fused silica (n,2 ~ 3 x 10-16 cm?/W). Nevertheless,

due to the non resonant nature of the non linearity involved, attenuation is very low and

the required phase shift can be achieved by employing a long length of fibre. Additionally,

from the point of view of recovery times, the instantaneous nature of the Kerr nonlinearity

is very advantageous.

Despite the great variety of fibre switches, we will limit our discussion to the intensively

studied Nonlinear-optical Loop Mirror (NOLM) [4], which represented a key development

towards the application of SOAs in optical switching, as will later be pointed out.

As shown in figure 1.1, the input pulse is split by the coupler with a splitting ratio r.

Two replicas of the pulse then counter propagate in the fibre. If the power of the input

pulse is low enough to neglect any nonlinear effects, both replicas will recombine in phase

at the coupler, giving an output Pout = Pin [1 — 2r (1 — r)]. When the input pulse power
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is high and r ^ 0.5, the replicas will experience a nonlinear refractive index, and thus

accumulate different phases in the loop. In this case

Pout = Pin [1 - 2r (1 - r) {1 + cos [(1 - 2r)A(3PinL]}] , (1.1)

where A/3 is the change in the propagation constant in the fibre due to the non linear

refractive index, and L is the length of the loop. Therefore, we see that the input pulse is

capable of self-switching depending on its power.

Figures of merit

Regarding all the different approaches to optical switching discussed so far, all based on

passive components, we clearly see that the key factor is to achieve the required nonlinear

phase shift pn within the attenuation length of the material, a (where a is the absorption

coefficient), p is a parameter whose value depends on the type of device and typically

lies within the range 1 < p < 4. For example, while in the case of a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer p = 1, a NLDC generally requires at least a net phase change of An [5].
The search for materials other than glass meeting simultaneously high nonlinearity and

low absorption turned out to be non trivial and had not been satisfactorily overcome by

the early 1990's. Stegeman and Miller [2] developed a criteria to systematically evaluate

materials as candidates for switching.

According to reference [2], let A<&nl = 2nAnpjLL/\o be the nonlinear phase shift,

with L the length of the device, Anjvx, the nonlinear contribution to the refractive index

and Ao the wavelength in vacuum. In addition, we must consider the attenuation coefficient

a = ao + fill-, where oq represents the linear absorption and 1 accounts for two photon
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absorption (TPA).
In the case of a semiconductor, when operating near the band edge, cto >> fal- In this

case a saturating nonlinearity (band filling) is involved, and An/vz, = Ansat- To quantify

the nonlinear optical efficiency/transparency ratio, it is useful to define the figure of merit

W — A$TVL/27raL, thus obtaining

On the other hand, working well below the conduction band edge but above half

bandgap, TPA dominates the picture (fol » ^nNL = n2-1 and a different FOM

applies, T = 2naL/A$nl, which yields

It can be clearly seen that, for successful switching, both conditions W > p/2 and

T < 2/p must be met simultaneously b In addition, if ultrafast switching is to be achieved,

it was thought that the relaxation time of the material should be less than 10 ps to allow

for recovery between two pulses. This, in principle, ruled out semiconductors as realistic

candidates operating near the bandgap because of the slow recovery rate associated with

band filling nonlinearities (typically ~ Ins, unless carrier sweep-out was employed or

trapping centers introduced). On the other hand, below half bandgap operation is faster

due to virtually instantaneous Kerr nonlinearities, but at the unaffordable cost of high

switching powers [3].

1.1.2 SOAs in optical switching

A SOA, otherwise known as Semiconductor Laser Amplifier (SLA) or Travelling Wave

Amplifier (TWA), is simply a semiconductor diode laser whose facets have been antirefiec-

tion coated or angled to minimise the feedback and thus prevent the device from lasing.

Despite being promising candidates for high speed optical communications in the 1980's,

they were soon displaced when Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFAs) became com-

1S1O2, for example, has an excellent figure of merit (T << 1) at wavelengths longer than 1.06 /rm due
to the very low absorption coefficient (~ 10-6 cm-1). On the negative side, however, using multikilometer
lengths of fibre causes long latency times between input and output. Figures of merit for other materials
can be found in references [2, 5].

W = Ansat/a0\0. (1.2)

T = Ao/?2/^2 - (1.3)
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mercially available. The latter proved to have superior performance in terms of linearity,

absence of crosstalk in wavelength division multiplexing applications and polarisation in¬

dependence near 1.55 pm, thus replacing SOAs as in-line repeaters. It is precisely the

strong nonlinearities inherent to SOAs that makes them interesting for switching. In fact,

it turned out that a SOA biased for gain automatically meets Stegeman's criteria, since

the pulse is amplified as it propagates through the device. This has resulted in extensive

research being conducted on SOA-based switches over the last decade. Below, we focus

on the Terahertz Asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD), as it raises issues common to many

other interferometric switching configurations and corresponds to the experimental set-up

used in our work. Other alternative switches employing SOAs are also discussed.

The Terahertz Optical Asymmetric Demultiplexer (TOAD)

One of the earliest switching configurations to employ SOAs followed previous work on

fibre-based nonlinear optical mirrors. This was the implementation of a Semiconductor

Laser Amplifier in a Loop Mirror configuration (SLALOM) [6] experimentally performing

contrast enhancement and optical correlation. In the same year, Sokoloff et al. [7] first

reported the Terahertz Optical Asymmetric Demultiplexer (TOAD).

The TOAD is basically a NOLM in which kilometres of fibre are substituted by a SOA

placed asymmetrically within the loop with an offset Ax (see figure 1.2). It relies on the

gain saturation nonlinearity of the SOA induced by an intense control pulse to introduce

the required phase shift between the counter-propagating pulse replicas.

The role of the control pulse is to saturate the gain and thus cause a change in refractive

index. If the control pulse arrives at the SOA well after the replicas, both replicas will be

more than Ax from the SOA and traveling away without having experienced any nonlinear

refractive index change. No signal emerges from the output port after the pulses recombine

in the coupler, according to the reflectivity formula of the loop mirror.

R = \ t1 + cos(A0)] (1.4)
where Acf) is the phase difference between the two replicas. Let us assume now that the

control pulse arrives at the SOA well before the pulse entering the loop from the coupler.
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of a TOAD. The control pulses are introduced in the loop via polarisation
couplers (this would not be necessary if, for example, different wavelengths are used for pump and
probe). Note that the clockwise propagating (CW) replica reaches the SOA 2Ax/c seconds before
its counter clockwise (CCW) twin.

Now, the gain is already saturated when both replicas head towards the SOA. Being a time

2Ax/c apart, when they reach the SOA, they will experience a slow recovering gain and

accumulate roughly the same phase (provided that Trecovery » 2Ax/c), again interfering
in the coupler without producing an output pulse.

Finally, consider the case when the signal pulse enters the loop at about the same time

as the control pulse. By the time the latter arrives at the SOA, the clockwise propagating

(CW) replica has already crossed the device and is traveling back to the coupler. However,

the counter clockwise (CCW) pulse arrives after the SOA gain has been saturated and

experiences a non linear refractive index change. Because of the phase difference between

both replicas, they will interfere in the coupler to give an output pulse. Figure 1.3 depicts

the evolution of the carrier density in the amplifier when the control stream is formed by

a regular train of pulses (as it is the case in a demultiplexer). Note that the arrival of the

control pulse in between clockwise and anticlockwise replicas causes the depletion of the

carrier density and, concomitantly, a change in the refractive index.
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Arrival of intense
control pulse

Time /ps

Figure 1.3: Sketch of the temporal evolution of the SOA carrier density in a TOAD. Circles and
squares indicate, respectively, the arrival at the amplifier of clockwise and anticlockwise signal
pulses. The role of the control pulses is to deplete some of the available carrier density and induce
a differential phase shift between a pair of counter-propagating data pulse replicas. After the
perturbation caused by the control pulse, the carrier density recovers.

In conclusion, the offset Ax creates a switching window 2Ax/c seconds long, meaning

that any pulse whose replicas lay within a Ax range of the SOA when its gain is saturated,

will exit from the output channel. Switching will be possible providing that the temporal

window is smaller than the bit period in the channel to be demultiplexed. It was thought

that the SOA should be allowed to fully recover before the next bit was demultiplexed.

(Sokoloff et al. reported demultiplexing of a 50 Gb/s channel down to a 1.25 Gb/s data

stream). Therefore, the slow recovering (~ Ins) nonlinearity of the SOA still imposed a

limit to the demultiplexing rate.

The small size of SOAs, typically in the order of 500 /xm long, makes them more

stable than optical fibre, avoids long latency times, and is suitable for on-chip integration.

Despite the latter, the definitive breakthrough came with the experimental demonstration

by Ellis and Spirit [8] that the TOAD could be operated faster than the rate imposed

by the device recovery time. A 40 Gbits/s data stream was demultiplexed into a 10

Gbits/s pulse train. This is possible because, for typical devices, the carrier density

change required for a it phase shift can be replenished on a timescale as short as tens of

picoseconds. To numerically illustrate this, assume a 500 [im long SOA operating at 1.5

/xm. An index change of 1.5 x 10-3 corresponds to a 7r phase shift. Taking the rate of
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change of the refractive index with carrier density to be dn/dN = —2 x 10-20 cm3 [9],

a population change of ~ 1017 cm~3 is thus required. Regarding the typical inversions

available (~ 1018 cm-3), it is clear that multiple 7r phase shifts can be achieved under

normal conditions. In conclusion, when operating the TOAD at high switching rates, the

SOA is not allowed to fully recover between control pulses.

Although the switching window width of the TOAD is in principle determined by the

offset As of the amplifier in the loop, the finite device length will impose extra limitations.

This is a common feature of switches in which data and control pulses counter-propagate

[10], and will be discussed thoroughly in chapter 4, in connection with the spatial depen¬

dence of optical nonlinearities in SOAs.

Other SOA-based switches

In parallel with the TOAD, other switches employing SOAs have been developed. One re¬

markable example is the symmetric Mach Zehnder interferometer (SMZ)(see figure 1.4(a)),

first implemented by Tajima and coworkers in 1993 [11]. Its operation is based on the band-

filling effect in conventional semiconductor materials (SOAs or passive nonlinear waveg¬

uides, NLW), combined with differential phase modulation of the nonlinear elements.

In these switches, the data pulse is split into to identical replicas, each traveling along

one of the arms of the interferometer. In the absence of any perturbation, the MZ is bal¬

anced to send the data pulse to the 'reject' port. To achieve switching, two control pulses

are injected each into one arm of the interferometer, with a relative delay Atc between

them. The photon energy of the control pulses is chosen to be larger than the semiconduc¬

tor bandgap to induce interband transitions and cause the saturation of gain/absorption

(depending on whether an SOA or a passive NLW is used). However, the wavelength of

the data pulses is longer than the wavelength at the bandgap so that these only experience

the subsequent changes in the refractive index and none of the gain compression. This is

sometimes referred to as gain-transparent configuration [12, 13].
When the timing is such that the data pulse travels in between the two control pulses,

one of its replicas will experience a depleted NLW, while the other replica propagates

through an unperturbed nonlinear waveguide. The subsequent phase shift between the

replicas will give a transmitted pulse in the output port. If the data pulse arrives at the
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:,Atc SMZ

Figure 1.4: Sketch of (a) Symmetric Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (SMZ) and (b) Colliding Pulse
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (CPMZ).

amplifiers later than the control pulses, both replicas will experience the slowly recovering

gain and accumulate a similar phase, thus sending the data pulse to the 'reject' port.

Therefore, the width of the switching window in a MZ is determined by the delay between

the two control pulses, Atc.

In the SMZ, control and data pulses co-propagate and a filter is needed in the output

port to discriminate between them. The colliding pulse MZ (CPMZ) (see figure 1.4(b))

avoids this problem by using counter-propagating control and data pulses, which in turn

imposes extra limitations on the window width, as we will discuss in detail in section 4.4.

Both configurations present the 'a priori' disadvantage of using two nonlinear elements,

thus requiring an accurate balance between them. On the other hand, compared with the

TOAD, the SMZ exhibits shorter switching windows due to the co-propagating nature of

control and data pulses.

An interesting variant of the original SMZ, using only one nonlinear element, is the

polarisation discriminating SMZ (PD-SMZ) [14], also known as ultrafast nonlinear in¬

terferometer (UNI) [15] when employing a SOA as the nonlinear element. The linearly

polarised signal pulse is split into TE and TM components, one of which is delayed with
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respect to the other before reaching the nonlinear waveguide (or the SOA). If a control

pulse is injected into the NLW after the leading pulse component but before the trailing

one, the latter acquires a nonlinear phase shift as a result of the long-lived change in

the refractive index induced by the control pulse. The delay between the components of

the data pulse is then recovered by means of some birefringent medium. The acquired

differential phase shift will dictate the polarisation of the output signal and, by using a

polariser, the output of the switch.

To date, the PD-SMZ has yielded the shortest switching windows (~ 200 fs [16]) ob¬

tained via the band-filling nonlinearity in semiconductor based switches. However, large

control pulse energies (a few picojoules) are required to induced the necessary differential

phase shift in passive nonlinear waveguides. The use of SOAs in MZ switches has low¬

ered considerably the power requirements, as the band-filling nonlinearity is enhanced by

stimulated emission [17, 18]. In this case, nevertheless, the gating speed is affected by the

intraband phenomena in the amplifier, as it will be discussed in chapters 2 and 4.

Although the work presented in this thesis is mostly concerned with switching, it must

be noted that other key functions of all-optical networks such as 3R regeneration (ream-

plifying, reshaping, and retiming) [19] can also be implemented by means of the SOA

nonlinearities. Another remarkable example which has attracted considerable attention is

wavelength conversion [20], crucial for WDM applications. Several types of SOA-based

wavelength convertors have been reported, making use of four wave mixing, cross-gain or

cross-phase modulation. In the case of cross-gain and cross-phase modulation, the control

sequence is the data stream itself, which patterns a regular clock or CW beam at a dif¬

ferent wavelength. Cross-phase modulation is usually employed within an interferometric

arrangement similar to those described previously.

1.1.3 Current status and challenges for SOA-based all-optical switches

The successful integration of interferometric switches [21, 22], providing stable operation

and minimising the switching power requirements, has been a significant boost for the

competitiveness of SOAs as nonlinear elements for all optical switching. However, such

integration is at an early stage, and there are still major challenges ahead both in terms

of response speed and power consumption.
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Beyond size and potential for integration, SOAs offer several other advantages in the

context of interferometric all optical switching. These include signal amplification and

large resonant nonlinearities (enhanced by stimulated emission), which ultimately allow

for switching powers well below 1 pJ, smaller by almost two orders of magnitude compared

to those required with passive elements. On the downside, the interband dynamics in SOAs

exhibit a slow recovery, the nonlinearities may cause channel cross-talk, and the amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) contributes to the noise in communication channels.

The switching window widths of interferometric configurations such as the TOAD or

MZ interferometers are not limited by the slow recovery time associated with the band

filling nonlinearity. However, the finite device length imposes restrictions in the form of

degradation of the bit error rate (BER) in those switches, e.g. the TOAD, with counter-

propagating control and data pulses. Configurations like the SMZ avoid this problem

at the expense of using two SOAs, with the subsequent balancing issues. In terms of

switching ratio and reduction of noise due to ASE, the use of non degenerate signal and

control wavelengths [11, 13] seems advantageous.

When it comes to achieving high repetition rates, the slow band-filling nonlinearity

in SOAs is a drawback. In demultiplexing, as previously discussed, full recovery is not

strictly necessary for switching operation and ongoing research efforts have been devoted

to speeding up the recovery by means of larger applied bias or optical holding beams.

In this respect, the work with Quantum Dot (QD) SOAs is also promising, as recovery

times of a few picoseconds have been reported [23, 24], Also, the potential improvements

resulting from the optimisation of SOAs as phase shifters instead of amplifiers have not

been yet fully explored.

Apart from demultiplexing, more complex processing functions have been implemented

to date based on architectures like the TOAD. These include loop mirrors with feedback

working as shift registers and spontaneous clock division [25, 26], clock recovery [27, 28]
and all optical memory [29]. Some of these applications, such as clock recovery, and

others (e.g. wavelength conversion or 3R-regeneration) require driving the SOA with a

modulated train of pulses, as opposed to using regular sequence of control pulses. This

complicates the picture, the reason being that when several zeros occur consecutively,

the SOA is allowed to further recover and the quasi-equilibrium in phase/carrier density
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evolution is perturbed, leading to data patterning effects. This issue stresses the need for

faster recovery times mentioned in the paragraph above.

In the quest for higher switching speeds, pulse durations are progressively shortened

making jitter levels more of a problem. In the subpicosecond regime, the SOA intraband

dynamics such as carrier heating and spectral hole burning become important in dictating

the device behaviour, as discussed in the next chapter. In principle, these ultrafast non-

linearities have been found to reduce the gating speed [18], although there is still much

to be understood in this respect. Additionally, the use of pulse durations below 100 fs is

expected to raise issues related to dispersion and coherent effects.

Presently, research on all-optical switching by means other than SOAs has attracted

considerable attention (see, for example, [30] and references therein). Ongoing work is

devoted to investigating new ultrafast nonlinearities in material families that have been

used traditionally for optoelectronic devices, such as GaAs and InP. Spin relaxation in QW

structures, for example, has been used to implement all-optical spin polarisation switches

[31]. The ultrafast dynamics of intersubband transitions in quantum wells, crucial to the

operation of QC lasers as we will soon discuss, are also appealing for all-optical switch¬

ing applications. To achieve operation wavelengths in the 1.3 — 1.5 /xm range, material

systems with large band offsets such as InGaAs/AlAsSb [32] or GaN/AlGaN have been

investigated.

1.2 Quantum Cascade lasers

1.2.1 Introduction

In the previous section, we have discussed the potential of semiconductor amplifiers for

optical processing in communication systems. Such applications require operating in the

near-infrared wavelength range, mostly at around 1.5 or 1.3/rm wavelength, for which

conventional semiconductor device technology is well suited and widely established.

The mid-IR range of the spectrum also attracts considerable attention, amongst other

reasons because it comprises both the molecular fingerprint region (3 — 20 /rm) and the

atmospheric windows for free-space optical communications (3 — 5 /rm and 8 — 13 /rm).

Practical applications such as trace gas sensing require compact tunable optical sources.
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Despite the fact that the band structure of semiconductors can be tailored to some ex¬

tent [33], by virtue of quantum confinement of the carriers in one or more dimensions or

via strain engineering, the emission characteristics of conventional diode lasers are still

drastically limited by material properties, notably, the energy bandgap. For this reason,

until recently, the choices for semiconductor-based tunable optical sources in the mid-IR

wavelength range have been limited almost exclusively to lead-salt lasers.

Quantum Cascade (QC) lasers are novel semiconductor injector lasers based on optical

and electronic intersubband transitions (ISTs) in multiple quantum well heterostructures.

Light emission from these devices can be controlled via the well and barrier thicknesses

and the external applied electric field. This allows for great design flexibility and true

band-structure engineering [34], In addition, the unipolar nature of QC lasers allows

electrons to remain in the conduction band and undergo several ISTs, resulting in large

output powers. In this section, the origins and the evolution of QC lasers will be reviewed,

along with their most remarkable characteristics. Finally, in connection with the work to

be presented in this thesis, the current research trends and challenges will be identified.

1.2.2 Background and present challenges

Soon after the seminal paper by Esaki and Tsu introducing the concept of the superlattice

[35], Kazarinov and Suris postulated in 1971 that light amplification was possible in in¬

tersubband transitions [36]. This proposal covered both the required population inversion

and the cascading of the carriers across many stages. In practice, however, the struc¬

ture could not achieve a uniform electric field or stable current flow due to space charge

injection.

It took over twenty years until a device based on such a gain mechanism, the Quan¬

tum Cascade laser, was successfully implemented [37, 38]. This accomplishment owed

to previous progress in the understanding of tunneling and scattering phenomena (see,

for example, the review in reference [39]), and to high quality growth by state-of-the-art

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE).

The first QC laser to be implemented back in 1994 was operated in pulsed mode at

cryogenic temperatures. The laser transition was diagonal in real space, i.e., upper and

lower laser states were mostly localised in different wells. This scheme was soon replaced
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with the so called 'three well vertical' design and, within the year that followed, CW oper¬

ation at cryogenic temperatures [40] and, in pulsed mode, up to room temperature (RT)

[41] were demonstrated. Since then, the performance of QC lasers has greatly improved

[39, 42], both in terms of operating temperature, available wavelength range and output

power.

In 1996, QC-DFB lasers were introduced, providing continuously tunable single mode

laser output [43] and thus very well suited for trace gas sensing applications, as demon¬

strated for the first time two years later [44]. The quest for improved performance led to

novel design concepts. One remarkable example is the superlattice active region [45], in
which the laser transition occurs between broad minibands rather than between discrete

subbands. This scheme allows for larger current flow, being thus ideal for obtaining higher

powers or emission at longer wavelengths, as they experience more absorption loss.

In 1998, the 'bow-tie' laser, a variant of previously researched QC micro-disc and

micro-cylinder lasers, was implemented [46]. These QC-based micro-lasers presented dis¬

tinct directionality and an output power increase of several orders of magnitude. Up to

this point, QC lasers had been successfully grown only in the InGaAs/AlInAs on InP

material system. Sirtori and coworkers [47] were the first to demonstrate a QC laser in

the GaAs/AlGaAs on GaAs material system, currently subject of ongoing research.

A unique feature of QC lasers is the ultrafast carrier relaxation time, mostly determined

by electron-optical phonon scattering, making them ideal for high-speed operation. This

aspect has also been explored [48], including ultrashort pulse generation via mode-locking

[49], or high-speed data transmission [50]. More recently, the flexibility in the design of

QC structures has allowed the implementation of new functionalities, such as multiple-

wavelength [51] or ultrabroadband [52, 53, 54] QC lasers.

At present, ongoing research is devoted to increasing the maximum CW operating

temperature. This is crucial for trace gas sensing and other applications.

Considerable effort is also being devoted to expand the range of wavelengths available

with QC lasers, both towards the near-IR region and into the Terahertz regime. In this

context, for the last couple of years, nonlinear light generation in QC-lasers has been

one subject of research. To date, various types of nonlinearities based on intersubband

transitions have been successfully integrated with QC lasers [55, 56, 57, 58]. In this
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thesis, we report the observation of stimulated electronic Anti-Stokes Raman emission in

QC lasers (see chapter 5). This is the first step towards AS Raman lasing, which holds

promise to extend straightforward operation of unstrained InP QC lasers to wavelengths

below 4 [im.

Parallel to the developments in QC laser technology, other novel semiconductor-based

sources in the mid-infrared wavelength range have been demonstrated. The 'quantum-

fountain' laser [59, 60] relies on optically-pumped intersubband transitions in asymmetric

quantum wells, but does not include the cascade effect. Another remarkable example are

the so called type-II cascade lasers, proposed by Yang [61, 62] and also researched by other

groups [63]. These devices are based on diagonal inter-well interband transitions occurring

when an electron recombines with a hole in the valence band. Due to the type-II band

alignment, electrons can efficiently re-tunnel into the conduction band and thus undergo

several transitions.

1.3 Light propagation in active media

To analyse the interaction of light with the carriers in the semiconductor devices studied

in this thesis, it is useful to give a brief introduction to the propagation of light in active

media in the framework of Maxwell's equations.

Assuming that the electric field varies little in the direction of propagation (VE « 0)

and a non-magnetic medium (p = po), the wave equation reads

Here, the light-matter interaction is represented by the displacement electric field D.

When it comes to semiconductor active media, it is useful to define D as

distinguishing the background permeability of the host medium (the lattice) e^ and the in¬

duced polarisation corresponding to the carriers. By using equation 1.6, the wave equation

can be rewritten as

(1.5)

D — 6(,E + P, (1.6)
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where = e;,/eo is the background refractive index, typically around 3.5, and c = l/y'eo/h>
is the speed of light in the vacuum.

1.3.1 Linear propagation

For optical beams with not too high intensities, the polarisation induced in the medium

can be taken to depend linearly on the optical field. Using scalar notation for the sake of

simplicity, this dependence for a non-polar medium can be expressed as

P = eoX#, (1-8)

X being the complex susceptibility of the medium. Under these assumptions, one of the

simplest solutions to the wave equation (1.7) is a plane wave-like optical field of the form

E(z,t) = E{z) exp {i [k^z — uqt + p(z)]} + c.c., (1-9)

taken to be propagating in the z direction and with an angular frequency uo- h> is the

wavevector associated with the background refractive index = uiQiib/c) and ip(z) is a

phase term resulting from the interaction of light and carriers. Substituting equations

1.8 and 1.9 in the wave equation (1.7), in the slowly varying envelope approximation

-neglecting terms containing drE/dz2, d2<p/dt2 and (dEfdz)(dip/dt)-, we find

yx"(z)E(z), (1.10a)
'jx'(z), (1.10b)

Here, x' and x' are the real and imaginary parts of the complex susceptibility (x =

x' + fx"); whose functional form is material dependent. However, in general terms, the

intensity of the optical field will change as

I(z) = I0exp(gz), (1.11)

dE

dz

dtp
dz
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where g = —kbx" is the so called gain coefficient. Note that light will be absorbed if

g < 0, as it occurs in passive semiconductor materials. On the other hand, the effective

contribution to the refractive index due to the carriers via the term (p(z) is

(1.12)

and therefore the optical field propagates with a total wavevector k = kb (1 + x'/2) and

a phase velocity given by uio/k. It must be stressed that both the background refractive

index and the complex susceptibility caused by the carriers are strongly dependent on

frequency. This dependence is usually referred to as material dispersion.

In the linear regime, the frequency dependent background refractive index nb(uj) can

be modelled in the framework of a simple Lorentz oscillator model and expressed by an

empirical Sellmeier equation of the form

where the parameters Aj and uij depend on the material and must be obtained experi¬

mentally. Equation 1.13 also applies to passive semiconductors or dielectrics. However,

the expression of x(u) f°r active gain materials is not so simple and depends of the par¬

ticulars of the system to be described (the optical gain in SOAs, for example, is discussed

in chapter 2).

For the time being, let us assume that the total refractive index experienced by the

propagating optical field in the linear regime is n(o>), including the contributions of carriers

and background refractive index. Then, the phase accumulated after propagating along a

distance L is

<f>(uj) in equation 1.14 is sometimes referred to as the phase transfer function, and will

be very useful in analysing the implications of material dispersion on the linear propagation

of optical pulses, discussed next.

nb(u) - 1 = Y^ Aj
.2 ,.,2' (1.13)

j

(1.14)
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Optical pulses and dispersion

In the previous section, we assumed a monochromatic optical field with angular frequency

ujq. However, our measurements on semiconductor optical amplifiers are carried out by

using subpicosecond pulses and dispersion becomes significant. In the time domain, optical

pulses can be expressed as the product of a slow varying envelope and a fast oscillating

exponential term at the carrier frequency u>q

E(t) = A(t) exp(—iujQt), (1-15)

which, on the frequency domain, corresponds to

E(u>) = A(u> — uo) (1-16)

In the linear regime, the phase accumulated by the pulse upon propagation is given by

the phase transfer function of equation 1.14. The dispersive properties of the system can

be extracted by expanding this transfer function around the carrier frequency [64]

^ =E ^(n)M(- - -0r (i-i7)
n

where c/)^n\uJo) is the nth-order derivative of ^ with respect to u>, evaluated at the carrier

frequency. The zero-order term of the expansion is the phase accumulated at the frequency

of the optical carrier, (f>^, usually expressed in units of femtoseconds, gives the velocity

at which the center of the pulse envelope propagates in the medium (group velocity).

dui rduj ,

v°= ir = (U8)
The coefficient 4>^, called group delay dispersion (GDD) and measured in units of fs2,

is of the outmost importance. GDD, roughly, measures the rate at which a pulse centered

at the reference frequency will increase in duration upon propagation through the system.

It is also responsible for the variations in the instantaneous frequency of the optical pulses,

defined as d axg[E{t)]/dt, known as chirping. Dispersion is said to be negative or positive

depending on the sign of the GDD. The distortion introduced by higher order terms is
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more difficult to interpret.

Pulse distortion can be managed by virtue of the dispersive properties of some mate¬

rials. One relevant example is the introduction of glass prisms in optical cavities, such as

those in the Optical Parametric Oscillator of our pump-probe setup (see section 3.2.2).

Typically, light in semiconductor devices is confined to a waveguide in which the op¬

tical mode experiences an effective refractive index neff. The nature of the frequency

dependence of ne// is twofold, originating both from the inherent material dispersion and
the geometry of the optical confinement (waveguide dispersion) [64],

1.3.2 Nonlinear phenomena

When interacting with high-intensity optical beams, the material response deviates from a

linear behaviour. A more general expression for the polarisation in the medium is required,

including higher order terms [65]

Pi = eoxg]Ej + toX^lEjEk + e0 + ... (1.19)

where Pi is the i component of the polarisation vector, is the first order susceptibility,

used in the previous discussion of the material linear properties, x^ are the higher (nth)
order complex susceptibility tensors, whose values are smaller for increasing order, hence

the need for large optical powers to observe nonlinear phenomena.

Second and higher order terms in equation 1.19 include the product of two or more

components of the electric field. This may result in frequency mixing and, as the polarisa¬

tion is the source of optical field in the wave equation (1.7), lead to the generation of light

at new wavelengths. As nonlinear optics is a broad field in itself, with a wide spectrum of

applications, this section is limited to introducing briefly some of the optical nonlinearities

most relevant to our work.

Second order processes can be observed in noncentrosymmetric crystalline materials

[66], provided high optical intensities. Of these, non-resonant second harmonic generation

(SHG) and difference frequency generation (DFG) must be highlighted. They are used

in our setup, respectively, to estimate the duration of the optical pulses (autocorrelation

technique) and to produce pulses in the near-IR wavelength range (further details in
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chapter 3).

In the context of this work, x^ and related processes are of the outmost importance.

Concerning SOAs, the third order processes manifest mostly in the form of self- or cross-

modulation of the propagating pulses, both in amplitude and in phase.

As discussed previously in this chapter, many SOA-based interferometric switches rely

on the cross-phase modulation associated with the long lived band-filling resonant nonlin-

earity. Additionally, as a result of the limited states available for stimulated transitions,

the gain/refractive index experienced by an optical pulse may saturate for high pulse in¬

tensities. In the low saturation regime, this dependence on the intensity can be regarded

as a third order contribution to the susceptibility [33, 65, 66].
The propagation of optical pulses across the amplifier may also be influenced by ad¬

ditional third order nonlinear processes such as Two Photon Absorption (TPA) or the

optical Kerr effect, especially for high pulse peak powers. The loss associated with TPA

can be expressed via the absorption coefficient cutpa — /% i(t), dependent on the intensity

profile of the pulse /(£), where (32 is the two-photon coefficient. When occurring in the

active region, TPA may contribute to the heating of the carriers, causing a further de¬

crease of the available gain. The reduction in gain caused by TPA is accompanied by an

instantaneous change in the refractive index which follows the temporal intensity profile

of the pulse.

The optical Kerr effect is a nonresonant third order nonlinearity which contributes

exclusively to the real part of and hence to the self-modulation of the optical pulses

via the nonlinear refractive index. Similarly to TPA, the change in the refractive index

caused by the Kerr effect is proportional to the pulse intensity. Mathematically

3Re M3)]
AnKerr = —I(t) = n2I{t). (1.20)

4e0ngC

The Kerr coefficient n2 is typically small, but this effect may still be significant due to

the high peak powers of ultrashort pulses (remember, for example, the operation of the

fibre nonlinear optical mirror switch described in section 1.1.1).

The work presented on chapter 5 deals with the study of nonlinear generation of

light in QC lasers via a third order process, stimulated Raman scattering. In this case,
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the x^3) nonlinearity is based on real electronic intersubband transitions. The nonlinear

susceptibility is greatly enhanced by optical pumping near resonance of the ISTs.

1.4 Summary

In the present chapter, we have analysed the role of SOAs in all-optical processing appli¬

cations, reviewing current research efforts and identifying key areas for improvement. The

carrier ultrafast dynamics in SOAs relevant to interferometric switching, both interband

and intraband, will be described in chapter 2.

QC lasers have also been introduced as novel optical sources for applications in the mid

to far-IR wavelength range, reviewing past and present research trends. In this context,

the integration of nonlinearities based on intersubband transitions and QC lasers has

been addressed. The operation of these lasers will be described in detail in chapter 2,

with emphasis on crucial issues such as resonant tunneling and intersubband LO-phonon

scattering.

Finally, the basics of light propagation in active media have been reviewed. This

provides a background on which understand and model the amplification of light and

nonlinear phenomena in devices with optical gain such as SOAs and QC lasers.
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Chapter 2

Physics of the semiconductor gain

materials

The present chapter serves as an introduction to the semiconductor devices studied in this

thesis. Emphasis is placed on the optical properties of quantum well (QW) heterostruc-

tures, associated with both interband and intersubband transitions.

After reviewing fundamental concepts of semiconductor physics, the relation between

optical gain and refractive index in SOAs is analysed in depth. Understanding the interplay

between the slow interband dynamics and the ultrafast nonlinearities associated with

intraband processes is essential to assess the potential of SOAs for ultrafast switching

applications.

The last section is devoted to describing the operation of QC lasers. The gain mech¬

anism, based on intersubband transitions, and the sources of loss in these devices are

thoroughly discussed. This provides a background for chapter 5, in which the nonlinear

light generation in QC lasers is addressed.

2.1 Band structure of bulk III-V compound semiconductors

2.1.1 Crystalline and electronic properties

Compound semiconductors comprising elements from groups III and V, such as GaAs or

InP, crystalise in the zinc-blende structure. This consists of two interleaved face centered

cubic (f.c.c.) lattices displaced from one another by one quarter of one the cube's main
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A X K
Wavevector k

Figure 2.1: Electronic band structure of GaAs calculated using the pseudopotential technique. The
gray shaded area encloses the region around the direct bandgap at k = 0 (r point). Reproduced
from reference [1].

diagonals. In the zinc-blende lattice, the elementary cell contains two atoms, which we

will refer to as A (group III) and B (group V). Setting the origin arbitrarily at the position

of one of them, the other would be located at (a/4, a/4, a/4), where a is the cube side.

In III-V binary compounds, eight outer electrons per primitive unit cell are available

for chemical bonding. The remaining electrons are highly bound to the nuclei and form a

'frozen' shell which does not contribute to the electronic properties relevant to our work,

namely, electronic transport and near bandgap optical properties.

The wavefunctions of those eight outer electrons (3 from A and 5 from B) hybridise

forming tetrahedral bonds between an atom and the neighboring four atoms of the other

species. The hybidisation of two orbitals (s-like or p-like) produces two levels, one bonding

and one antibonding, and the large number of unit cells causes the broadening of such

levels into bands.

The lowest energy corresponds to the s bonding levels, which are always occupied

by a pair of electrons. The remaining 6 electrons are distributed amongst the 3 p-type

bonding levels, which lie at higher energies, and form the three valence bands. The bands

originating from the antibonding levels are all empty, of which the s level lies at the lowest

energy and forms the conduction band of the material.
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In all III-V compounds, the top of the valence band occurs at the center of the Brillouin

zone (r point), which for a f.c.c. lattice is a truncated octahedron. The sixfold degeneracy

of the three valence bands at T is lifted by the spin-orbit coupling, yielding a quadruplet

(J = 3/2) and a doublet (J = 1/2). This is illustrated in figure 2.1.

The devices studied in this thesis were grown on an InP substrate. However, the active

regions comprise layers of ternary solid solutions between III-V binary compounds such as

InGaAs or AlInAs. In the most strict sense, such alloys are not crystalline, as the atoms

are randomly distributed in the lattice and therefore the potential felt by the electrons has

no translational symmetry. However, it is possible to use an average periodic potential,

according to the alloy volume fractions (virtual crystal approximation).

2.1.2 Dispersion relations and density of states

The stationary wavefunction for a free particle propagating in vacuum is a plane wave of

the form exp(—ik.r), where the wavevector k is related to the momentum of the particle

according to the formula p = hk. The energy of the particle is given by E(k) = h2k2/2mo,
mo being the particle mass.

In the case of electrons interacting with the atoms in a crystal, the problem is far more

complex. The corresponding hamiltonian must, in principle, account for all the electron

interactions, the motion of the nuclei, etc. However, it has been shown that many of those

interactions can be represented by an averaged effective potential U(r) which has the same

periodicity as the lattice.

The band structure of the material is defined by the relationship between the electron

energy (E) and its corresponding wavevector (k). Such dispersion relation is obtained by

solving the Schrodinger equation for the potential U(r). According to the Bloch theorem,

due to the periodicity of the potential, the electronic wavefunctions can be expressed as

^k(r) = uk(r) exp(-ik.r) (2.1)

The wavefunction of equation 2.1 resembles that of the free particle except for the

term iik(r), which has the periodicity of the lattice and modulates the fast oscillating

exponential.
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It is common practice in solid state physics, when dealing with an infinite medium, to

pseudo-quantise the k vector according to the Born-Von Karman cyclic boundary condi¬

tions. Conceiving the crystal as composed of identical blocks comprising N cells each, the

lattice repeats itself at all positions L( = Nat [i = 1,2,3), aj being the lattice fundamen¬

tal vectors. As a result, the components of the wavevector k must satisfy the following

relations

27r
ki = Hj—— j = l,2,3 (2.2)

N&i

where rii is an integer. For each k there is a family of Bloch-like solutions to the Schrodinger

equation with eigenenergies Em(k), m being an integer. These families can be thought of

as 'continuous' bands labelled by the index m.

One of the most striking consequences of the interaction of the electrons with the

atoms in the crystal is the existence of forbidden energy gaps for the electrons. This can

be understood in the light of different theoretical approaches (see, for example, references

[2, 3]) such as the nearly free electron model, the tight binding model, or Kane's k • p

method. There exist different types of forbidden gaps for the electrons, classified depending

on the relative positions in reciprocal space of the extrema of conduction and valence

bands. In this work, we will be concerned exclusively with compounds in which the

bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence bands occur at the same point

in the Brillouin zone (same k), the so called direct bandgap materials.

For the purposes of the study presented here, we can restrict ourselves to the region in

reciprocal space around the extrema of the conduction and valence bands. For the III-V

compounds, this occurs at k = 0 (F point). For small values of k, the so called parabolic

approximation applies and the dispersion relation for a given band can be expressed as

E(k) = E(k = 0) +^ (2.3)
Here, E(k = 0) is the energy at the band extremum (minimum or maximum). The

second term on the right hand side is similar to the energy of the free particle (note the

quadratic dependence of the energy on the modulus of the wavevector k). In this case,

however, to* is the effective mass of the electron, resulting from the interaction with the
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Figure 2.2: Band diagram of a semiconductor with direct bandgap in the parabolic approximation.
The conduction band lies at the highest energies, separated from light and heavy hole bands at
k = 0 by the gap energy Eg. The split-off band is also shown.

periodic potential of the crystal, and closely related to the band curvature (effective masses

are positive/negative when the curvature of the band is directed upwards/downwards).

The expression in equation 2.3 is a simplified version of the general case in which the

effective mass is anisotropic and is represented by a tensor [3].

Although the physical interpretation of the negative effective masses is not trivial, the

motion of valence electrons can be treated by considering fictitious particles with the same

mass and electric charge (but of positive sign), referred to as holes, whose distribution is

that of the unoccupied states in the band. This equivalent description facilitates the

calculation of the semiconductor properties, as in the valence bands the density of holes

is much smaller than that of the electrons.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the simplified case of four isotropic parabolic bands. These include

the conduction band and the three valence bands, namely, heavy hole (hh), light hole (lh)

and split-off (so). Light and heavy hole bands are degenerate at k = 0 and correspond to

the J = 3/2 quadruplet discussed in section 2.1.1, while the split-off band is formed by

the J = 1/2 doublet.

The electronic dispersion relations for the bands depicted in figure 2.2 are
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Uk) = Eg +^, (2.4a)
h2k2

E^k) = (2-4b)
Amhh
h2k2

Elh{k) = ££-. (2.4c)2,171ih

where the origin was taken at the top of the lh and hh valence bands. In these bands,

thinking in terms of holes, energy would be measured downwards (consistent with the hole

effective masses being positive, m*hh, m*h > 0). m* is the effective mass of the electrons
in the conduction band. The split-off band lies at much lower energies and it is not so

relevant to the work presented in this thesis.

To calculate the optical properties of semiconductors, the knowledge of both the avail¬

able density of states and the occupation probability of the different states is essential. In

a bulk semiconductor, the density of states in conduction and valence bands is given by

PoW = ^(-f) (E-Eg)*, (2.5a)
1 (2m,

2tt2 1I n2
1

,/2m;
2vr2 1[ h2

3

Pvi,k) = ^[^)2 {-E)X2. (2.5b)

Here, the effective mass m*h for the hole density of states in the valence band is taken
to be m*^2 = to include contributions from the light hole and heavy hole
bands.

In thermodynamical equilibrium at a temperature T, the occupation probability of a

given state by an electron or hole (both fermions) is dictated by the Fermi-Dirac distribu¬

tion f(E).

iiE) = (2'6)
1 + exp ( -j—nf2kBT

In equation 2.6, Ep is the Fermi energy, also known as chemical potential, and kp is

Boltzmann's constant.

The density of electrons in conduction band (n) and holes in valence band (p) can be
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calculated as

poo
n= / pc(E)f(E)dE, (2.7a)

JEg
p—oo

p= / Pv(E)[l-f(E)]dE,J o
(2.7b)

where the carrier densities and occupation probability must be taken from equations 2.5

and 2.6. In the case of E» Ep, an approximate analytical expression for electron and

hole densities can be obtained, which reads

Within their limitations, the expressions in equations 2.8(a) and (b) are often used to

calculate the position of the Fermi level, given the temperature and the carrier density.

2.2 Quantum wells and superlattices

Remarkable progress in epitaxy techniques over the past few decades currently allows

the growth of semiconductor material with thicknesses of just a few atomic periods. By

carefully choosing the material composition of the layers such that the strain due to the

lattice mismatch is contained within some limits, the electrons can be tightly confined in

a potential well in the direction of growth (z) resulting in quantum behaviour. Figure 2.3

shows the bandgap energy versus lattice constant for the InGaAs/AlInAs/InP material

system.

In the plane of the layers, however, the electronic motion is unrestricted. As a result,

the total electronic wavefunctions can be expressed as the product of an envelope function

(2.8b)

(2.8a)

where

(2.9)
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the bandgap energy versus lattice constant at room temperature for the III-V
compounds relevant to the work presented here. Reproduced from reference [4].

Cn(z), solution to the one dimensional Schrodinger equation, with the Bloch function uno

(accounting for the interaction with the periodic crystal), and the plane waves describ¬

ing the motion parallel to the layers. Putting all these factors together, the electronic

wavefunction reads [3]

where K = (kx, ky) and R = (x, y).

2.2.1 A single quantum well

Let us start by considering a single finite potential well of width L and depth Vo, as

depicted in figure 2.4. The envelope function of the electrons (n(z) and the eigenenergies

En associated with the motion in the direction of growth can be obtained by solving the

time independent Schrodinger equation in 1-D, of the form

Note that the effective mass m* will change from the well (m^) to the barrier (ml).
The energy associated with the unrestricted in-plane motion (Exy) is that of the bulk

ipn = (n(z)uno(r) exp(iK • R) (2.10)

(2.11)
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the potential in a quantum well. The energy levels of the bound states are
indicated, together with the moduli squared of the corresponding envelope wavefunctions.

semiconductor. Assuming parabolic bands

Exy —

h2 (k2 + kl)
2m*w

(2.12)

Due to the symmetry of the potential, the solutions to equation 2.11 are either even

or odd functions. The wavefunctions inside the well can be expressed as

Q(z) = Acos(kwz) for even states, (2.13a)

C(z) = As\n(kwz) for odd states, (2.13b)

where ±kw is the propagation constant of the waves, given by

11m *
kw = ^-jf(E + Vo) (2.14)

In the barriers, the solutions to the Schrodinger equation are evanescent waves of the

form
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(2.15b)

(2.15a)

Here, for even states B = E, and for odd states B = —E. To obtain the solutions in

equations 2.15(a) and (b), we have taken into account that the wavefunctions should not

diverge for z —> ±00. The resulting exponential decay is characterised by the constant Kf,.

From equation 2.11, by applying boundary conditions (continuity of the wavefunction

and also of its derivative divided by the effective mass), it can be shown that the energy

satisfies the following transcendental equations

If the electron motion obeys equation 2.11, the number of bound states (E < 0) in the

well is discrete, and the eigenenergies must be obtained from equations 2.17(a) and (b).
These equations have analytical solutions only for the ideal case of an infinite well [3], and
must otherwise be solved numerically.

One of the most remarkable conclusions of the solutions to the Schrodinger equation for

the finite QW potential is the nonzero probability of finding the electron in the classically

forbidden zone, as illustrated in figure 2.4 by the tails of the wavefunctions penetrating

the barriers. This phenomenon, known as the tunnel effect, can only be explained in the

light of quantum mechanics and is key to the operation of some devices, as we shall discuss

later. The previous analysis can also be applied to holes in the valence bands.

The quantum confinement of the carriers in the growth direction is responsible for

significant changes in the valence band structure, particularly, the mixing of light hole

(2.16)

(2.17b)

(2.17a)
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the density of states of a quantum well (black solid line), compared to that of
a bulk semiconductor (dashed line). The density of states of a superlattice, to be introduced in the
next section, is plotted with a red line. The energy range starts at the bottom of the conduction
band, arbitrarily chosen to be at Eg. Note that the QW density of states increases in steps of
m^/irh1 at the eigenenergies of the bound states in the well.

and heavy hole bands and the lifting of their degeneracy at k — 0. Also, when barrier and

well materials are not perfectly lattice matched, strain (compressive or tensile) will play

a significant role in dictating the band structure and, consequently, the optical properties

of semiconductor devices.

A full treatment of the effects of strain is beyond the scope of this thesis. However,

as it will become clear when describing the SOA subject of our study, it is relevant to

point out that strained layers allow for the use of a wider range of materials and, to some

extent, to 'engineer' the band structure [5]. In bulk materials, for example, strain can be

used to balance the gain for TE and TM polarisations. When it comes to quantum wells,

by intentionally introducing strain during growth, the relative position of the top of the

light and heavy hole bands can be modified [2, 5] and even inverted (by virtue of tensile

strain).

The quantisation of the energy levels of the carriers in the wells causes a drastic change

in the available density of states, compared to the case of bulk materials (see equation 2.5).

Mathematically, the QW two-dimensional density of states per unit area (in eV~lcm )

reads

* oo

Pqw(E) = H(<E - <2-18)
71= 1

where H(E— En) is the step function. Figure 2.5 compares bulk and QW density of states.
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of the conduction band in a compositional superlatt.ice. The energy levels
and the moduli squared of the wavefunctions of the isolated quantum well bound states are also
depicted. Note the overlap of the wavefunctions due to the thin barriers.

Note that, while the bulk density of states exhibits a quadratic dependence on the energy,

Pq^y increases in steps of m^/nh2, a constant of the material. The energies at which the
steps occur are, however, those of the bound states in the well and thus depend on the

confining potential.

2.2.2 Multiple quantum well structures and superlattices

So far, we have restricted our discussion to the physics of a single quantum well. However,

the active region of devices such as lasers or amplifiers typically comprises several bar¬

rier/well pairs, either identical or with varying thicknesses. If the thickness of the barriers

is large, the electronic wavefunctions of neighboring wells do not overlap significantly, and

each of them can be treated separately as described in the previous section. Modern epi¬

taxial techniques allow to grow wells separated by only a few atomic monolayers of barrier

material. In this case, it is possible for the carriers to tunnel across the barrier [3]. This

tunneling leads to drastically different optical properties and plays a fundamental role in

the operation of a plethora of semiconductor devices, including QC lasers.

We will illustrate the implications of tunneling with the example of superlattices [6],

structures comprising multiple periods of wells and ultrathin barriers, as they are relevant

to the semiconductor devices studied in this work. Although the concept of the superlattice

was introduced by Keyldish as early as 1962, it was the pioneering work by Esaki and Tsu
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on compositional and doping superlattices [7] which attracted the attention of researchers.
Consider a finite sequence of quantum wells of length L, separated by barriers of

thickness h, as depicted in figure 2.6. In the figure, the energy levels and the moduli

squared of the electronic wavefunctions corresponding to the isolated quantum well bound

states are also plotted. Note that, due to the small barrier width, the wavefunctions of

neighboring wells overlap significantly. As a result of the subsequent tunneling across the

thin barriers, the isolated quantum well bound states hybridise into minibands, separated

by minigaps, just as in bulk semiconductors.

The superlattice potential alters the intrinsic Evs. k relationship of the semiconductor

material in the growth direction, and the coupling of the wells leads to subband dispersion

[3, 8]. An immediate consequence of the latter is that the characteristic steps in the QW

density of states are smoothed out, as shown by the red line in figure 2.5.

2.2.3 Optical transitions in quantum wells

The optical properties of a semiconductor are determined by the different ways in which

the carriers interact with light. In quantum wells, three types of optical transitions can

occur, enumerated below.

(i). An interband transition in which an electron from a valence subband is excited to a

conduction subband.

(ii). An intersubband transition in which an electron moves from one subband to another

within the same band.

(iii). An intrasubband transition in which an electron is promoted to a different k state

within the same subband. In this case, interaction with a phonon or impurity is

required to satisfy the momentum conservation.

Figure 2.7 illustrates interband and intersubband transitions (indicated with red and

blue vertical arrows, respectively) in the case of a type I structure. The transition rates

can be calculated within the framework of the envelope function approximation by using

Fermi's Golden Rule [2], We assume a dipole interaction between the optical field and

the carriers V(r, t) = —er • E, where E is an electromagnetic wave of the form E(r, t) =
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Figure 2.7: Sketch illustrating the interband (red arrows) and intersubband (blue arrows) transi¬
tions in a quantum well.(a) and (b) are the representations in real and reciprocal space, respectively.
In (b), K is the momentum in the plane of the layers.

±Eq exp[z(q • r — cut)] +c.c.. The following treatment is restricted to the simplified case of

isotropic parabolic bands, as this is sufficient to analyse our results.

Interband transitions

For an interband transition between the state with in-plane momentum K in the subband

n and the state with momentum K' in the subband m, the probability is given by

Here, rro is the matrix element of r between the Bloch functions of the bulk valence and

conduction bands at k = 0. The second term in squared brackets is the overlap integral

between the envelope functions of the states involved. The product of the latter two

factors gives the effective dipolar matrix element of the interband transition (for example,

in GaAs this effective dipole matrix element has a value of ~ 0.6 nm, if (m, c|n, v) = 1).

Since the wavevector of the photons q is much smaller than K and K', the conservation of

momentum is approximately K « K' and interband transitions are vertical in reciprocal

space, hence the Kronecker delta AKK' in equation 2.19.
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The conservation of total energy is represented by the delta function S(Es — huj), were

Es is the K-dependent energy separation between initial and final states given by

e> = e° + e™ + ^-+e»+*k- <2'20)
In equation 2.20, E^ and E„ are the quantum confinement energies of the states m (in

conduction band) and n (in valence band), measured from the respective band extremum

(in the latter case, energy is measured downwards, making E^,m* > 0). Note that the

conservation condition sets an energy threshold of Eg + E'r:n + E% for a photon to induce
the transition n —> m.

The overlap integral of the envelope functions \{m,c\n,v)\ in equation 2.19 can intro¬

duce selection rules. In symmetric quantum wells, for example, transitions between sub-

bands with different parity are forbidden. Furthermore, for subbands lying deep within

the wells the envelope functions for electrons and holes are almost identical and only

transitions between states with the same index (m = n) are allowed.

The term with the matrix element rcv imposes further restrictions. It can be shown

that transitions between heavy hole subbands and electron subbands are forbidden for TM

polarised light, while TE polarisation can induce transitions from both light and heavy

hole subbands to an electron subband (see, for example, reference [2]). These selection

rules, summarised in figure 2.8, contribute to the polarisation dependence of gain in SOAs,

as we shall discuss in the next chapter.

Intersubband transitions

For intersubband transitions, carriers move between subbands which belong to the same

band. This results in transition rates and, subsequently, selection rules being substantially

different from those of interband transitions. To be more specific, we will consider the

case of electrons in the conduction band. The electrons in the initial lower state must be

created in the first place by, e. g., electrical injection or optical pumping. The transition

rate between a state in subband n with transversal momentum K and a state in subband

to with transversal momentum K' is given by
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Figure 2.8: Summary of the different polarisation selection rules for GaAs QW, including the
transition strengths. It is assumed that light propagates parallel to the layers, and both (a) TE
and (b) TM polarisations are considered, it denotes light with linear polarisation and u+ and
<J~ represent right and left circularly polarised light. Note that a+ and a~ can be conceived as
combinations of linear polarisations.

S(nK —> mK') = — \Eqz\2 \(m, c\z\n, v)\2 5 (Em - En - Too) AKK'. (2.21)

The last expression resembles to some extent equation 2.19, but also presents sig¬

nificant differences. Note that, in this case, the transition rate is proportional to the

modulus squared of the component of the electric field in the direction of growth, im¬

plying that only light with TM polarisation can induce intersubband transitions. The

latter dictates the polarisation of QC lasers. The dipole moment which determines the

strength of the intersubband transitions depends exclusively on the envelope functions

via the term \{m,c\z\n,v)\. Therefore, for a given bulk semiconductor, the optical dipole

matrix elements of intersubband transitions can be significantly larger than the interband

analogues, up to a few nanometers. The 5 function and Kronecker delta again represent
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the conservation of total energy and momentum, respectively.

Note that the energy spacing between parallel subbands does not depend on K. As a

result, intersubband transitions lead to resonant absorption of photons at energies Tiuj =

Em — En, while interband absorption spectra present a staircase like appearance.

Line broadening

To obtain the optical transition rates we have followed a time-dependent perturbation

approach. Unlike the density matrix formalism, this method does not take into account

relaxation rates and other mechanisms that cause line broadening. As a result, the energy

conservation in equations 2.19 and 2.21 is represented by a Dirac Delta function. A

straightforward way of filling the gap between the two descriptions is by broadening the

Dirac function into a lineshape function g(u).
In quantum well lasers and amplifiers, the spectral broadening is caused mostly by

intraband relaxation processes such as carrier-carrier and carrier-LO phonon scattering,

characterised by a time constant Tin [9]. The lineshape function is often approximated as

Lorentzian function of the form

9iy) = 7 ' ' 2 • (2-22)
(Az//27T)

{y - Vmn)2 +

Note that g(v) is normalised so that g(v)du = 1. The function has its maximum

at the resonant frequency of the transition i/mn. Av is the full width at half the maximum

(FWHM), related to the intraband relaxation time as

r-1 = irAv, (2.23)

Inhomogeneous broadening is treated by considering an ensemble of distinct systems

characterised by different frequencies In low dimensional structures such as quantum

wells or quantum dots, fluctuations in the growth parameters (e.g. variation of barrier/well

widths) or interface roughness contribute significantly to the inhomogeneous line broad¬

ening.
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Figure 2.9: Simplified band diagram of a bulk semiconductor illustrating the concept of stimulated
emission.

2.3 Semiconductor optical amplifiers

2.3.1 Principles of SOA operation

If light at the appropriate wavelength is incident upon a semiconductor, it can induce an

electron in the conduction band to decay and occupy an empty state in the valence band,

releasing the energy difference by emitting a photon. By virtue of such stimulated emission

processes (illustrated in figure 2.9), provided that sufficient carrier population difference

exists between conduction and valence bands, optical gain may be achieved. Although

simplistic, this picture is useful to introduce the gain mechanism behind the operation of

Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs).

The required population difference is achieved by using a p-n junction. Impurities

(or dopants) are added to the semiconductor material by substitution and create states

just below the bottom of the conduction band (in the n-type region) or above the top of

the valence band (in the p-type region), depending on whether the dopants are donors

or acceptors. At room temperature, these states generate an excess of electrons in the

conduction band (or holes in the valence band). In the absence of any applied bias across

the p-n junction, as a result of the diffusion and subsequent recombination of these excess

carriers, a depletion region is created in the vicinity of the junction. In this region, the

ionised donors/acceptors generate the so called built-in potential Vj,i, as illustrated in

figure 2.10(a).
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Figure 2.10: Skecth of the conduction and valence bands of a p-n homojunction (a) with no bias
and (b) with forward applied bias. Electrons and holes are indicated with solid and empty circles,
respectively.

Under forward bias, the applied potential Vapp (more positive on the p side) counteracts

Vbi, allowing a flow of majority carriers (see figure 2.10(b)). As the carriers within a band

interact on much shorter timescales than those typical of interband processes, the popula¬

tions in conduction and valence bands can be conceived as being in quasi-equilibrium and

characterised by separate quasi-Fermi levels (Epc and Epv). As depicted in figure 2.10(b),
electron and holes may recombine in the depletion region via radiative or non radiative

processes (discussed in detail later).

2.3.2 Heterostructures

If the current is sufficient to achieve population inversion between conduction and valence

bands, an incoming photon will be more likely to cause stimulated emission than absorp¬

tion, and light is amplified. However, in a simple p-n homojunction, optical gain comes

at the expense of large current densities.

Gain at lower currents can be achieved in heterostructures by reducing the active

volume and by the confinement of the carriers. Optical confinement maximising interaction

with the light. As discussed in section 2.2, epitaxial techniques allow the growth of layers

of different materials (heterojunctions). By careful design, due the bandgap dependence
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of two possible alignment of the bands in a heterojunction. In Type I, all
carriers are localised in the wells, while in Type II electrons and holes are confined to the wells
and barriers, respectively.

contacts

Figure 2.12: Skecth of the simplified structure of an SOA.

on material composition, these heterostructures provide confinement for the carriers in

the direction of growth. Figure 2.11 illustrates two of the possible band alignments [6],

resulting in the electrons and holes being localised in (a) the same or (b) different layers.

It is fortunate that, in most cases, refractive index and bandgap energy are inversely

related. As a result, the cladding layers have lower refractive index than the active region

and form a waveguide for the light in the growth direction. By etching deep ridges, carriers

and optical modes are also confined in the transversal direction. To illustrate this, a sketch

of a ridge waveguide SOA is shown in figure 2.12.

Under conditions of forward electrical bias, spontaneous emission of photons in the

active region, due to the radiative recombination of electrons and holes, is amplified. This

metal

p region

active

Light output
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is referred to as Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE), and is one of the main sources

of noise in optical amplifiers. Furthermore, the reflection of the ASE at the facets of the

device may cause lasing at the Fabry-Perot modes of the cavity above some threshold

current. To be operated as an amplifier, device facets are typically anti-reflection (AR)

coated and/or cleaved at a small angle to the waveguide. This way, optical feedback

is minimised and lasing is prevented. As light undergoes a single pass along the active

waveguide, SOAs are also referred to as travelling wave amplifiers (TWA).

The active region in an SOA can comprise bulk semiconductor material or lower dimen¬

sional structures such as quantum wells or dots. As discussed in section 2.2, the quantum

confinement of the carriers will drastically influence the available density of states and

therefore the optical gain. This will be the subject of the next section.

2.3.3 Optical gain and absorption

When light is incident upon a semiconductor, as a result of optical interband transitions,

carriers can be generated when a photon is absorbed, or new photons may be emitted via

stimulated emission, accompanied by carrier recombination. Whether the net effect on the

incident light is absorption or amplification will be determined by the difference between

the rates of upwards and downwards transitions.

The net absorption rate between states in the valence band and states in the conduction

band can be obtained by treating the semiconductor as an inhomogeneously broadened

ensemble of two level systems, and calculating the imaginary part of the corresponding

optical susceptibility (see for example [2]). The resulting expression, for a bulk semicon¬

ductor, in units of length~l is

2 2
jrpT (,)

aH =—^pM [.MM - /c(M] • (2-24)
Here, xvc is the optical dipole matrix element of the transition, assumed to be indepen¬

dent of k in this approximation. In obtaining the last expression, the Lorentzian lineshape

function was approximated by a Dirac delta. Pj(u>) is the density of states joined by a

photon of energy fiui, and is given by
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1 / 2m* \2 i

«»)-&{?£) (2-25)
where m* is the reduced mass, m*~l = m*_1 + m£_1.

In equation 2.24, fc and fv are the probabilities of occupation of states Ec{k) and

Ev(k). These are given by the quasi-equilibrium Fermi functions

fc(E) =
1 + exp

EC(Huj)—EFc
kBT

fv(E) =
1 + exp

Ev (Juj)—EFv
Wr

(2.26a)

(2.26b)

where Ec(huj) = Eg + ^(hu> — Eg) and Ev{hu) = — Eg), taking into account the
conservation of momentum in the interband transitions. Epc and Epv are the quasi-Fermi

levels for conduction and valence bands, respectively.

The previous treatment can also be extended to quantum wells, keeping in mind the

differences in the optical dipole matrix elements and density of states caused by the quan¬

tum confinement of carriers in one dimension. Recalling equations 2.18 and 2.19, the

absorption spectra of quantum wells can be written as

aQW{u) = Y, aQwnH (hco - Eg -Ecm- Evn) \fv(hu) - /C(M] , (2-27)
71,771

where the summation includes the contributions of transitions between different pairs of

subbands n (in valence band) and m (in conduction band). The absorption coefficient in

each case is

aQwm = fffta;(/Xo/eo)1/2 \rh ■ rCT|2 |(m,c|n,u)|2 (2.28)ri TX\UJ J

where r)q is the vector indicating the polarisation of the optical field.
The differences in the optical dipole matrix element and density of states leads to

very distinct absorption spectra for bulk semiconductors and quantum well structures, as

illustrated in figure 2.13. However, in both cases, the condition for optical amplification

(negative absorption) is fv(fiu) — fc(Tiw) < 0. Taking into account equations 2.26a and b,
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Figure 2.13: Sketch of the gain spectra of (a) Bulk and (b) QW laser structures,

this inequality can be rewritten as

Equation 2.29 is known as the Bernard-Durrafourg condition, and states that only

photons with energy smaller that the difference between the quasi-Fermi levels, but larger

than the gap energy, will be amplified. For quantum wells, the lower limit is not Eg but the

energy difference between the lowest conduction subband and highest valence subband.

The latter allows for some bandgap engineering in QW lasers and amplifiers.

In real quantum well devices, the gain spectrum is not as sharp as depicted in figure

2.13(b). The causes for the latter include intraband relaxation [9], Coulomb effects such as

carrier-carrier scattering, and fluctuations in the well widths. Also, the large carrier den¬

sities in amplifiers biased at gain may lead to bandgap shrinkage via Coulomb many-body

effects (bandgap renormalisation), and subband mixing makes the picture more compli¬

cated. Due to the selection rules of interband transitions, the optical gain of quantum

well devices is strongly dependent on the polarisation of light. In particular, depending on

the device structure and material composition, distinct contributions due to transitions

involving light or heavy holes may be distinguished in the gain spectrum for TE polarised

light.

EpC EpV flid ]> Eg , (2.29)
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2.3.4 Optical nonlinearities

As described in the previous section, light at the appropriate wavelength may induce

changes in the carrier populations of a semiconductor by virtue of interband transitions.

In a SOA biased for gain, the probability of stimulated emission out-weights that of ab¬

sorption and light is amplified with the subsequent depletion of the carrier density.

The total gain and phase change experienced by an optical beam upon propagation

along the SOA waveguide depends drastically on the complex interplay between the opti¬

cally induced processes and the relaxation dynamics of the carriers in the semiconductor.

This section is devoted to introducing the different carrier dynamics that dictate the

SOA behaviour, particularly the nonlinearities arising from high optical excitation. First,

we will focus our discussion on the gain changes. The nonlinear refraction, key to switching

applications, is addressed later via the Kramers-Kronig relations [10].

For the general discussion of nonlinearities in semiconductors that follows, the dimen¬

sionality of the active region is not critically important. Nevertheless, some optical prop¬

erties differ slightly in quantum confined structures. One relevant example is the stronger

polarisation dependence compared to the bulk case, which may affect the polarisation of

the pulses.

Interband dynamics

If a beam with a photon energy greater than the bandgap is incident upon a semiconductor,

it will excite electrons from the valence band into the conduction band. Since the number

of available states in either band is limited, according to Pauli's exclusion principle, the

absorption will saturate if the beam is intense enough. This is referred to as the band-filling

effect.

In a SOA, in an analogous fashion, the incident beam will be amplified via stimulated

emission and, for large input powers, it will significantly deplete the available carrier

density and thus saturate the gain. Along with this gain saturation, the refractive index

of the material will change. The majority of switches employing SOAs, such as TOADs

or Mach-Zehnder interferometers, rely on the phase change associated with this resonant

band-filling nonlinearity.

The typical relaxation times in SOAs associated with interband dynamics are in the
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order of hundreds of picoseconds (up to 1 ns depending on bias), while the carriers within

a band are thought to reach a quasi-equilibrium via fast scattering processes on the order

of a picosecond or less. Therefore, the amplification of CW beams or optical pulses with

durations (rp > 10ps) is effectively dictated by interband dynamics and transport. This

problem is well understood and has been extensively treated in the framework of rate

equation models [11, 12]. In these, the carrier relaxation dynamics are accounted for via

a recombination rate R(N), which includes both radiative and nonradiative processes,

namely

(i). Electrons in the conduction band may decay spontaneously, emitting a photon, to

occupy an empty state in the valence band. The rate at which spontaneous radiative

recombination occurs is B(N)N2, where B(N) is the bimolecular recombination rate

(note the dependence of B on the carrier density).

(ii). Nonradiative recombination due to the presence of deep or surface defects, whose

rate is AnrN.

(iii). Auger recombination [13], in which an electron recombines with a hole and transfers

the excess energy to another electron (or hole) via a collision. Consequently, the

auger recombination rate is proportional to the cube of the carrier density ChV3.

The total recombination rate is B,(N) = AnrN+BN2+CN3. In high quality materials,
such as those employed in the active region of SOAs, the concentration of defects is small.

It is therefore reasonable, for modelling purposes, to take Anr ~ 0. Taking the latter into

account, the total recombination rate can be rewritten as

where t(N) is a characteristic decay time, dependent on the carrier density, which accounts

for both radiative and nonradiative processes.

The nonradiative Auger mechanism is of great importance in amplifiers biased at gain,

as a result of the large carrier densities. Typical values of r range from hundreds of

(2.30)

t(N)~1 = B(N)N + CN2 (2.31)
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picoseconds to over 1 ns. Considerable efforts have been devoted to increase the recombi¬

nation rate and, concomitantly, speed up the gain recovery. Different approaches include

applying high biases (Manning et al. have reported upper state lifetimes as low as 20

ps [14]) or the use of a CW optical holding beam [15, 16] which, by inducing stimulated

optical transitions between bands, yields an effective recovery time

— = - + 4b. (2-32)
Teff r Eshat

where is the power of the CW holding beam and E^ is the saturation energy [15].
The carrier density available for stimulated emission is limited, as dictated by the

interplay of the current injection and the different recombination processes included in r.

As a result, the gain per unit of length g experienced by a single pulse or a CW beam

propagating along the SOA waveguide is dependent on the incident power. From a simple

rate equation model (similar to that described in section 4.2.1), the gain coefficient g can

be expressed as

9 = (2'33)

for the case of a CW beam of power P. Here, go is the small-signal gain (also referred to

as linear) and Psat is the power at which the gain coefficient is half of this unsaturated

value.

Psat =^ , (2.34)
where cr and T are the SOA active cross-sectional area and confinement factor, respectively.

The differential gain a = dg/dN relates the gain coefficient to the carrier density [5, 17].
The gain experienced by long optical pulses (with pulsewidths >10 ps) presents a

similar power density-dependent saturation behaviour [11], The saturation characteristics

become quire different, however, when the duration of the pulses is comparable or shorter

than the recovery times of ultrafast nonlinearities such as carrier heating. In this case, as

a result of the ultrafast gain compression, the saturation behaviour of the SOA becomes

pulsewidth dependent and saturation occurs at lower powers [18, 19, 20].
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Figure 2.14: Sketch of the hole burnt in the gain curve by a beam centered at wavelength Aj
(solid line). The dashed line represents the gain curve after a new Fermi equilibrium is reached
via carrier-carrier scattering. Note that the gain has been compressed and does not recover to the
original value, since stimulated emission has reduced the total number of carriers.

SOA subpicosecond dynamics

The quest for faster switching speeds leads to the use of progressively shorter pulses. When

entering the subpicosecond realm, various ultrafast effects come into play. These involve

changes in the carrier energy distribution within a band. The most relevant to our work

will be summarised next.

Spectral hole burning (SHB). In an inhomogeneously broadened gain material such as

a semiconductor, an optical beam at a certain wavelength may induce transitions involving

carriers from specific energy levels, thus burning a hole in the quasi-equilibrium Fermi

distribution. In a very short time scale (~ 100 fs), carrier-carrier scattering yields a new

distribution with a different total number of carriers.

In the gain region, light at wavelength A,; will deplete the carrier density through

stimulated emission, but only over a limited range of energies. This is depicted in figure

2.14, where the dashed line represents the gain profile after a new quasi-equilibrium has

been reached. In an analogous fashion, if operating in absorption, the beam will create

carriers only in a specific range thus digging a hole in the absorption curve. SHB does not

occur at transparency, since no net stimulated transitions take place.

Carrier heating (CH). As mentioned previously the intraband quasi-equilibrium carrier
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Figure 2.15: Sketch of the gain spectra for different temperatures of the carrier distribution. With
increasing temperature, gain is compressed across the entire spectrum and the gain peak shifts
towards longer wavelengths.

distribution is given by a Fermi-Dirac function, defined by the total carrier density and

a temperature (Tc), which may not match that of the lattice (Tl). Raising the carrier

temperature reduces the gain across all of the range of energies and shifts the gain peak

towards longer wavelengths, the reason being the strong temperature dependence of the

Fermi function [5]. Once the carrier distribution is heated, it will cool down to the lattice

temperature via phonon emission. Non-equilibrium carrier heating has been found to play

a fundamental role in the ultrafast dynamics of semiconductor gain media [21, 22]. Typical

recovery times associated with this nonlinearity range between 500 fs and 1.5 ps [21],

Several mechanisms may contribute to carrier heating. Free Carrier Absorption (FCA)

is one of them, as it creates highly energetic carriers in both bands. These carriers will

share their energy with the rest via scattering, thus heating the distribution.

Carriers are said to be "hot" or "cold" depending on whether their energy is larger or

smaller than the average energy of the distribution, defined as

_ Jf(E)p(E)EdE{E) ff(E)p(E' (2'35)
where p{E) is the density of states and f(E) the occupation probability, while J f(E)p(E)dE
is simply the carrier density N. Another mechanism affecting the average temperature of

the distribution is the addition or removal of carriers by the action of the optical beam

(i.e. removing cold carriers or adding hot ones will heat the distribution, and vice versa).

Stimulated emission is more likely to occur than FCA. However, it is not yet clear which
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of the two processes will be dominant, as FCA causes larger changes in the carrier tem¬

perature. Higher order effects such as Two Photon Absorption (TPA) can also heat the

distribution, though their influence is much less significant [23].

2.3.5 Nonlinear refraction

So far, we have described different ultrafast nonlinearities in SOAs from the gain point of

view. However, it is the nonlinear refractive index change in SOAs that is the key factor for

optical switching. In addition, it will influence the propagation of light through the device,

introducing chirp and distorting the pulse spectrum [11, 24], The connection between gain

and refractive index is provided by the Kramers-Kronig relations [10]. Mathematically

In equation 2.36, go is the linear gain and P denotes the Cauchy principal value of the

integral. The refractive index resulting from a change in gain can be predicted, according

where Ago(u>,£) is the change in linear gain due to some perturbation, labelled with £.

This change can be written as Ago(uj,£,) = go{^,^i) ~ 50(^,^2), where goiyJ^i) are the

different gain curves. This formalism is very useful in the calculation of the dependence

of refractive index on parameters such as carrier density (£ = TV) or temperature (£ = T).

In general, the largest changes in the refractive index occur at energies around the band

gap of the semiconductor [25]. For energies above, but near, the band-gap, decreasing the

carrier density increases the refractive index and viceversa [26]. It must be pointed out that
the changes in refractive index extend below the bandgap, allowing for gain-transparent

interferometric switches in which the wavelength of the data channel is longer than the

wavelength at the bandgap.

There may be additional contributions to the nonlinear refractive index arising from

rapid electronic or virtual processes such as two photon absorption, the Stark effect [27]

or the Kerr effect, which follow the profile of the pulse. However, regarding the duration

(2.36)

to [10]

(2.37)
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of the pulses employed in the experiments presented in this thesis, these contributions

cannot be resolved and the heating of the carrier distribution is expected to be the most

relevant nonlinearity dictating the SOA behaviour in the ultrafast regime.

The relations between changes in gain and refractive index are usually described via

of the linewidth enhancement factor a [28]. In the case of changes related to the carrier

density

dxr/dN 4vr dn/dN
aN = -d^m = -Tswa/v- (2'38>

In equation 2.38, Xr and Xi are the real and imaginary parts of the complex suscepti¬

bility. aat is also expressed in terms of the linear gain (go) and refractive index (n). Note

that ajv is wavelength dependent.

In an analogous fashion, a temperature alpha-factor can also be defined

gXr/9T dn/dT
= = (239)

Again, ax depends on wavelength. It has been found that, near bandgap, heating of

the carrier distribution causes an increase in the refractive index [26, 29].

2.3.6 Nonlinear effects on pulse propagation

As mentioned in chapter 1, strong optical pulses experience self-modulation when prop¬

agating along the SOA waveguide, caused by gain and refractive index nonlinearities.

Additionally, these nonlinearities may also affect weaker pulses propagating in the same

medium (cross-modulation). When the pulse duration is longer than ~ 10 ps, the resonant

nonlinearities associated with interband transitions dictate the SOA behaviour and pulses

undergo self-modulation, both in gain and in phase, due to changes in the carrier density

[11]. As a result of this self-modulation, pulses with durations much shorter than the

interband relaxation time experience significant spectral red-shifts and sharpening of the

leading edge of the pulse. However, if the gain recovers partially within the pulse duration,

the pulse spectrum broadens on both red and blue ends and the final pulse shape is more

symmetric. These effects depend drastically on the shape and chirp of the initial pulse.

For subpicosecond pulses the picture is more complicated [30, 31], as intraband dy-
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namics such as carrier heating (caused by FCA, stimulated emission and TPA) or spectral

hole burning contribute significantly to the nonlinear gain and refractive index. The inter¬

play of all these ultrafast nonlinearities depends drastically on pulse shape and duration.

However, in general terms, dynamic changes in the refractive index and fast variations of

the gain will cause the reshaping of the pulses. Additionally, due to the time dependent

refractive index n(t), the instantaneous frequency of the pulses varies as

u>oL
^inst — k-h

dn(t)
dt (2.40)

where luq is the pulse carrier frequency.

2.4 Quantum Cascade lasers

Quantum Cascade (QC) lasers [32] are semiconductor injection lasers based on optical

and electronic intersubband transitions (ISTs) between the quantised states of multiple-

quantum well structures. The emission characteristics of conventional diode lasers and

the gain spectrum of SOAs are, to a large extent, determined by the device's material

properties, notably the material's bandgap. Light emission from intersubband transitions

in QC lasers, however, can be controlled via the well and barrier thicknesses (ranging from

0.5 to 10 nm) and the external applied electric field. Additionally, the unipolar nature of

these lasers allows electrons to remain in the conduction band and undergo several ISTs,

leading to a cascade effect and high output powers. The designed structures are grown by

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [33], well suited for such a demanding task.

A QC laser typically comprises several tens (20-30) of cascaded active region and in¬

jector pairs, each of them containing about 8 to 10 wells and barriers. Figure 2.16 shows

an example of the conduction band diagram of two active regions with an intermediate

injector. We assume a well depth of 520 meV, according to the low-temperature con¬

duction band-offset usually associated with the materials' composition (Ino.53Gao.47As,

Alo.48lno.52As), lattice matched to the InP substrate. The energy levels and the moduli

squared of the electronic wavefunctions in the structure, some of which are plotted in

figure 2.16, are obtained by solving numerically the Schrodinger equation. Figure 2.17

shows schematically the in-plane dispersion of the subbands localised in the active regions
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Figure 2.16: Conduction band diagram of two active regions and a injector in a QC laser stack.
The energy levels and squared moduli of some relevant wavefunctions are also plotted. The laser
transitions 3-2 are indicated with wavy arrows, while the dark and light shaded areas represent
the miniband and electron stopband in the injector superlattice.

Figure 2.17: Schematic representation of the dispersion in the plane parallel to the layers of three
subbands (labelled n=l,2,3) in the conduction band of a QC laser. The wavy arrows indicate
the laser transition, and the straight lines represent the relaxation processes via electron-phonon
scattering.

(labelled 1, 2 and 3).

The laser transitions 3-2 are indicated by wavy arrows in figures 2.16 and 2.17. Two

types of active regions can be distinguished [34], depending on whether the wavefunctions

of the laser states are mostly localised in adjacent wells (diagonal transition) or in the

same well (vertical transition, as it is the case of figure 2.16). The former type was the

first to be implemented [32], but designs with vertical transition have proven to perform
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better in terms of operating temperature and output peak power. The injectors are super-

lattice structures designed to create a miniband across which electrons can be efficiently

transported (dark shaded area in figure 2.16). Just above (light shaded area), lies the

minigap of the superlattice which acts as a Bragg reflector and prevents the escape of

electrons from the upper laser level (3). In addition, the innermost layers of the injector

are doped with silicon (to typical sheet densities of 1 — 5 x 1011 cm~2 per period) thus

providing extrinsic carriers.

A QCL can be conceived as a 4-level laser (g —* 3 =7 2 —> 1). Under the appropriate

electrical bias, state 3 and the ground level of the injector (g) line up. This results in

the upper laser level being populated via resonant tunneling across the barrier labelled as

I (see figure 2.16). The electrons in state 3 will scatter to the lower-lying levels, 2 and

1, via emission of longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. Despite these ultrafast relaxation

mechanisms, the population inversion required for lasing may be achieved by tailoring

fundamental properties such as energy levels, optical dipole matrix elements and, espe¬

cially, scattering times. Electrons need only be injected into level 3 fast enough, and need

to scatter from levels 2 and 1 into the following injector region at a high rate, again by

tunneling. The fast depletion of the lower laser state (2) is usually achieved by choosing

the layer thicknesses such that the energy separation between levels 2 and 1 is close to

the longitudinal optical phonon resonance (37 meV) in the InGaAs/AlInAs active region

materials. Once in the injector, the electrons thermalise and, if possible, relax via scat¬

tering with LO-phonons to the next level g of the following down-stream stage, hence the

cascade effect.

2.4.1 Gain and loss in QC lasers

A quantitative expression for the gain in QC lasers can be obtained from a rate equation

model, similar to those for conventional QW lasers. Including a phenomenological broad¬

ening of the transition (2732), the gain coefficient g at cryogenic temperatures is given by

[35]

(2.41)
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and the material gain is thus obtained as Gm = gJ, where J is the current density.

In equation 2.41, Z32 is the optical dipole matrix element of the laser transition and

neff is the effective index of the optical mode. 732 is the LO-phonon scattering time from
level 3 to level 2, while 13 and 72 represent the total lifetimes of the electrons in levels 3

and 2, respectively. Note that the condition for population inversion is T2/732 < 1 and

that, ideally, 732 » t^. Lp is the length of a period, comprising one active region and one

injector. Since the optical transitions occur only in a small portion of each period, this is

equivalent to defining a distributed gain coefficient and facilitates the calculation of the

laser threshold current.

To achieve lasing, the optical gain must out-weight the losses experienced by the light

in the device waveguide, caused by three main sources. First, the laser samples are often

cleaved leaving waveguides with parallel un-coated semiconductor facets. These provide a

reflectivity of

I?=[(ne//-l)/(ne// + l)]2, (2.42)

and consequently, a mirror loss coefficient of am = (l/L)ln(I?), L being the length of

the optical cavity. These losses can be reduced by using high reflection/anti-reflection

coatings at the facets. Additional losses may be caused by imperfections and roughness

in the facets, which scatter the light output of the laser. These, however, cannot be easily

quantified.

Due to the doping in the injector regions, the optical mode undergoes strong free

carrier absorption. The corresponding loss coefficient aw is estimated by means of a Drude

model, as described in detail in section 5.2.2. Light propagating in the waveguide can also

experience absorption due to resonant intersubband transitions. For example, transitions

in the injector miniband can present large optical dipole matrix elements, which, together

with the presence of extrinsic electrons, become potential sources of loss. It is one of the

tasks during design to avoid such resonances.

Taking into account the different loss mechanisms described above, the threshold con¬

dition can be expressed as.

^S^th = T &w (2-43)
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Here, the left hand side of the equation represents the gain experienced by the optical

mode, while the right hand side includes the different loss coefficients. Jt^ is the threshold

current density and the confinement factor (r) quantifies the overlap of the optical mode

with the laser stack. Note that such confinement extends equally over active regions and

injectors, and justifies the convenience of defining g as a distributed gain coefficient.

In the discussion so far, we have assumed operation at cryogenic temperatures. This

applies to the work with QC lasers presented in this thesis, as laser samples are cooled

with liquid nitrogen or helium. It must be noted, however, that QC laser performance is

highly dependent on temperature. On the one hand, scattering rates are increased due to

the large LO-phonon population at higher temperatures, and secondly, as the temperature

is increased, thermally excited carriers in the injector are more likely to tunnel back into

the lower laser state, thus spoiling the population inversion.

As with conventional lasers, the temperature dependence of the threshold current in

QC lasers usually fits an exponential curve of the following form very well [35]

in the 100-300 K temperature range. To is the so called characteristic temperature, which

typically ranges between 100 and 200 K which is very large compared to conventional

lasers. One reason for this is that Auger recombination is virtually non-existent for in-

tersubband transitions, as long as the subbands are parallel as a function of the in-plane

momentum (kx,ky) [2],

2.4.2 Carrier transport

Previously, when describing the gain mechanism in QC lasers, we referred to the transfer

of carriers from injector into the upper laser level (3) via resonant tunneling. Later, in

obtaining an expression for the gain coefficient, we assumed that this tunneling occurred at

a sufficiently high rate and also that the lower laser level was promptly depleted. Carrier

transport is a critical issue for laser operation and, as such, deserves a more in-depth

discussion.

When the appropriate electric field is applied to the structure, the subbands corre-

(2.44)
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sponding to injector ground state and the upper laser level line up. At perfect resonance,

these two subbands fully anti-cross and become separated by an energy of AE = fdl ~

4 — 6meV. A quantitative analysis based on a tight binding approximation [34] shows

that in these circumstances, in the strong coupling regime, the tunneling time is

Ttunnel = ^^ ^ > (2.45)
and the current density can be calculated as

J=<P-- (2-46)2t3

From equation 2.46, we see that the current density is limited by the lifetime of the

upper laser level r3. The doping concentration in the injectors must be chosen such that

the sheet carrier density Ns allows for the required current, but keeping the losses due to

free carrier absorption to a minimum.

Ideally, an electron injected into state 3 would undergo an optical transition to state 2

and then, on a very short time scale, scatter consecutively into state 1 and the next injector

downstream. In real devices, however, additional paths for the carriers may exist, causing

current leakage and yielding larger threshold current densities. Electrons in the upper

laser level, for example, scatter to lower lying levels via the emission of LO-phonons, as

accounted for by the state lifetime r3. In short wavelength lasers, carriers may escape into

the continuum by tunneling or, at high temperatures, due to thermal excitation. These

different paths for carrier escape must be taken into account at the design stage, and will

be discussed in further detail in chapter 5.

2.4.3 Intersubband optical nonlinearities in QC lasers

As discussed so far, the operation of QC lasers relies on band-gap engineering to achieve

the required population inversion between subbands, maximise the optical dipole matrix

element of the laser transition and facilitate the carrier transport.

Over the past few years, the large optical nonlinearities associated with intersubband

transitions have provided one method of generating new wavelengths in QC lasers. The

design flexibility of these lasers allows monolithic integration of such resonant nonlinearities
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in the laser stack, achieving efficient intra-cavity wave mixing.

The research work presented in chapter 5 focuses on frequency upconversion in QC

lasers via stimulated Anti-Stokes Raman scattering near resonance of ISTs. An in-depth

discussion of this third order nonlinear process and the associated x^ susceptibility, to¬

gether with a thorough description of the device structure will be given in chapter 5, prior

to the presentation of the experimental results.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, first, fundamental concepts of semiconductor physics have been reviewed

as a base on which to describe the operation of SOAs and QC lasers. These include the

crystalline and electronic properties of III-V compounds, and the interaction of light with

the carriers in a semiconductor. Particular stress was placed in discussing the implications

of quantum confinement of the carriers in 2D structures and optical transitions (interband

and intersubband) in quantum wells.

The gain and refractive index nonlinearities is SOAs have been discussed in the context

of all-optical switching applications. On the longest timescales, the band-filling nonlin-

earity associated with interband transitions dictates the SOA behaviour. However, when

using subpicosecond pulses, ultrafast intraband carrier dynamics such as spectral hole

burning or carrier heating become important. The implications of these ultrafast nonlin¬

earities in interferometric switching is not yet fully understood and is the subject of the

experimental work presented in chapter 4.

Intersubband transitions in multiple quantum well structures can also sustain light

amplification despite the ultrafast electron-LO phonon scattering, as demonstrated for the

first time with the implementation of QC lasers. The principles of these novel injection

semiconductor devices, designed by band-structure engineering, have been described. The

topics covered include the gain mechanism, the sources of loss and the carrier transport

across the structure, highlighting the role of resonant tunneling. This will serve as a base

on which to address the nonlinear light generation via stimulated electronic Anti-Stokes

Raman scattering in QC lasers.
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Chapter 3

Device structure and experimental

techniques

The aim of this chapter is to bring together the relevant information concerning the struc¬

ture of the devices subject to our study. Practical issues such as the mounting of the

samples or the temperature control are also discussed in detail. The remaining sections

are devoted to describing the different experimental techniques and set-ups employed in

the course of our work.

3.1 SOA structure and mounting of the device

The SOA subject of this study is a multiple quantum well (MQW) superlattice structure

provided by K.J. Manning of Corning. It comprises 10 wells and 11 barriers of InGaAs

on an InP substrate. The wells are 4 nm of unstrained material and the barriers are 6

nm with a tensile strain of —0.67% [1], resulting in strong gain for the TM mode, while

retaining significant gain for the TE mode as well.

Figure 3.1 shows the schematics of the band structure of the superlattice forming the

SOA active region, calculated by Jian Zhong Zhang and Ian Galbraith at Heriot-Watt

University, Edinburgh [2]. The quantum confinement and the strain between wells and

barriers causes the splitting of the light hole (lh) and heavy hole (hh) bands (otherwise

degenerate at k = 0). This results, as indicated in the above mentioned figure, in a quasi-

type II heterostructure for the light holes, although carriers are not tightly localised.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the band structure in the active region of the SOA. Blue and red lines show,
respectively, the valence bands for heavy holes and light holes. The horizontal black lines indicate
the energy levels (the dashed portions illustrate the spreading of the wavefunctions in the classically
forbidden zone) and the arrows show the allowed optical transitions.

Further calculations by J. Zhang and I. Galbraith [3] show that, for TM polarised light,

only transitions between the conduction band and the lh band have strong optical dipole

matrix elements in the vicinity of k = 0 (this is due to the overlap of the corresponding

wavefunctions, and consistent with the polarisation selection rules of optical transitions

in quantum confined structures, see section 2.2.3). TE polarised light, however, presents

large optical dipole matrix elements for transitions to both the first lh and hh bands

around k = 0 (even the transition to the second hh band appears to have a significant

dipole strength).

The 1 mm long amplifier was grown at Corning as a buried structure by atmospheric

pressure metallo-organic vapour phase deposition (MOVPD) [4] (see figure 3.2 for a de¬

tailed sketch). The regions with p-type and n-type doped material around the active

region create a separate confinement heterostructure, which provides both optical and

carrier confinement. Calculations show that the waveguide in figure 3.2 is single mode for

light at 1.56/rm wavelength. In these calculations, performed by Michael Mazilu using

Femlab, the effective refractive index of the active region was taken to be between 3.2 and

3.4, while the refractive index of the cladding was chosen within the range 3.5 and 3.65.

To illustrate this, figure 3.2(b) shows the profile of the field Ez for the TM mode with

indices of 3.2 and 3.6 for core and cladding, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Cross section of the SOA buried structure in the plane of the facets, (b) Contour
plot of the Ez field corresponding to the fundamental TM mode in the waveguide at 1.56 firri
wavelength.

To minimise feedback and prevent lasing when forward bias is applied, the waveguide

end facets are tilted to 10°. In addition, a single antireflection coating was grown on both

facets to improve the device performance as a travelling wave amplifier.

The SOA was pasted onto a Kyocera submount (see figure 3.3). To allow for the

injection of current, a gold wire was bonded to the p-side of the SOA. The submount

fits into a larger brass block (electrical earth) and is fixed with screws to ensure both

good thermal and electrical contact. Just below the brass block, sandwiched between two

electrically insulating layers, a peltier cooler driven by a temperature controller keeps the

sink temperature constant at approximately ~ 22°C (monitored by a thermistor located

very close to the device).

3.1.1 Device characterisation

The gain bandwidth and gain saturation of the SOA were thoroughly characterised as a

function of electrical bias, optical power, wavelength and polarisation. These measure¬

ments were undertaken jointly with J. G. Fenn as part of her Ph.D. thesis [3]. The work

reported in reference [3] also includes a study of the gain recovery on sub-picosecond

time scales and its dependence on operating conditions such as electrical bias and optical

power. These results will be used in setting modelling parameters and in the analysis of
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Figure 3.3: (a) Sketch of the SOA pasted on the Kyocera submount. (b) Top view of a different
SOA mounted in identical fashion.

the experimental data of chapter 4.

Figure 3.4, for example, shows the small signal gain of the amplifier measured as a

function of electrical bias at different wavelengths for both TE and TM polarised light.

In connection with the band structure of the SOA superlattice discussed previously, it is

worth pointing out that linear transmission measurements (see figure 3.5) reveal distinctive

contributions to the TE gain attributed to transitions to hh and lh bands. On the other

hand, as expected, TM gain was found to be solely due to transitions to the light hole

band.
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3.1.2 Coupling of light into the SOA waveguide

Our experiments require coupling light into the SOA waveguide from both sides. For that

purpose, a factory aligned 3-block waveguide manipulator was used. As illustrated in

figure 3.6, the brass block with the device is placed on the central block while adjacent

microlenses collimate/focus the output/input light. On each side, the incoming beam

is first coupled into aim long section (with negligible dispersion [3]) of polarisation

maintaining fibre by using mounts with FC fibre connectors. The latter was found to

improve the stability in our measurements and greatly simplify the fine alignment of the

setup, since the coupling of the light into the waveguide is isolated form changes in the

direction of the source beam.

The device ASE power and the source beam are used to estimate, respectively, the

device-to-fiber and free space-to-fibre coupling coefficients (r]device->fibre an(f Vffibre)-
The procedure outlined below was followed for the light coupled at both facets of the

SOA.

In the first instance, we measure the collimated ASE power just after the microlens,

P^SE (see figure 3.6). Detaching the fibre from the FC coupler on the far side, we also
measure the power of the emerging ASE. The device to fibre coupling coefficient is then
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given by

pfibre
_ ASE (o -i\'/devices fibre — pO ■

ASE

The coupling coefficient 77/s-»/i5re is defined as

pfibre
■» source /0 0\

Vfs—> fibre — ts >
source

where P/ource is the optical power of the incoming source beam. Plource is the power of

the emerging light when detaching the fibre from the FC fibre coupler on the waveguide

manipulator (see figure 3.6).

The total coupling coefficient is obtained as the product of v)device—>fibre and ?7/s->/i&re

/ pfibre \ / pfibre \
_ I ASE \ w I rsource \ fo oN

Vtotal - I do ) X | /s ) ■ I3-3)
sourcePASE ) \Pl

Using a x40 microlens, typical values for the coefficients r]outvut and rifs^fibre were

found to be on the order of 10% and 25% respectively, yielding a total coupling coefficient

of motal -2.5%.

Similar methods to that previously described can be found in the literature [5]. In our

case, the most significant source of uncertainty comes from the losses due to reflection at

the device facets, which are not accounted for. These are, however, expected to be small

due to the anti-reflection coatings.

3.2 Resolving the SOA ultrafast dynamics

3.2.1 The pump-probe technique

For the last twenty five years, pump-probe measurements [6] have been the standard tool to

study material ultrafast dynamics. This is a time-domain technique in which a weak pulse

(probe) experiences the material nonlinear response induced by a leading strong pulse

(pump). The averaged probe transmission/phase shift is measured for different delays

between the pump and probe pulses, thus obtaining a picture of how the pump induced

changes in material gain/refractive index changes recover on ultrashort time scales.

One advantage of this technique is its simplicity. Furthermore, the resolution of the
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gating through the device, the polariser filters the probe, whose intensity is measured with a slow
detector.

measurement depends on the temporal widths of pump and probe and subsequently does

not require fast detection. Accurate control of the delay between pump and probe, of

critical importance to this technique, can be easily achieved by means of a computer-

controlled delay stage. Obviously, the next pump-probe pair must arrive once any effect

due to the previous pump has disappeared.

To illustrate the principle of the pump-probe technique, figure 3.7 depicts one of the

possible configurations, similar, although simpler, to those described in chapter 4. Note

that pump and probe are degenerate (centered at the same wavelength), orthogonally

polarised and that their relative timing is controlled by a delay stage.

In the set-up depicted in figure 3.7, the transmission of the probe is measured as a

function of the delay with respect to the pump pulse. An optical chopper modulates

the probe light. In the lock-in amplifier, the detected signal and the chopper reference

are multiplied. As both signals are modulated with the same frequency, the filtered DC

component of their product is proportional to the integrated power of the probe pulse.

This coherent detection scheme greatly improves the sensitivity of the measurements, and
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minimises noise due to pump leakage in the polarisers.

Other pump-probe configurations have been proposed. The utilisation of a heterodyne

detection technique [7] allows for co-polarised pump and probe, thus avoiding pulse walk-

off in the sample due to group velocity mismatch and proves to be very useful in the

study of devices whose gain is polarisation sensitive, such as compressively strained or

unstrained multiple quantum wells. With some modifications and the use of an FM radio

receiver, this technique allows measurement of the refractive index change as a function

of the delay between pump and probe.

Our work is focused on the study of SOAs biased at gain, as needed for switching

applications. However, SOAs can also be probed at transparency and absorption. Ultrafast

nonlinearities such as SHB or carrier heating will have different signatures in the traces

corresponding to these three regimes, as long as short enough pulses (typically less than

150 fs) are available to resolve them. Figure 3.8 shows a sketch of illustrative pump-

probe traces in all regimes of operation. These are measurements of the changes in probe

transmission, giving information on the gain dynamics. In an analogous fashion, changes

in the refractive index can be measured and analysed. Henceforth, it should be kept in
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mind that positive delays are defined by the pump preceding the probe.

In the figure, only a temporal range of 8 ps is pictured. Obviously, this is not enough

to appreciate the long-lasting recovery associated with the band-filling nonlinearity which

instead is observed as a change in level of the probe transmission. With the device un¬

der gain conditions, stimulated emission induced by the pump depletes the carriers in

the conduction band thus reducing the probe transmission (note the negative step). In

absorption, the optically stimulated creation of carriers increases the probe transmission,

giving a positive step. At transparency, no net interband stimulated transitions occur so

no long-lived change in transmission is observed.

Heading towards shorter time scale effects, we can see in all three regimes a probe

transmission reduction recovering with a characteristic time on the order of hundreds

of femtoseconds. This cannot be explained by spectral hole burning or any other effect

involving interband transitions alone. It is due to the heating of carriers, which compresses

the gain in all regimes of operation, and the subsequent cooling via coupling to the lattice

vibrations.

Another remarkable feature is observed in absorption. It is a transient increase in probe

transmission occurring in a time scale of 100-200 fs. In this case, the process responsible

is SHB, which bleaches a hole in the absorption until fast carrier-carrier scattering drives

the distribution into a new quasi-equilibrium. Under gain conditions, SHB causes a gain

reduction and thus decreases probe transmission. In both absorption and gain, the SHB

contribution is delayed regarding the zero delay point due to the finite carrier-carrier

scattering times.

Finally, the fast transient decrease in probe transmission observed in the three cases

has been attributed to two photon absorption (TPA). This is virtually instantaneous for

the time resolution considered here, so the effect adiabatically follows the profile of the

pulse. The small undulation observed at transparency near zero delay point cannot be

attributed to SHB, since no net stimulated transitions take place. It is due mainly to the

spectral artifact, this being the dynamic coupling between gain and refractive index [8].
A less significant contribution to this feature comes from the delay in the onset of carrier

heating resulting from the finite carrier-carrier scattering times.

It is worth noting that alternative techniques, complementary to pump-probe, have
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Figure 3.9: Schematics of an OPO.

been used to study the ultrafast response of SOAs. One remarkable example is Four Wave

Mixing spectroscopy (FWM), belonging to the category of spectral domain measurements,

which has attracted considerable attention since the late 1980's. In this case, a pump

and a probe with carrier frequencies to and to + Ato, respectively, are coupled into the

SOA waveguide. Both will interfere and the beat frequency will drive the carriers in the

material, modulating the gain/index profile of the device. As a result, via the third order

susceptibility x® > energy from the pump and the probe will be coherently transferred to a

third field with carrier frequency w-Aw, known as the conjugate field, because its phase is

the conjugate of the probe's. The energy of the conjugate signal is measured as a function

of the delay between pump and probe. This provides useful information on excited state

lifetimes and dephasing rates, since once the atomic states interacting with the fields have

lost coherence between pump and probe arrivals, no FWM signal is observed.

3.2.2 Optical source: Optical Parametric Oscillator

In this subsection, the basic principles behind the Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO)

will be reviewed. It is not our aim to give a full description of the OPO theory, as it is a

broad field in itself. We will concentrate on the OPO we use as the source of ultrashort

pulses required for our measurements in SOAs.

An OPO consists basically of a nonlinear material within an optical resonator, to some

degree resembling a conventional laser configuration. During the last decade, they have

become established as versatile sources of ultrashort pulses in the near and mid-infrared

range. As shown in figure 3.9 a strong beam (pump) enters the cavity and when crossing

the crystal, it generates radiation at two lower energies. The higher frequency wave is

called the signal (s) and the lower frequency wave is known as the idler (i). The coupling
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and energy transfer between these waves takes place via a difference frequency mixing

process [9] which exploits the material x susceptibility of the crystal. As this is a

parametric interaction, the three waves must meet the energy conservation condition.

up = us + Ui. (3.4)

For the nonlinear interaction to be efficient, phase mismatch, given by equation 3.5,

must be kept to a minimum, and ideally set to zero.

Ak = kp — ks — ki, (3-5)

where kp, ks, ki are the pump, signal and idler wave vectors in the nonlinear crystal,

respectively. Other factors such as crystal length and dispersion will be critical when high

generated power and conversion efficiency are to be achieved.

The frequency of the signal and idler waves can be tuned in different ways. Since the

refractive index in the nonlinear crystal depends on both wavelength and temperature,

the operation of the OPO can be modified by changing the pump frequency or the crystal

temperature. A third method relies on the crystal birefringence, rotating the angle at

which the pump is incident upon the crystal.

In our OPO, crystal birefringence is not used to achieve phase matching, as it suffers

from a number of limitations. We use quasi-phase matched conditions instead [10], whose

principles are outlined in the next paragraph. However, pump wavelength and crystal

temperature are still useful parameters to tune the OPO output.

If Ak ^ 0, waves still interact, though less efficiently, since they eventually slip out of

phase when propagating through the crystal. This leads to an oscillating behaviour of the

generated power and to poor overall conversion efficiency as the phase relation between

the waves periodically changes from favouring forward conversion to back conversion.

The concept is to reverse the sign of the nonlinear coefficient after propagation over the

coherence length, this being the distance after which the gain is reduced by a half. This

way the interaction is brought into phase and the conversion efficiency is substantially

improved.

The nonlinear crystal used for our OPO was a 5 mm length of Periodically Poled
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Litium Niobate (PPLN) divided into eight segments with grating periods ranging from

21.0 to 22.4 pm and antireflection coated at 1.55 urn. The crystal was mounted in an

oven to allow temperature tuning.

So far we have described the nonlinear process taking place in the crystal and gener¬

ating signal and idler waves from a strong pump. We shall now refer to the second key

factor to OPO operation, namely, feedback. Our nonlinear crystal must be placed within

an optical cavity for the signal and/or idler waves to resonate. Depending on whether

only ujs or both los and co, resonate, we speak of Singly Resonant Oscillators (SRO) or

Doubly Resonant Oscillators (DRO). Our OPO is synchronously pumped by a Ti:Sapphire

mode locked laser and only the signal wave resonates in the cavity, thus providing greater

stability at the cost of higher threshold power. The term "synchronously pumped" means

that the OPO cavity length is matched to that of the Ti:Sapphire laser. This way, the

resonating pulse meets the pump pulse at the crystal and is amplified in every round trip.

Our OPO, as shown in figure 3.10, is a three mirror synchronously pumped singly

resonant standing wave cavity with a folded arm. Pumping is provided by a 82 MHz train

of 1.8 ps pulses from a self-mode locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics Tsunami),

pumped itself by a frequency doubled CW diode pumped Nd : YVO4 (Spectra Physics

Millennia X). Dispersion compensation within the cavity is achieved by means of two

prisms. The mirrors in the set-up of figure 3.10(b) where chosen regarding their reflectivity

to achieve optimum operation at 1.50 to 1.55 fim with a pump wavelength of 838 nm. The

daily operation of the OPO required maintenance, which typically involved adjusting the

length of the cavity to match that of the Ti:Sapphire laser.

Note that a repetition rate of 82 MHz (corresponding to a period of ~ 12 ns) allows the

device to fully recover between the arrival of consecutive pump pulses in our experiments.

Monitoring system

The stability of the OPO as the ultrashort pulse source is critical to our pump-probe

measurements. For this reason, a significant time was devoted to setting up a monitoring

system using Agilent VEE software which keeps record of the OPO performance and other

key factors, thus allowing us to check the validity of our measurements. A diagram of the

monitoring system is sketched in figure 3.11, and figure 3.12 shows a screenshot of the
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b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Picture of the PPLN OPO set up (reproduced from [3]). (b) Diagram of the OPO.
The mirror M3 is used to fold the cavity thus allowing the system to be compact.

monitoring software.

On the one hand, an internal photodiode samples the Ti:Sapphire laser power and this

information is sent to a computer, which tracks the diode currents in the Millennia X as

well.

The power spectrum of the OPO pulses was measured using a spectrometer (Rees

Instruments, Laser A meter, spectral range from 800 to 1600 nm) and stored. This allows

a calculation of the pulse power, peak wavelength and spectral FWHM (Av).

Since the nonlinear behaviour of semiconductor optical amplifiers is known to be dras¬

tically dependent on pulse width, it was therefore essential to our experiments to charac¬

terise the output of both the Ti:Sapphire laser and the optical parametric oscillator in the

time domain.

On subpicosecond timescales, not even the fastest photodiodes currently available (with

Output
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Prism pair
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Figure 3.11: Diagram of the monitoring system.

rise times in the order of may hundreds of femtoseconds) allow for the direct measurement

of the intensity profile of the pulses, I(t), given by equation 3.6, or even to estimate their

duration.

m = \E(t)Y (3.6)

In equation 3.6, E(t) is the optical field, which can be expressed in terms of a complex

envelope and the carrier frequency (a>o).

E(t) = A(t) exp [i<t>(t)\ exp (iujot) + c.c. (3.7)

In the monitoring set-up, the temporal characterisation of the pulses was carried out

via the autocorrelation technique [11], illustrated in figure 3.13. The input pulse is split

into two identical replicas which travel each along one arm of a Michelson interferometer.

The path difference between the two pulses is varied by means of a moving mirror. When

the two pulses meet again at the beam splitter, the total optical field is

E(t) + E(t - t), (3.8)
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Figure 3.12: Screenshot of the monitoring software, reproduced from [3].

where r is the delay between the pulses. The two pulses are made to interfere in a

nonlinear detector, comprising a nonlinear crystal in which Second Harmonic Generation

(SHG) occurs (KDP and BBO for pump pulse and OPO output wavelengths respectively)

and a photomultiplier tube. The nonlinear signal generated by the overlap of the two

pulses in the crystal can be expressed as
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Figure 3.13: Schematics of the autocorrelator used to estimate the duration of the OPO pulses. A
similar set-up was used with the pulses from the Ti:Sapphire laser.

G(r) =

POO

J—oo [E{t) + E(t - t)]2
2

dt

2 f°°J—oo im}2
2
dt

POO

J—oo {A(t) exp [i(p(t) + iujQt) + A{t — r) exp [i(f)(t — t) + iuJo(t — r)] + c.c.}2
2
dt

2 f°°J—oo [E(t)]2
2

dt
(3.9)

The complex nature of the field envelopes in 3.9 will give interference terms, hence

G(t) being known as the interferometric autocorrelation. The latter is useful to detect

the presence of chirp in the pulses, although it does not allow a determination the sign of

the chirp unambiguously.

The detection system used in our set-up lacks of sufficient bandwidth to resolve the

interference fringes, and the modified signal recorded is

g(r) = 1 +
2IZoI(t)I(t~T)dt (3.10)fZm2dt '

known as intensity autocorrelation. Note that equation 3.10 contains no phase information,

so g(r) is completely insensitive to the pulse temporal chirp. Regardless of the pulse shape,
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Figure 3.14: Autocorrelation traces of pulses (a) from the Tsunami Ti:Sapphire laser and (b) the
OPO, measured by the monitoring system.

Field envelope Intensity profile ki ArpAzv
Gaussian exp -(f)2 \J2 S3 1.414 0.441

sech2 sech2 (;p) 1.543 0.315

Table 3.1: ki constants, relating the autocorrelation width and pulse duration for gaussian and
sech2 intensity profiles.

the intensity autocorrelation is symmetric with respect to zero delay and ideally exhibits

a peak to background ratio of 3:1.

Figure 3.14 displays an example of the autocorrelation traces measured in the moni¬

toring set-up, both for pulses from the Ti:Sapphire laser and those generated by the OPO.

The relation between the width of the intensity autocorrelation (Aij) and the full width

at half the maximum (FWHM) pulse duration Arp, can be expressed as

At, . .

Arp = —i (3.11)
a>i

where ki is a constant which depends on the shape of the optical field envelope. Therefore, a

certain intensity profile of the pulses must be assumed 'a priori' to estimate their duration.

In our monitoring program, two different pulse profiles were considered, namely, gaussian

and sech2 (see table 3.1).

The last decade has seen significant developments in the characterisation of ultrashort

pulses. Techniques such as FROG [12] and SPIDER, [13] allow recovery of both the

amplitude and phase profile of femtosecond pulses, however, the autocorrelation technique,

within its limitations, was sufficient for our purposes.

The autocorrelation of the pulses generated in the OPO was sent, together with the
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Figure 3.15: Cross section of a typical QCL in the plane of the facets.

corresponding spectrum, to the computer via a GPIB connection. Finally, the time-

bandwidth product (ArpAu) is calculated and stored, as it provides useful information on

the chirp of the pulses (see figure 3.11).

3.3 Wafer processing and mounting of the QC lasers

The wafers of the QC laser reported in this thesis were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy

(MBE) at Bell Labs (Lucent Technologies), following the design specifications developed

at Princeton University (see section 5.2.1).

The processing of the wafers into lasers was carried out at Princeton University by

Dr. D. Wasserman. This task involved etching deep ridge waveguides on the wafers using

photolithography and deposition of an insulating layer of S1O2/SiN. A second level of

photolithography was used to open a window in the oxide and deposit a thin metal layer

(100-200 fim thick) by evaporation. A metal layer was also evaporated on the back of

the sample. The lasers were cleaved to 2-3 mm length and their facets left uncoated.

We etched ridges 6 — 20 /im wide (waveguiding in the rnid-IR wavelength range will be

thoroughly discussed in chapter 5). The structure of a typical QC laser is depicted in

figure 3.15.

Some samples were processed by etching circular mesas of a few hundred micrometers

in diameter in the wafers, instead of waveguides. Metal contacts were evaporated on top of

the mesas, and the samples were then cleaved to obtain maximum light output (see figure

3.16). These structures are well suited for luminescence measurements in the absence of

optical feedback.

Once a portion of the wafer has been processed into lasers or mesas, robust packaging
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Figure 3.16: (a)Cross section of a sample comprising mesas, (b) top view of the sample. The black
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Figure 3.17: Sample mounting, (a) Facet view, (b) Top view.

is required to ease the handling and cooling of the samples.

A sample, typically comprising around 10 lasers grown n-side up, was pasted with

indium onto a rectangular copper block (see figure 3.17). Titanium/Gold pads are glued

on both sides and gold wires (~ 8 — 10) are bonded from each pad onto one of the lasers.

The copper block and the gold pads thus provide electrical contacts for two lasers in each

sample.

To achieve low temperature operation of the lasers, the copper block is screwed onto a

mount at the bottom end of a cold finger, as depicted in figure 3.18(a) and (c). According

to their relative position in the set-up, the two lasers in the sample are labelled as 'top'

and 'bottom'. The finger is introduced in a container (see figure 3.18(b)) and vacuum is

created by means of a roughing pump. Finally, liquid nitrogen or liquid helium are fed

into the finger to cool down the sample. At cryogenic temperatures, vacuum prevents

atmospheric moisture from condensing on the samples.
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Figure 3.18: Schematics of the cryostat.

The finger is wired down to the bottom end to both inject current into the laser and

to provide connection to a sensor monitoring the sink temperature.

3.4 QC laser characterisation

3.4.1 Spectral measurements

In the course of the work presented in chapter 5, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy was used extensively to spectrally resolve the light output of QC lasers and
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Figure 3.19: Schematics of the interferometer used in Fourier Transform spectroscopy. Note that
one of the mirrors is moving back and forth around the position corresponding to zero path differ¬
ence.

check that design expectations had been met. When lasing, spectral measurements directly

characterise the devices, giving the operating wavelengths. Below threshold, the laser

emission spectra provides useful information on the optical transitions and energy levels

in the structure.

Fourier Transform spectroscopy is a well established analytical tool and is well de¬

scribed in the literature (see for example [14]). In this section, we will briefly discuss its

basics and the particulars to our experimental setup.

In a FTIR spectrometer, light enters a Michelson interferometer in which one of the

mirrors is moving back and forth from the constructive interference position (see figure

3.19). Let us start by considering an ideal beam splitter and plane waves. The signal in

the detector would then be given by

I(x) = \E\2 = \Ein\2 + \Ein\2 cos(kx) = \Ein\2[l +cos(/cx)], (3.12)

where E{n is the input field amplitude and x is the path difference. For non-monochromatic

light with spectral power distribution S(k), equation 3.12 would become

poo poo pco „ikx i p—ikx
I(x) = / [1 + cos kx\S{k)dk = / S(k)dk+ / S(k) dk =

Jo Jo Jo 2
1 1 f°°

= -1(0) + - / S(k)eikxdk, (3.13)
OO2 w 2

and, by rearranging the terms,
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Figure 3.20: (a) Example of a measured interferogram. (b) Retrieved spectrum via Fourier calcu¬
lations.

The last equation illustrates how the interferogram can be expressed as a Fourier

transform of the spectral distribution of the input light. Therefore, S(k) can be obtained

from I(x) via straightforward Fourier calculations. Figure 3.20 shows an example of a

measured interferogram and the corresponding spectrum, retrieved by calculating the

inverse Fourier transform.

In practice, the interferogram can only be measured for a discrete number of points

within a limited range of x. As a result, the resolution is finite and proportional to

(3.14)
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Oscilloscope

Figure 3.21: Sketch of the experimental set-up for spectral measurements.

(2TXXmax)
A FTIR spectrometer can be operated in two different modes, namely, fast-scan and

step-scan. In the former, multiple interferograms are recorded and then averaged to yield

the final result. This is useful when the lasers are above threshold and significant optical

power is available. In the step-scan, the mirror is moved in steps and the interference

signal is measured over some integration time for every position. Step-scan is much more

time consuming and is best suited for low powers, such as those detected below threshold.

All the spectral measurements presented in chapter 5 were carried out using a Nicolet

860 FTIR spectrometer controlled by a lab computer. Apart from the interferometer, the

Nicolet 860 includes two built-in detectors (a room temperature and a HgCdTe (Mercury

Cadmium Telluride or MCT) detector, cooled externally with liquid nitrogen) and two

internal sources (IR and white light), which can be arranged in different configurations

via the computer. For wavelengths shorter than 6 /jm, external cooled InSb detectors were

used, as they provide better sensitivity.

In our set-up, as sketched in figure 3.21, the QC laser is biased with current pulses

of adjustable duration, usually within the 50-500 ns range, at a 82 kHz rate. The laser

light was collimated with a lens (Ge, CaFi or ZnSe, depending on the wavelengths to

be measured) and sent to the spectrometer. The beam would then travel through the

interferometer and across the sample compartment (not in use) to finally either reach

the internal detector or leave the spectrometer to be detected externally. In step-scan

measurements, the signal was sent to a lock-in amplifier for detection, and transmitted
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Figure 3.22: Diagram of the set-up to measure the light output and voltage versus current charac¬
teristics of QC lasers.

back to the spectrometer to be recorded.

3.4.2 Electrical measurements

The electrical response of QC lasers is a good indicator of performance and easily reveals

current leakage or potential malfunctions. Voltage versus current measurements (I-V) were

thus an everyday tool in the characterisation of our samples. By simultaneously measuring

the output light power (henceforth referred to as light output and voltage versus current

or I-V-L measurement), lasing thresholds were obtained.

In the experimental setup (figure 3.22), a HP4155B Semiconductor Parameter Analyser

(SPA) sends a ramp signal to the pulse generator. As a result, the amplitude of the current

pulses injected into the laser increases in small steps, typically up to 3 to 4 A. For every

step, the boxcar averages voltage, current and peak optical power over some time window

(as illustrated in the right inset of figure 3.22). These data are finally sent back to the

SPA to be displayed and stored.

Figure 3.23 shows a typical example of the light output and voltage versus current

characteristics of a QC laser, measured in the set-up of figure 3.22. Note that the L-I

curve reveals that laser threshold is reached at approximately 1.3 A current.
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3.5 Summary

In the present chapter, we have described the structure and mounting of the semiconduc¬

tor devices that are the subject of our study. In addition, the measurement techniques

employed and experimental conditions under which this work was carried out have been

explained in detail.

The principles of the pump-probe technique have been discussed as a means to study

the ultrafast carrier dynamics in multiple quantum well semiconductor amplifiers. The

source of ultrashort optical pulses used in our experiments, an optical parametric oscil¬

lator producing subpicosecond pulses and tunable around 1.5 pm wavelength, was also

described.

Following a description of the cryostat and vacuum systems employed to achieve low

temperature operation, we introduced the techniques and experimental setups used in

the characterisation of our QC lasers. These include Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR)

spectroscopy and light output and voltage versus current measurements.
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Chapter 4

Ultrafast nonlinearities in

semiconductor optical amplifiers

4.1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been considerable progress in the development of ultrafast optical

signal processing applications using semiconductor optical amplifiers [1]. SOA-based in-

terferometric switches, such as the Terahertz Optical Asymmetric Demultiplexer (TOAD)

or the family of Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI), can be operated at rates faster than

the interband gain recovery time of the material [2]. Particularly given the quality of fully

integrated switches demonstrated recently [3], this approach provides an attractive solu¬

tion to the demand for ultrafast, low energy optical switches. However, the implications of

the refractive index changes associated with the subpicosecond gain dynamics in switching

operation are not yet fully understood.

The first section of this chapter reviews different theoretical approaches to the study of

the ultrafast dynamics of SOAs. In this context, we introduce a phenomenological model

based on rate equations to be used in the analysis of our experimental results.

Following the description of the model, we present the results of interferometric three-

beam pump-probe experiments on a SOA which can time-resolve the complex refractive

index dynamics occurring during the onset of optical switching. These measurements

reveal an ultrafast component on the edge of the switching window attributed to carrier

heating, consistent with the numerical predictions.
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In the experiments reported in the last section, counter-propagating sub-picosecond

pulses are used to monitor gain saturation along the SOA waveguide. The functional

form of the spatial dependence of gain saturation is found to be dependent on the pulse

energy. The latter is analysed in the light of the model predictions, and the implications

for all-optical switching applications are discussed.

4.2 Modelling the SOA dynamics

The propagation of light through a semiconductor optical amplifier is a highly complex

problem, particularly in the case of sub-picosecond pulses. The carrier dynamics are

dictated by a plethora of nonlinear phenomena which depend on a vast number of factors

such as, amongst others, the material composition, the intensity of the optical beam or the

electrical bias. Various approaches, differing in their level of complexity, have been taken

to interpret the experimental results and theoretically understand the SOA behaviour.

Early models, such as that by Agrawal and Olsson [4], calculated the propagation of

picosecond pulses (both amplitude and phase) in a SOA taking into account only the gain

saturation due to band-filling. This model predicted strong self-phase modulation of the

pulses, as they excite carriers and change the refractive index of the material, leading to

spectral broadening and a frequency shift.

As temporal pulse widths were progressively shortened to a few picoseconds or even

hundreds of femtoseconds, pump and probe experiments [5, 6] showed the signature of

ultrafast phenomena not previously taken into account.

The first approach was purely phenomenological [7, 8], based on a rate equation model

similar to that shown for interband nonlinearities. The equations are refined to take into

account carrier heating and other ultrafast dynamics. This is done by means of "virtual

populations" which change to reproduce the effects of those phenomena. This way, the

gain compression due to carrier heating is modelled via a reduction in the virtual carrier

density Nch", virtual because carrier heating does not change the actual carrier population.

The rate equation model allows interpreting the experimental results using an impulse

response function h. This function consists of real and imaginary parts, h = hr + ihi,

which respectively represent the refractive index and gain response of the SOA. hr and
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hi are sums of exponentials with different characteristic times and weighted by constants.

Each term is associated with a particular effect and the probe transmission is calculated

as the convolution between the imaginary part of the impulse response function and the

pulse autocorrelation. The relative amplitudes and time constants are finally obtained by

fitting the experimental results. It is important to note that this approach assumes that

the polarisation dephasing rates are fast compared to the width of the pulses (usually
referred to as the adiabatic approximation).

Despite being simple and yielding very good fits of pump and probe traces, the results

obtained should be considered with care, since spectral and coherent artifacts should be

treated separately, the first being the dynamic coupling between gain and index and the

latter the interference between pump and probe when they overlap. Besides, this model

uses a large number of fitting parameters and does not lead to real insight into the nature

of the different ultrafast processes involved.

At the opposite end of the complexity scale, efforts have been concentrated recently on

modelling the SOA dynamics within the context of a first principles microscopic theory [9].
This implies treating the pulse propagation trough the device as a Coulomb many-body

problem. Therefore, physical insight is gained at the cost of mathematical complexity.

In these models, the framework is the Semiconductor Bloch equations [10]. Apart from

numerical differences in the estimates of gain and refractive index, and the inclusion of

phenomena related to many body effects (band gap renormalisation, plasma screening,

etc.), the main difference with respect to the previous approaches is the fact that the

adiabatic approximation is not made here. The interplay between the different competing

nonlinearities in SOAs taken into account in this model, lead to surprising predictions such

as ultrashort pulse break-up in the time domain [11], later observed experimentally [12].
This suggested that coherent effects may play a more important role at room temperature

than expected.

Standing in the middle ground, several rate equation models based in a semi-classical

density matrix formulation [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] have provided good understanding of the

SOA dynamics within a reasonably simple framework. The SOA is considered as an

ensemble of inhomogeneously broadened two level systems. The concept of local carrier

densities, being the density of carriers coupled by the electromagnetic field, is derived from
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the diagonal elements of the density matrix, namely pc(k) and pv(k) (note the dependence

in the vector number k). The non diagonal terms, accounting for polarisation, are usually

adiabatically eliminated, assuming that the polarisation dephasing times (~ 50 fs) are

much shorter than the length of the pulse. This allows for the use of concepts such as

gain, but, as a counterpart, these models do not take coherent effects into account. Finally,

to make the models consistent, the density matrix equations are coupled to the Maxwell

equation for the propagating field.

However, these models remain phenomenological to some extent. Processes such as

carrier-carrier scattering or the coupling to the lattice via phonon emission are still mod¬

elled by means of time constants representing the decay of the respective non-equilibrium

distributions. The TPA coefficient is introduced as a fitting parameter as well. This is

valid as long as the deviation from the Fermi distributions are not too large.

For the purposes of this thesis, a rate-equation based approach was adopted to assist in

the analysis of the experimental results. The pump and probe pulses in the measurements

presented here have orthogonal polarisations, rendering the coherent artifact negligible,

and durations (500 fs < tp < 1 ps) significantly longer than the typical dephasing times.

The latter justifies the adiabatic approximation and allows for the use of the concept of

gain.

However, solving the full set of density matrix equations was still beyond the scope of

this thesis and further simplifications were made based on the experimental conditions.

Since all the pulses are degenerate in wavelength, they interact with the same carrier

population. Therefore, carrier densities can be obtained by summing the k-dependent di¬

agonal elements of the density matrix which correspond to transitions around the relevant

photon energy.

It is also assumed that the gain and refractive index changes in the material are largely

due to electron dynamics (equivalent to assuming that the electron and hole dynamics are

the same). The equations describing carrier dynamics are therefore implemented only for

conduction band electrons.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Sketch of the SOA split in thin slices (b) Block diagram of the algorithm to calculate
the propagation of the pump pulse in the device.

4.2.1 Our approach: a sliced propagation model

Basic equations: interband dynamics only

To explore our results, we use a model based on phenomenological rate equations origi¬

nally developed in Mathematica by J. G. Fenn and M. Mazilu [18]. The SOA is split into

thin slices of equal length having no internal variation of the carrier density. The tem¬

poral carrier dynamics induced by the incoming pump are solved for every slice, and the

subsequent time dependent change in gain and refractive index is then used to simulate

the probe propagation through consecutive slices. This is illustrated in figure 4.1.

Neglecting the ultrafast dynamics for the time being, the rate of change of the carrier

density can be expressed as

aN(z±t)_N^t)r |j4fet)|2 (4.1)dt qcrL Tyv x " ' hujcr'

where N (Zi,t) is the carrier density at position Zi (ith slice) at time t. The first term

on the right hand side of equation 4.1 accounts for the increase in carrier density due to

the current injection J. fi is the injection efficiency, while q is the electron charge and

a and L are the SOA active cross-sectional area and length, respectively. The second

term represents the carrier density decay (both radiative and non radiative) which is

approximated by a single rate r^1, as discussed in section 2.3.4. Finally, the last term
relates to stimulated emission, where A is the optical field with frequency uj. F is the

confinement factor and gm is the modal gain. As we are only considering the interband
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dynamics, gm = gw, were gdw is the carrier density dependent gain, taken as

dg
9N=dN (N - Ntr) (4.2)

Nir

Here, dg/dN is the differential carrier density dependent gain and Ntr is the carrier

density at transparency. It follows from equation 4.2 that when, by virtue of the injected

current, the carrier density is larger than Ntr, gN is positive. Under such conditions the

carriers are depleted from conduction band via stimulated emission and the propagating

pulse is amplified. It is said then that the device is being operated in gain. Note that, in

the absence of optical field, the carrier density tends to an equilibrium value given by

«o = (4.3)
qaL

Combining equations 4.1 and 4.2, the rate of change of the carrier density dependent

gain can be expressed as follows,

a®
= _

, (4.4)
Cu T~N J^satN

where go is the unperturbed gain, corresponding to the carrier density in equilibrium No.

ESatN is the saturation energy associated with interband processes, defined as

EsatN = ^ ■ (4.5)
p d9L dN

Ntr

To describe the relationship between changes in refractive index, n and gain, g, a-

parameters are used [19]. The linewidth enhancement factor for carrier density dependent

gain changes is given by

4ir dn/dN
otN = —r (4.6)

NtrA dg/dN

It is thereby possible to calculate the carrier density phase changes according to the

formula

dAcp 1
= -xOiNgN ■ (4.7)dz 2
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The propagation of the optical field across a thin slice of thickness dl can be calculated

as

■A-out ~ A-in exp 2^9m (Zii t) 2T (^t, i) dl , (4.8)

where atnt describes the internal losses in the waveguide.

The calculations with this model are performed as follows. Initially, the gain in every

slice is set to the unperturbed value go- The pump pulse incident on the first slice is taken

to have a gaussian intensity profile of width tp.

Solving equation 4.4 with this optical field and using equations 4.7 and 4.8, the am¬

plitude of the optical field after propagating through the slice of thickness dl is obtained,

and used as the input for the next slice. The propagation along the SOA waveguide is

thus calculated iteratively across the consecutive slices. The complex gain at times after

the pulse has left the SOA is calculated assuming that it recovers exponentially governed

by the time constant r/v-

This structure of model facilitates the calculation of the evolution of probe pulses

propagating in both directions by adjusting the relative timing of the pulses with respect

to the pump, as required for the TOAD configuration. For ease of evaluation, it is assumed

that the probe pulses are too weak to significantly modify the carrier population; the only

excitation is then due to the pump pulse.

The pulse energies are calculated by numerically integrating the moduli squared of the

corresponding optical fields in the time range [—7rp, 5rp] around the origin of the moving

frame of reference. These integration limits were found to be sufficient, anticipating peak

shifts caused by the gain and refractive index modulation.

Introducing the ultrafast dynamics

In the previous section, the structure of the rate equation model was explained. To do so,

the simplest scenario was considered, where the only changes in gain and refractive index

were those associated with the depletion of carriers in the conduction band. This level of

simplicity is sufficient when working with pulse durations of tens of picoseconds or longer.

It is well known that when sub-picosecond pulses propagate through a SOA, new ul-
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trafast dynamics come into play, namely, carrier heating, spectral hole-burning and two

photon absorption. Previous pump-probe measurements with this amplifier [18], employ¬

ing pulses of durations in the range 350 fs-1 ps, showed the slow gain recovery characteristic

of interband processes and, on shorter timescales (~ 2ps), the signature of gain compres¬

sion consistent with carrier heating. Spectral hole-burning and two photon absorption

were not observed, as they occur in shorter time scales [8], beyond the temporal resolution

of our experiments.

To accurately analyse our experimental results, the model must take into account

the gain compression and subsequent index change caused by the heating of the carrier

distribution. These ultrafast dynamics do not involve a real depletion of carriers from

the conduction band. The pump causes an increase in the average energy of the carrier

distribution, thus reducing the available electron population in the bottom of the band

susceptible of undergoing stimulated emission. The resulting decrease in gain can be

modelled by considering a 'virtual' population.

Including ultrafast carrier heating, the modal gain in the SOA may be defined as

9m = 9n + 9t , (4.9)

and the carrier temperature dependent gain is taken to be given by

dg
9T dT

(T - Tl) . (4.10)
tl

Here, T is the average temperature of the carrier distribution and Tl is the lattice

temperature. The rate of change of the average carrier temperature can be calculated as

dT
_ T-Tl ( dT\

dT rT + I dUc)
i 9UC „ ,

/ca + ( gjy Ec J 9m
T|A|

2

(4.11)Tiuia

where Uc is the energy of the carrier distribution [20]. The first term on the right hand side

of equation 4.11 represents the cooling of the carrier distribution to the lattice temperature

via carrier-phonon scattering (phenomenologically included via the time constant tt). The

term in brackets accounts for the changes in temperature induced by the optical pulse via

free carrier absorption (crjca), injection of hot carriers (dUc/dN) and depletion of carriers
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near the bottom of the band (Ec) by stimulated emission.

An expression for the rate of change of the temperature dependent gain can be obtain

in a similar fashion to the carrier density analogue [20, 21, 22],

dt rT *"lEsatT

where a temperature saturation energy, Esatr is defined as

9qt 9T |-4|2 ,a irA
=

, (4.12)

E.atr=— : 7 (4.13)
p dgmL dUc l^fcaNhid + ( gpj Ec") gm\

Uc

The gain compression due to the heating of the carrier distribution will be accompanied

by a change in the refractive index. In this case, a temperature linewidth enhancement

factor, ay, can been defined (see for example [7, 23])

47t dn/dT
O/.T — (4.14)

TlA dg/dT

The total phase change is Acj) = An 2ixL/where the change in refractive index

is given by the sum of contributions from carrier population and temperature changes.

Substituting for An in terms of the gain factors and a-parameters, yields an expression

for the phase change over distance as a function of the different gain changes

dA <f> 1 , . . _\
~

~2 \aN9N + OLrgr) ■ (4-15)

Regarding the pulse widths employed in our measurements (~ 700 fs), the inclusion

of the carrier heating in the model is sufficient to interpret our results. However, in

the framework of the phenomenological rate equations, dynamics taking place on shorter

timescales, namely, spectral-hole burning and two photon absorption, can be taken into

account straightforwardly in a similar fashion [18, 20].

Model parameters and calibration

For the model to be useful in the interpretation of the experimental results it is crucial

to contrast the model calculations, drastically dependent on the chosen parameters, with

the actual device behaviour.
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Value Description
r 0.3 Confinement factor
L 1 mm Device length
&int 15 cm-1 Internal losses

Tt 1.2 ps Carrier cooling time
OtN 8 Carrier density alpha-factor
OCT 2 Temperature alpha-factor
EsatN 2 pJ Carrier density saturation energy

EsatT 0.5 pJ Temperature saturation energy

Table 4.1: Parameters for the phenomenological rate-equation model.

The amplifier used in the experiments described in this chapter had previously been

the subject of a thorough study carried out by J. G. Fenn [18], as explained in section

3.1.1. The SOA was characterised by measurements of gain bandwidth, gain saturation,

and gain recovery on sub-picosecond timescales, as a function of electrical bias, optical

power and wavelength. To keep the numerical simulations as realistic as possible, the

model parameters were estimated based on those early measurements, when available.

In reference [18], estimates of the recovery times ryv and tt were obtained by fitting

gain pump-probe traces. The slow recovery time tjv in this amplifier was found to de¬

crease significantly for larger applied electrical biases (faster than predicted for the case of

Auger dominated recombination). Therefore, the value of tn in the model calculations was

chosen accordingly with the experimental conditions to be reproduced. Pump-probe mea¬

surements also showed a bias dependence of the carrier cooling time (nr). However, the

data was not conclusive and an average value of 1.2ps was taken in all of our calculations.

The small signal gain go at the appropriate wavelength and current injection was

extracted from CW measurements.

Those model parameters which could not be measured were chosen within the range

found in the literature (including [4, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26]). For example, the a-factors were

set to a7v = 8 and ax = 2. The confinement factor is T = 0.3 and the internal losses were

taken to be o.int = 15 cm"1.

The saturation of the gain with optical power is dictated by the energies EsatN and

EsatT and exhibits a strong dependence on pulse width. The values for these parameters,

namely, EsatN = %pJ and Esatx = 0.5 pJ, were chosen within a reasonable range to achieve

agreement with the measured energies at which gain dropped by 3dB (both in pulsed and

CW experiments [18]).
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the three beam pump-probe setup. Note the resemblance with a TOAD
configuration. The thick red line indicates the pump beam, while the blue and yellow lines follow,
respectively, the path of co-and counter-propagating probe pulses.

Time of arrival at the SOA

Figure 4.3: Diagram illustrating the timing in the arrival of the pulses at the SOA in the set-up of
figure 4.2. Note the offset between co- and counter-propagating probes, which can be set by means
of the delay stage 2 (see figure 4.2). In a typical measurement, the delay of the pump is varied by
moving the delay stage 1, so as to map out the switching window.

The model parameters are summarised in table 4.1. Those parameters not listed

there will be specified when appropriate, depending on the experimental conditions to be

reproduced.

4.3 Ultrafast dynamics in SOA-based interferometric switches

4.3.1 Three beam pump-probe set-up

In this section, we present the results of interferometric three-beam pump-probe experi¬

ments on a SOA which can time-resolve the complex refractive index dynamics occurring

during optical switching.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Simplified diagram of the TOAD loop of figure 4.2.(b) Sketch illustrating the
reflection and transmission of light in an ideal 50:50 beam splitter, including the corresponding
coefficients for the optical field. Note that the reflection occurs from air to a higher index medium,
hence the n phase shift.

The experimental configuration corresponds to the TOAD switch and is illustrated

in figure 4.2. In this set-up, a weak input pulse is split into two TE polarised replicas

(probes) which propagate around the loop in opposite directions, arriving at the SOA at

different times (see figure 4.3), and finally interfering back at the beam splitter. A third

strong TM polarised pulse (pump) is coupled into the loop to deplete some of the available

carrier density in the SOA, therefore reducing the gain and, more importantly, causing a

change in the refractive index.

Note that, as shown in figure 4.2, a double chopper is placed in the set-up such that,

upon propagation along the loop, the co-propagating probe is modulated first with fre¬

quency |/ and later with frequency /. The counter-propagating replica undergoes iden¬
tical modulation, although in the reverse sequence. By driving the local oscillator in the

lock-in amplifier with a reference at the difference frequency (g/), only the signal corre¬

sponding to the probes after they travel along the entire loop is detected, and noise due

to back reflections in the optical components or any unfiltered pump light is minimised.

Since the original probe beam is first incident upon the 50:50 beam splitter from a lower

index medium (air), as illustrated in figure 4.4, the reflected optical field (counterpropa-

gating probe, E2) accumulates an extra n phase shift with respect to the transmitted light

(co-propagating probe, E\). After propagating along the loop, the counter-propagating

probe is reflected again, this time inside the glass plate of the beam splitter, and no ex¬

tra phase is accumulated. The total optical field incident upon the detector can thus be

expressed as
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Delay /ps

Figure 4.5: Interference of the probe pulses measured as a function of the delay with respect to
the pump pulse. Starting with the narrowest switching window (blue dots), the path difference
between the probes was increased in 2 mm for each measurement, resulting in an increase of ss 1.3ps
in the width of consecutive switching windows.

ETOT(t) = E^t) - E2(t), (4.16)

and the interference of the two probes is given by

5(f) = \Ex(f)|2 + |£2(f)|2 - 2|£1(f)||£2(t)|cos [A^(t)]. (4.17)

If the pump arrives at the amplifier before or after both probes, these acquire the

same phase when travelling through the SOA (A0 = 0) and interfere destructively at the

detector. All the light is thus reflected back in the direction of the incoming probe beam.

However, if the pump reaches the amplifier between the two probes, these will acquire a

differential phase shift A(p (ideally A<j> — it) thus giving a transmitted pulse. By measuring

the probe interference as a function of the delay of the pump, the switching window is

mapped out.

In a real experiment, the beam splitter ratio depends on the angle of incidence, and

the coupling of the light into the amplifier is not identical on both facets. As a result, one

of the probes will be slightly stronger, giving a non zero interference signal outside the

switching window.

Figure 4.5 shows a set of switching windows, measured employing ~ 650 fs pulses at
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Figure 4.6: Sketch of a TOAD switching window (black line), as calculated with the model. The
blue and red lines show the temporal evolution of the pump-induced changes in gain and refractive
index, respectively, as seen by the co- and counter-propagating probes (note the delay between the
two, due to the offset of the SOA in the loop).

1565 nm wavelength with an average energy per pump pulse of ~ 730 fJ. The electrical

bias applied was 67 mA. For negative delays, both probes cross the SOA before the pump.

Zero delay corresponds to the case in which the pump and the co-propagating probe pulses

overlap in time. Starting from the narrowest window (light blue dots), the offset between

the probes was increased in steps of 2 mm and, as a result, each window is ~ 13 ps wider

than the previous one.

The switching windows displayed in figure 4.5 present significant features other than

those previously discussed. Most noticeable is the pedestal on the right of the switching

windows, which increases with the window width. On the other hand, note that the on/off

edge is far less sharp than its counterpart at zero delay. For the sake of clarity, figure 4.6
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shows an example of switching window (black line) calculated with our model, together

with the temporal evolution of the gain (blue line) and refractive index (red line) induced

by the pump pulse. From figure 4.6, the origin of the pedestal located at a delay of ~ 50ps

is clearly the mismatch in phase and gain between the two probes due to their offset, which

tends to zero for larger delays. This mismatch is larger for wider windows, as both the gain

and refractive index experienced by the co-propagating probe have more time to recover.

In a TOAD, pump and counter-propagating probe pulses meet at different points

within the device as the delay is varied and different lengths of gain depleted waveguide

are probed, so the sharpness of the on/off edge corresponds to 2T, where T is the transit

time of the pulses across the amplifier. The finite device length has been identified as

one of the major limitation of switching configurations in which data and control pulses

counter-propagate [27], and will be thoroughly discussed later in connection with the

spatial dependence of nonlinearities.

Note that the switching window in figure 4.6 presents an ultrafast spike near zero delay

due to the carrier heating dynamics. Such a feature is not observed in figure 4.5, due to the

large range of delays considered, and measurements with higher resolution are required.

This will be the subject of the next section.

4.3.2 Resolving the onset of all-optical switching

Interferometric switches based on gain depletion generally operate due to the refractive

index change associated with the transfer of carriers from conduction to valence band.

However, previous pump-probe experiments and some theoretical models stress the role of

carrier heating and two photon absorption [28, 29] in the SOA response when subpicosec-

ond pulses are involved. As discussed in section 3.2.1, the recovery of the gain/refractive

index change induced by the pump will therefore be dictated by both the heated carrier

distribution cooling down to the lattice temperature and the interband recovery. The for¬

mer occurs via electron-phonon scattering within a time scale of a few picoseconds or less,

while the latter may take up to a nanosecond depending on the current injection. As a

result, the finite thermalisation time of the carriers and cooling to the lattice temperature

will affect the shape of the switching window on the shortest timescales.

We have measured switching windows for a wide range of pump energies, focusing on
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Figure 4.7: Off/On edge of different switching windows as a function of pump pulse energy. These
windows have been normalised so that their amplitudes equal unity after the ultrafast component
has decayed. The inset in the upper left corner depicts an example of a full switching window and,
enclosed by the black box, the off/on edge subject of this study.

the shortest timescales around the onset of optical switching, as displayed in figure 4.7.

We used 800 fs pulses at 1.57 nm and the SOA was biased at 65 mA. In the vicinity of

zero delay, the computer-controlled stage was set to move in steps of 5 /im (corresponding

to a change of ~ 33 fs in the delay between the pump and probe pulses).

For the sake of clarity, the switching windows in figure 4.7 have been normalised so that

their amplitudes equal unity after the ultrafast component has decayed. Nevertheless, it

must be kept in mind that the window amplitude increases at larger pump energies until a

maximum is reached when A<j> = 7r. For low pump powers, we observe a spike decaying in

~2 ps that gradually becomes a dip as the power is increased. This feature lasts longer than

the duration of the pulse and cannot therefore be attributed to instantaneous processes

following the pulse profile. Instead, this feature is caused by the change in refractive index

related to carrier heating. For low pump pulse energies, the extra phase due to carrier

heating adds constructively. However, for larger energies, when carrier density depletion

alone gives a phase shift close to 7r, the extra phase due to carrier heating will lead to

destructive interference, hence the dip. These observations are consistent with previous

experiments on Mach-Zehnder interferometer switches [20, 30].
The background observed in figure 4.7 is due to a marginal imbalance of the TOAD
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Value Description
9o 130 cm~l Small-signal gain
TP 800 fs Pulse duration

tn 284 ps Slow interband recovery time

Table 4.2: Parameters of the phenomenological model used in the calculation of the switching
windows of figure 4.8. The values of the parameters not listed here correspond to those in table
4.1.

setup. As discussed previously, this is caused by the non ideal beam splitter and the

slightly different coupling efficiencies on both sides of the amplifier. Note that, in figure

4.7 this background is larger for smaller energies due to the normalisation.

Note that differential phase shifts of ir and beyond have been measured at 65 mA

for pump pulse energies below 0.6 pJ, in accordance with previous measurements on this

amplifier [18]. The amplification of the pump beam via stimulated emission is the reason

behind such low switching pulse energies, this being one of the main advantages of SOA-

based switches.

So far, we have interpreted the experimental results exclusively in terms of the nonlin¬

ear phase shift induced by the pump beam. However, in these experiments, all pulses are

degenerate in wavelength and therefore the probe pulses experience not only a nonlinear

phase shift but also the gain compression in the amplifier induced by the pump, which

can also influence the shape of the switching window.

4.3.3 Modelling of results and analysis

To explore the interplay of gain and refractive index dynamics in the shaping of the

switching window, particularly on the shortest time scales, we use the phenomenological

model. The SOA is perturbed by a high energy pulse and the propagation of two counter-

propagating probes is modelled as a function of the delay with respect to the pump. The

interference signal of the probes is then calculated by using equation 4.17 and integrated

in time.

Figure 4.8 shows a set of switching windows (solid black lines) as a function of the

pump energy (expressed in units of E^b)-, calculated with the model using the parameters

detailed in table 4.2. E^b is the energy for which the total gain experienced by the pump

pulse is half of the small signal value exp(rc/oT), and was found to be 68 fJ. These windows

have been normalised by the integrated power of a single probe pulse after propagating
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Figure 4.8: Switching windows calculated with the phenomenological model for a wide range of
pump pulse energies, using the parameters of tables 4.1 and 4.2. E^b is the energy for which the
total gain experienced by the pump pulse after crossing the SOA is half of the small signal value
exp(r<7oI/). (Red) taking into account the phase dynamics alone, so the probes experience no gain
compression induced by the pump. (Black) taking into account both gain and refractive index
dynamics.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Normalised amplitude and (b) nonlinear phase shift as a function of pump pulse
energy, calculated from the switching windows of figure 4.8 (window corresponding to SOEmb not
shown).

through the unperturbed SOA. This way, the amplitude of a switching window will be

unity if the counter-propagating probes have experienced the same gain in the amplifier

and have acquired a differential phase shift of ir.

To illustrate the role of pump-induced gain compression, the same switching windows

were calculated taking only into account the refractive index dynamics (red curves). The

amplitude of the switching windows and the corresponding nonlinear phase shifts are

displayed in figure 4.9 as a function of the pump pulse energy.

For the lowest pulse energy, figure 4.8(a), the nonlinear phase shift is small and the

contributions of carrier density depletion and carrier heating add up constructively, causing
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Figure 4.10: off/on edge of the switching windows of figure 4.8. For comparison with the experi¬
mental data, these windows have been normalised so that their amplitudes equal unity after the
ultrafast component has decayed.

a spike around zero delay. The gain compression induced by the pump is negligible and

both black and red switching windows are identical.

As the pulse energy is increased, see plots (a) to (d), so do the changes in refractive

index due to carrier density depletion and carrier heating. This results in an improvement

of the extinction ratio. Note, however, that the gain compression experienced by the co-

propagating probe also increases with larger pump energies and reduces the amplitude of

the switching window. In figure 4.8(d), the gain compression caused by the heating of the

carrier distribution masks the spike.

When the pump pulse energy is such that the nonlinear shift due to carrier density

depletion alone is close to n, the extra change in refractive index caused by carrier heating

overshoots. The resulting destructive interference causes a dip, as observed in figure 4.8(f).

In this case, the ultrafast gain compression enhances this feature. As the pulse energy is

further increased, the dip becomes more pronounced and the switching ratio is degraded as

a result of both the nonlinear shift being larger than ir and the unbalancing of the TOAD

due to the gain depletion in the amplifier. This eventually causes a strong reshaping of

the window, as seen in figure 4.8(h).

For comparison with the experimental results, figure 4.10 shows the switching win¬

dows of 4.8 normalised so that their amplitudes equal unity after the ultrafast component

has decayed. Note that the evolution of the ultrafast feature on the front edge of the
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window is consistent with experimental data displayed in figure 4.7, starting as a spike

and gradually becoming a dip as the pump energy is increased. However, we observe that

the predicted ratio between peak transmission and the level reached after the ultrafast

component has relaxed, is slightly larger than observed experimentally. This discrepancy

is due to the choice of model parameters, particularly the a-factors aat and q?t- and does

not compromise the analysis presented.

The numerical results show that the gain compression in the amplifier not only degrades

the extinction ratio but also tends to smooth the sharp features caused by the ultrafast

changes in the refractive index change. This could be avoided by using a so called gain-

transparent configuration [22, 30], in which the photon energy of the probe is smaller than

the bandgap of the material so the pulse only experiences the changes in the refractive

index.

In summary, we have reported for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, the

experimental signature of a refractive ultrafast component in the switching windows of a

TOAD setup. The nature and timescale (~2 ps) of this feature suggest carrier heating

as responsible, consistent with the predictions of the phenomenological model. These

results should also apply to other switching configurations using SOAs, such as Mach-

Zehnder interforomotors. It must be stressed that carrier heating has been found to distort

significantly the edge of the switching windows for pump pulse energies well below 1

pj. Since this effect is expected to be even more pronounced for shorter pulses, further

understanding of the role of SOA ultrafast intraband dynamics on femtosecond timescales

becomes essential if faster switching operation is to be achieved.

4.4 Spatial dependence of optical nonlinearities

Interferometric switches such as the TOAD, UNI or Mach-Zehnder interferometers ex¬

ploit the large SOA resonant nonlinearities induced by an intense optical pulse. The

self-modulation of the so called control pulse as it propagates results in a non-uniform

gain/refractive index profile along the device waveguide. In configurations in which control

and data pulses co-propagate, nonlinearities are averaged spatially across the entire SOA

waveguide, and the sharpness of the switching window is only determined by the pulse
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Figure 4.11: Example of a typical co-propagating pump-probe trace. Ayv and At are the changes
in probe transmission due to carrier density depletion and carrier heating, respectively.

duration. To illustrate this, figure 4.11 displays a typical example of a co-propagating

pump-probe measurement, similar to that shown previously in figure 3.8(c).
The trace in figure 4.11 shows a sharp gain depletion around zero delay attributed to

the band filling nonlinearity (there may also be a contribution from two photon absorption)

and rapid partial gain recovery, At, associated with carrier cooling (~ lps) [8]. The full

gain recovery due to the slower interband processes, An, takes hundreds of picoseconds

and appears truncated in the figure.

In those configurations with counter-propagating geometries, control and data pulses

meet at different points within the SOA as the delay is varied and therefore different lengths

depleted bv the control pulse are probed. In these circumstances, switching operation is

thus not only dictated by the carrier temporal dynamics but also depends on spatial

variables. The limitation imposed by the finite device length is widely acknowledged

[27, 31]. However, little attention has been paid to the longitudinal effects [32] and, in

particular, the spatial dependence of optical nonlinearities across the SOA waveguide due

to self-modulation of the control pulse is usually overlooked. Instead, the gain depletion

is often taken to be uniform [2, 33].

Here, we report pump-probe experiments with counter-propagating geometry to anal¬

yse the role of the gain depletion along the SOA waveguide, and the subsequent refractive

index change, in switching operation. We use the phenomenological rate-equation model

to clarify the device behavior.
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4.4.1 Experimental results

The experimental setup of figure 4.2 was modified by blocking the co-propagating probe

beam. The schematics of this simplified configuration are displayed in figure 4.12. The

input beam is split asymmetrically into pump (TM polarised) and probe (TE polarised)

pulses, which propagate along the SOA in opposite directions.

In this set-up, the double chopper is positioned such that pump and probe are chopped

with frequencies / and |/, respectively. The lock-in amplifier is then set to detect the
difference frequency, so that only the changes on the probe signal induced by the pump are

detected, because any pump leaks due to marginal polarisations are filtered electronically.

This way, the change in probe transmission is measured in the lock-in amplifier as a

function of the delay with respect to the pump. It must be noted that the detection

arrangement using two different modulation frequencies was key to obtaining low noise

pump-probe traces.

The counter-propagating pump-probe experiments reported here employed 700 fs pulses,

with a bias of 70 mA applied to the SOA. The results shown in figure 4.13 correspond
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Figure 4.13: Counter-propagating pump probe traces measured at 70 mA electrical bias for a range
of input pulse energies, using pulses of 700 fs duration centered at approximately (a) 1570 nm and
(b) 1555 nm. The dashed line in (b) shows the fitting using equation 4.19.

to (a) 1570 nm and (b) 1555 nm wavelength, and differ substantially from those of typ¬

ical co-propagating geometries (see figure 4.11). On the timescales considered, the slow

interband dynamics appear as a negative step change in probe transmission. We observe

a gradual gain depletion over 25 ps and only a "tail" of the fast carrier heating recovery.

To understand the slow pace of gain depletion, consider that for a delay r = 0, the

probe meets the pump at facet "A" (x — 0). In this case the probe has propagated through

the whole device before the pump has entered the facet and, therefore, no change in

transmission is observed. As the probe delay is increased, the crossing point moves within
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the SOA and, consequently, the probe travels through a progressively longer gain depleted

portion of the amplifier. When the delay has been increased to r = 2T(« 25ps), where T

is the transit time across the device, the two pulses meet at facet "B" (x = —L). It is then,

in all cases, see figure 4.13, that the measured gain depletion is largest. The transmission

as a function of probe delay shows a distinctly different characteristic depending on the

pump pulse energy. At the lowest pump energies shown, red and yellow curves in (a) and

red curve in (b), the gradient of the trace becomes more negative with increasing probe

delay. However, the curves measured at higher input energies are steeper for small delays

and their slope decreases as a function of probe delay.

4.4.2 Analysis and modelling results

To explore our results, we use the phenomenological model. The power of the pump

through a small slice of the SOA of thickness AI is calculated as

Pout(t) = Pin(t)exp{[rgm(zi,t) - aint\ Al} , (4.18)

where gm(zi,t) is the modal gain at position Zi (ith slice) at time t, as obtained by

solving equations 4.4 and 4.12. The input pulses have a gaussian intensity profile of width

tp = 700 fs. As usual, T is the confinement factor and cxint accounts for the internal

losses. The probe pulse energy is chosen to be small so that it does not modify the carrier

population significantly.

In this case, the small-signal gain was taken to be go = 130 cm-1 and the recovery

times Tjv = 251 ps and tt — 1.2 ps, were obtained from independent experiments made

on this amplifier [18].

First, the gain experienced by a single pulse was calculated as the ratio of output and

input pulse energies for a wide range of input energies. This is shown in figure 4.14, where

the gain in dB includes the internal losses (a.int). The input energy for which the gain

is half of the small-signal value Go = exp(TgoT) was found to be E^b — 81/J, and is

dictated mostly by EsatN, Esatx, the recovery times and tt, and the device length L.

Pump-probe traces are obtained by calculating the change in the integrated power of

a probe pulse as a function of the delay with respect to the counter-propagating pump.
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Figure 4.14: Device gain (including internal losses) as a function of input pulse energy, calculated
by using the model of section 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.16: Gain per slice as the pump propagates along the length of the SOA, calculated for
the same range of input pulse energies, expressed in units of E^b, as in figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 shows traces for different pump pulse energies, normalised by the output

energy of a probe pulse after propagating through the unperturbed SOA. The input pulse

energies chosen are indicated in figure 4.14. As observed in figure 4.15, increasing the

pump energy accelerates the gain depletion, consistently with the experimental results.

Figure 4.16 shows the gain available per slice as a function of position for different

pump pulse energies as predicted by our model. The pump is amplified as it propagates

along the device and, as a result, gain depletion increases. However, it is only at the highest

input energies shown that the amplification of the pump is sufficient to saturate the gain

in a portion of the device. Furthermore, a high energy pulse can heavily saturate the gain

along the whole SOA length (see the 50-EhdB curve in figure 4.16. The gain is smaller than

unity due to the internal loss, taken to be aint = 15cm-1). Under these conditions, for

a delay r, the probe meets the pump at x = —tL/2T and travels first through a small

portion of the SOA of length Lt (dictated by tt) where the gain depletion is due both

to changes in carrier density and carrier heating. However, in the rest of the waveguide,

carriers had time to cool so the probe experiences a uniform gain due to carrier density

depletion alone. As a result, the trace fits an exponential curve of the form

aS(t) = S0 \ exp
rAgffL f '

— f — C)rp
2T (4.19)

remarkably well (see the black thin line in figure 4.15). Here, So is the probe pulse energy
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after propagating through the unperturbed SOA. Agffi is the initial step-like change in the
local gain, uniform across the waveguide under full saturation conditions, due to carrier

density depletion that later recovers as dictated by tn- The gain depletion due to carrier

heating integrated along the length Lt is accounted for by the parameter St- First, the

validity of equation (4.19) was checked by fitting the trace calculated with the model for

a pump pulse energy of (see the black thin line in figure 4.15). This fit gives

Agffi = 46 cm-1, in excellent agreement with the value of 45 ± 1cm-1 predicted by the

model across the entire SOA. As shown in figure 4.13(b), the trace measured at the highest

pump pulse energy also fits to equation (4.19), yielding a value for TAgffi of 31.4 cm-1,
and providing experimental evidence of gain saturation along the entire length of the

amplifier.

In equation (4.19), we have neglected the slow gain recovery and pulse width, since

tn » 2T» tp. For delays smaller than a few picoseconds such that tL/2T < Lt, the

probe travels across a perturbed portion of the SOA shorter than Lt- As a result, the

total gain compression experienced by the probe due to carrier heating is smaller than St

and equation (4.19) is no longer valid (note how the fit diverges from the data of figure

4.15 for t < 3ps).

The switching windows measured in section 4.3.2 clearly showed the signature of ultra-

fast dynamics in the form of spikes or dips. Carrier heating reduces the saturation energy

of the amplifier and plays a decisive role in dictating the propagation of the pump pulse

and subsequent gain depletion across the device waveguide. Despite being determinant,

the effects of carrier heating in counter-propagating pump-probe measurements are more

subtle to distinguish, as they are only experienced by the probe in a small portion of the

SOA.

4.4.3 Implications for all-optical switching

The experimental results presented so far indicate that the functional form of the spa¬

tial dependence of gain saturation is strongly dependent on pulse energy. On the other

hand, gain changes in the SOA waveguide will be accompanied by changes in the refrac¬

tive index, as expressed via the linewidth enhancement factors [19]. As a result of the

cosine dependence of the interference signal on the differential phase shift between the two
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Figure 4.17: Normalised switching windows calculated with the model for the input pulse energies
of figure 4.14. The dashed line encloses the on/off edge of the switching window.

counter-propagating probes (A</>), the energy of the control pulse plays a significant role

in shaping the slow rising edge of the switching windows. To analyse this, the model of

section 4.2.1 is used to calculate the switching windows corresponding to the input pulse

energies of figure 4.14.

It can be seen in figure 4.17 that, as the pump pulse energy is increased, so does

the switching window amplitude. For pulse energies larger than hE^dBi the differential

phase between the probes due to the depletion of the carrier density overshoots 7r, and

the contrast ratio is degraded. Note that the shape of the on/off edge of the switching

windows changes significantly with pulse energy.

More quantitative results can be extracted by estimating the fall time (N/2) of the
switching windows. As illustrated in figure 4.18(a), t1/2 is defined as the delay range over

which the switching window amplitude is halved after pump and probe meet at facet A

(see figure 4.13). Figure 4.18(b) displays the estimated t\/2 as a function of pulse energy.

As the pulse energy is increased within the range Q.IEmb — SE^b, the edge of the

switching window becomes sharper and N/2 decreases monotonically. The latter is consis¬
tent with the larger negative slopes in the corresponding counter-propagating pump-probe

traces (see figure 4.15). For larger pulse energies, the amplification of the pump pulse is
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sufficient to saturate the gain in a significant portion of the amplifier, as discussed in

connection with figure 4.16. At the same time, the subsequent differential phase shift due

to carrier density depletion overshoots 7r and the cosinusoidal nature of the interference

signal causes a significant reshaping of the switching window, rendering the former crite¬

ria for estimating the fall times inadequate. Note, however, the sharpness of the windows

corresponding to 20£,3<ib and 50E^dB input pulse energies.

Numerical results show that the gain saturation across the whole device length induced

by high energy pulses results in an effective narrowing of the switching windows.

The counter-propagating pump-probe measurements with subpicosecond pulses re-
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ported in this section provide information on the spatial dependence of nonlinearities,

namely, gain depletion and saturation, along the waveguide of a SOA. In switching config¬

urations with co-propagating control and data pulses, only the control pulse duration dic¬

tates the sharpness of the switching window edge. However, counter-propagating schemes

(e.g. TOAD or colliding pulse Mach-Zehnder) exhibit slow switch on/off, due to the device

finite length. Although this limitation cannot be fully overcome, since the results in the

counter-propagating geometry relate to the shape of the switching window in the above

mentioned schemes, the measurements reported here demonstrate how systems could be

optimised by adjusting parameters such as electrical bias and pump pulse energy. We show

that the narrowest switching windows can be obtained in the limit when strong saturation

is induced by the pump across the whole device length.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we report subpicosecond pump-probe measurements on an InGaAs mul¬

tiple quantum well semiconductor optical amplifier to analyse the role of the ultrafast

carrier dynamics in the operation of SOA-based interferometric all-optical switches.

First, we have reviewed different theoretical approaches to the study of carrier dy¬

namics in semiconductor optical amplifiers, ranging from simple rate equations to first

principles microscopic models. In this context, we have introduced a simple sliced propa¬

gation model based on rate equations. The ultrafast dynamics associated to the heating

of the carrier distribution and subsequent cooling to the lattice temperature are taken

into account via phenomenological parameters. Despite of its simplicity and within its

limitations, this model proved very useful in the analysis of the experimental results.

We have presented experimental evidence of the signature of the carrier heating dy¬

namics in the switching window of a TOAD-like interferometric setup. The dependence

of this ultrafast feature on the pulse energy was analysed and found consistent with both

the predictions of the model and measurements reported by other groups in switching

configurations other than TOADs.

In the last section, we present experiments using subpicosecond pulses in a counter-

propagating pump probe configuration to resolve the gain saturation along the SOA waveg-
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uide. The functional form of the spatial dependence of optical nonlinearities was found to

depend strongly on pulse energy. In the light of the model calculations, we show that the

effective width of the switching window decreases with larger pulse energies, parallel to

the saturation of a longer portion of the amplifier. The narrowest switching windows can

be obtained in the limit when strong saturation is induced by the pump across the whole

device length.

We must stress that both the signature of ultrafast carrier dynamics at the onset

of optical switching and strong saturation along the entire SOA waveguide have been

observed for pulse energies below 1 pj. These results thus highlight the relevance of such

ultrafast nonlinearities in the context of all-optical switching with femtosecond pulses.
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Chapter 5

Stimulated electronic Anti-Stokes

Raman emission in QC lasers

5.1 Nonlinear generation of light in QC lasers

Over the last decade, QC lasers have rapidly become compact and reliable high-power

sources covering the mid- to far-infrared wavelength range (3.5—24 fim). Intensive research

is currently been undertaken aiming to expand the spectral range available with this

technology. Laser emission in the Terahertz regime (A > 50 /im), with photon energies

smaller than one LO-phonon, is one subject of study [1]. At the opposite end of the

spectrum, research has diversified covering material systems other than InGaAs/AlInAs

with larger band offset, such as GaN/AlGaN [2] or Sb-based heterostructures [3].
It is well known that intersubband transitions (ISTs) in asymmetric coupled quantum

wells can display giant nonlinear optical susceptibilities [4, 5, 6], and thus be exploited

to generate new wavelengths. To this contribute both the large optical dipole matrix

elements of ISTs and the enhancement of nonlinearities occurring near resonance of these

transitions [7].

Schemes in which asymmetric coupled quantum wells are pumped by an external op¬

tical field have several drawbacks. The coupling of the pump light into such structures is

inefficient, since only transitions involving TM polarisation are allowed by the selection

rules, and large pump powers are required. In addition, beam overlap can also be an issue.

With QC lasers, it is possible to selectively replace active regions/injectors with non-
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linear elements or to integrate nonlinear transitions directly into the active regions them¬

selves, thus allowing for efficient intra-cavity wave mixing [8]. This was recently demon¬

strated for sum frequency, second harmonic and third harmonic generation [9, 10, 11].
The monolithic integration of resonant optical nonlinearities based on intersubband

transitions and QC lasers has several advantages. First, QC lasers can provide high

optical power densities thus being very effective pump sources. Unlike in other schemes,

the emission of pump photons and nonlinear processes occur in every stage of the cascade.

Therefore, the entire waveguide core contributes to the nonlinear generation of light. In

addition, good overlap between pump modes and the nonlinear region is obtained.

Keeping in mind the multitude of known nonlinear phenomena, we are just beginning

to scratch the surface of the potential arising from the combination of nonlinear optics and

QC lasers. In this context, stimulated Raman scattering has been one subject of research,

having the added advantage that no phase-matching is required. Chapter 5 describes the

work carried out at Princeton University, whose goal is achieving a QC electronic Anti-

Stokes Raman laser. Here we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first observation

of stimulated electronic Anti-Stokes (AS) Raman emission in a QC laser and discuss the

feasibility of AS lasing.

5.1.1 Stimulated Raman scattering

Raman scattering [7, 12] is a two-photon process in which a photon at aq is absorbed and

a photon with frequency u>2 is emitted, as illustrated in figure 5.1. As this occurs, the

material evolves from initial state |i) to a final state |/). When uq > cu2, we speak of

Stokes Raman scattering while the case u>2 > <^i is referred to as Anti-Stokes (AS) Raman

scattering (labelled as a) and b), respectively, in figure 5.1). To fulfill energy conservation

requirements, Ti (uq — uq) = Efi for Stokes Raman scattering and h (uq — uq) = Eif for
the Anti-Stokes case, where Efi (= —Eif) is the energy between final and initial state.

In stimulated Raman scattering, the frequency shift between incident and generated

light corresponds to the frequency of some internal oscillation of the material, typically

molecular vibrations 1 or optical phonons. This nonlinear process has found multiple

applications as the basis for high resolution spectroscopic techniques, and also in the
1Stimulated Raman scattering was first observed by Woodbury and Ng in the nitrobenzene molecule

in 1962 [13].
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the Raman process for a) Stokes and b) Anti-Stokes Raman scattering.

development of new light sources known as Raman lasers (see [12] and references therein).

In this respect, the recently reported first continuous wave all-silicon laser, employing

stimulated Raman scattering as the gain mechanism [14], is an outstanding example.

Typically, as depicted in figure 5.1, the detuning of both uj\ and cu2 from any resonances

with higher-lying levels in the material is much larger that the broadening of such levels.

The Raman transition then takes place mediated by a virtual level and the one-photon

absorption is minimised [7]. However, in asymmetric quantum well structures such as QC

lasers, the Raman nonlinearity can be greatly enhanced near resonance with intersubband

transitions. As ISTs take place between the quantised states of the electrons, we speak of

electronic stimulated Raman scattering.

Raman lasing based on ISTs has been theoretically discussed [15] in comparison with

conventional optically pumped intersubband lasers. However, to date, only Stokes Raman

lasing has been demonstrated experimentally. Liu et al. used GaAs/AlGaAs double

quantum well structures pumped externally by a CO2 laser in a side-pumping cleaved-

facet geometry [16, 17]. In this case, the Stokes Raman shift was tailored to match the

energy of a LO phonon mode, thus enhancing the nonlinearity.

More recently, Troccoli et al. have reported a QC laser where the electronic Stokes

Raman process occurs in the active region [18]. The difference between pump and Raman

laser frequencies was of the order of 40-50 meV. Unlike other nonlinear phenomena such as

second harmonic or third harmonic generation, Raman scattering has the added advantage

that no phase matching is required [12], which greatly simplifies the waveguide design [10].
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the Anti-Stokes nonlinear region in a QC laser. The right gray arrow indicates
the injection of carriers into state 3, while the left arrow shows the depletion of carriers in state 2.

The aim of this research at Princeton University is to achieve lasing using stimulated

Anti-Stokes Raman scattering between electronic levels in the active region of a QC laser.

This is sketched in figure 5.2, which shows the energy diagram corresponding to the con¬

duction band of one period of the nonlinear stack. The conventional notation for the

electronic states is used.

Electrons populating level 3 would undergo AS Raman scattering stimulated by the

pump light, emitting photons with energy hua = SE42 + A, where SE42 is the energy

separation between levels 4 and 2 and A is the detuning, defined as A = hup — 8E43.

Lasing occurs via the excitation of the coherent nonlinear polarisation of the 1ST between

states 4 and 2. The right gray arrow in figure 5.2 indicates the injection of carriers into

state 3, while the left arrow illustrates the scattering of electrons from level 2 into the

injector of the next stage.

As an aid in the design of the nonlinear active regions, a quantitative expression of

the AS Raman gain is needed. The resonant nonlinear response of our effective three

level system 2-3-4 is calculated by solving the coupled electronic density-matrix equations

and electromagnetic Maxwell equations for pump and AS fields [19] following a similar

derivation to that outlined in references [8, 20]. We will restrict ourselves to the case of

purely homogeneous broadening, which is justified by the largely lorentzian lineshape that

ISTs display in absorption experiments.

The density matrix equations have the general form [21]
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(5.1)

(5.2)

Here, E is the total electric field interacting with our system. The dephasing of the

off-diagonal terms (pmn) is accounted for via phenomenological k-independent relaxation

rates, 7mn. In doing so, we are neglecting many-body effects [8]. On the other hand,

cJq111 and dmn = ezmn are the transition frequency and optical dipole matrix element of

the transition m-n, respectively. In the equations for the diagonal elements of the density

matrix pmm (equation 5.2), the pumping and relaxation rates affecting the population of

the different levels are grouped in the terms Rm.

We introduce slowly varying amplitudes for the off-diagonal elements in equations 5.1

as follows

Note that, as depicted in figure 5.2, W32 = coa — u>p. The electric field interacting with

our system is the sum of the pump Ep and the Anti-Stokes Ea fields, both detuned from
resonance by A. We also introduce slowly varying complex amplitudes of the electrical

fields, as done previously with the coherence elements of the density matrix.

For each field, we define the complex Rabi frequency ea(z,t) = d24£a{zit)/2,h and

ep(z,t) = d34Ep(z,t)/2h. Neglecting second derivatives of the amplitudes, the propaga¬

tion of the Anti-Stokes field along the z direction will be dictated by the following wave

equation,

P32(t) — V32 (t)e~luJ32t,

P42{t) = CT42{t)e~lUJat,

P4z{t) = CT43(t)e~lUJpt.

(5.3b)

(5.3a)

(5.3c)

Ea(z, t) = -sa(z, t)exp(-iuat + ikaz) + c.c. (5.4)
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where na = kac/uja is the effective refractive index of the mode, Ka accounts for the

nonresonant losses and <;„ is the nonlinear optical confinement factor of the AS mode. Ne

is the total density of electron states in the active region. An analogous expression can be

written for the pump field,

dcp Tip dep 2j7viujpd^Ne^p . .

S7 + 7W +K^ =— —"43- (5'6)
Substituting the definitions of equations 5.3 and the Rabi frequencies in the expressions

for the off-diagonal density matrix elements, we obtain

^ + r32°32 — ~ fea°43 + ie*cr42, (5.7a)
+ T42cr42 = iean24 + iepa32, (5.7b)

^ I" ^43^43 — fCp^34 "I" f6a<Jg2 i (5.7c)

In deriving these equations, the so called rotating-wave approximation has been used,

only valid for small detunings of the pump and Anti-Stokes fields from the relevant tran¬

sitions. On the other hand,

1^32 = 732) (5.8a)

T42 = 742 + f (^42 - <^a) = 742 + «A, (5.8b)

F43 = 743 + i (^43 - Wp) = 743 + fA. (5.8c)

In equations 5.7, note that amn — cr^m- The terms nij = Pa ~ Pjj are the normalised

population differences, governed according to the following expressions
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-2/m[e*<j42] + r-42n4 + r32n3 - r2n2,

-2/m[e*cr43] + r43n4 - r32n3 + R,

-2/m[e*CT42] - 2/m[e*cr43] - (r42 + r43) n4 ,

(5.9a)

(5.9b)

(5.9c)

as derived from equation 5.2. Here, is the decay rate from level i to j and R accounts

for the injection of carriers into level 3. Assuming very fast scattering of electrons from

level 2 into the level 3 in the next period, r2n2 + r32"3 = R, i.e., a closed system.

The generation threshold to the first order in the AS field amplitude (|ea|2 << 723724)
can be found assuming a constant pump-field intensity. Solving equations 5.7 under steady-

state conditions, we find

—i
a42 =

r42 + 7̂32

\ep\ n34

43. 732r

Substituting the latter expression in equation 5.5

- "24 (5.10)

dea
dz

+ Kn
2txuad\2Neqa 1

flCtln ^42 + Mi732

|ePl n34
*

43732r
"24 > ea = 0, (5.11)

and assuming ea oc exp , it is straightforward to find the complex small-signal gain

associated with processes near resonance

gr = paRe
r24 + 7̂23

| ^34
. 723r

"24
34

where

(5.12)

Va
'j-KLOad^Ne

hcnn (5.13)

The inner brackets in equation 5.12 enclose two terms. The first one corresponds to

the two-photon process of AS Raman scattering, while the second term accounts for the

resonant one-photon absorption of the Anti-Stokes radiation. After taking the real part

of equation 5.12, we obtain
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9r — Va
(724734 + A2) \ep\2n34 724n24 (5.14)

_723 (724 + A2) (734 + A2) (724 + A2) .

where 724 = 724 + |ep|2/723 is the "power-broadened" linewitdh of the transition 2-4. The

generation condition is given by

9r 7 aa, (5.15)

that is, the resonant gain overcoming the non-resonant losses aa at the Anti-Stokes fre¬

quency, which include waveguide loss and transmission in the facets. Equation 5.14 indi¬

cates that the AS Raman gain depends linearly on the population difference n34, the pump

intensity, and the product of the optical dipole matrix elements of transitions 2-4 and 3-4

squared (^24^34). The population differences are themselves function of the detuning,
which makes the dependence of the AS Raman gain on A not trivial.

In the limit A —► 00, the expression in curly brackets in equation 5.14 reduces to

|ep|2n32 7124724 1cN(5'16)

the first term corresponding to the standard AS Raman gain far from any resonance, which

can be obtained via second order perturbation calculations [22]. The second term again

accounts for the linear absorption of the AS photons.

5.2 Laser design

5.2.1 Different designs of active regions

The design of one of our QC lasers involves, in a first stage, choosing the appropriate well

and barrier widths in the active regions to both maximise the pump optical power and

enhance the AS Raman nonlinearity.

In principle, it is convenient to integrate both pump laser and nonlinearity in the same

active region [9, 18]. This increases the mode overlap and allows for more periods to be

grown. However, we decided to have a 2-stack active waveguide core, as illustrated in

figure 5.3, so we could design the more complex nonlinear region independently and then

tailor the pump stack to lase at the required wavelength. Although this comes at the
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Pump Region
Nonlinear Region

Figure 5.3: Sketch of a QC laser in which the pump laser is monolithically integrated with the
nonlinear region in a 2-stack active waveguide core.

expense of a larger combined period length (Lp = Lnl + Lpump), we obtain better optical

dipole matrix elements and scattering times.

The thicknesses of the different layers and the external applied field were input into a

QBasic program. We assumed a well depth of 520 meV, according to the low-temperature

conduction band-offset usually associated with the materials' composition (I1io.53Gao.47As,

Alo.48lno.52As), lattice matched to the InP substrate. The potential for the electrons in the

conduction band was simulated and then the Schrodinger equation was solved numerically.

This way, we obtained the energy levels and the squared moduli of the corresponding

electronic wavefunctions. The low doping in our structures (typical sheet densities of the

order of 1011cm-2) allows us to neglect the extra potential created by the ionised donors

(key in some types of superlattice active regions [23]). A separate program took the

calculated wavefunctions and estimated the electron-LO phonon scattering times using a

Frohlich interaction model [24].
The design process involves trying different combinations of well and barrier widths

iteratively, checking for improvements of the relevant figures of merit. When it comes

to the nonlinear stack, the main goal is to maximise the AS Raman gain. By rewriting

equation 5.14 in a more convenient fashion,

some design guidelines can be inferred. First, maximise the product of the optical dipole

723 (724 + A2) (734 + A2) (724 + A2)
74734 + A2) ^24^34 | 5ft 1 n34 724"-24 (5.17)
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matrix elements corresponding to transitions 4-2 and 4-3. Level 2 must be depleted as fast

as possible (small t^) and the scattering rate rq = should be large to reduce 71,24 (Note

that under such conditions, population inversion between states 4-2 may also be possible).

On the other hand, rj, = t^1 should also be kept small to maximise 7134 (= 773 — 774).

Larger doping concentrations in the injectors would increase the available carrier den¬

sity Ne and, subsequently, the nonlinear gain. However, as we will soon discuss, light

propagating in the waveguide would then undergo strong attenuation due to free carrier

absorption.

According to equation 5.17, the AS Raman gain increases with the pump intensity.

The pump region is thus designed to provide maximum optical power at the required

wavelength. The gain coefficient of a QC laser at low temperature is given by

1 t2 \ 4ttez\2 1 ^51g^
T32 / \oEoneffLp2~/32 '

where 3 and 2 are the upper and lower laser levels, respectively, as explained earlier (see

section 2.4.1). Since we do not have much control over 732 and Lp does not change

significantly during design, a more compact expression can be used as a figure of merit

t3 *32^32 (5-19)

Henceforth, we will express times in picoseconds, energies in milli-electron volts and

optical dipole matrix elements in nanometers. Again, it is clear from equation 5.19 that

maximizing the optical dipole matrix element of the transition 3-2 (232) is crucial. On

the other hand, the scattering rate (7-3) of carriers from the upper laser level into lower

energy levels must be small and the lower laser state must be readily depleted (small 72)

to maximise the population inversion.

Next, the different designs of active regions developed as a part ofmy work in Princeton

are described in detail and compared.

Design I: wafer D2924

The work described here followed some previous research carried out at Bell Labs (Lu¬

cent Technologies). An early design, D2924, had been developed by C. Gmachl and
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co-workers and a batch of lasers was already available. The barrier/well widths in one

of the 30 periods of the nonlinear stack, given in units of nanometers, are 4.0/ 2.6/2.9/

2.9/2.6/ 2.7/2.3/ 2.7/2.0/ 2.7/1.7/ 3.8/2.5/ 4.2/1.8/ 7.1, where the wells are shown in

bold face and the barriers in plain face; the underlined layers are doped to 2 x 1017 cm-3.
This notation will be kept consistently throughout the present chapter.

The pump is a conventional 30-period QC-laser emitting at A ~ 10.5 /im. Each of these

periods comprises the following layers 3.5/ 4.1/2.4/ 4.2/2.3/ 4.3/2.2/ 4.2/2.2/ 4.2/2.5/

5.5/1.2/ 6.6/1.1/ 7.7/1.1/ 8.8, with the underlined layers doped to 1.5 x 1017 cm-3.

Figure 5.4 shows the conduction band of both regions, as well as the moduli squared of

the electronic wavefunctions. The blue arrows in (a) indicate the AS Raman transition.

To avoid confusion, unless indicated otherwise, the electronic states involved in the AS

Raman process will henceforth be labelled with arabic numbers (2, 3, 4) and the upper

and lower laser levels in the pump stages will be referred to as U and L, respectively. In

all cases, the letter g identifies the ground level of the injector.

Starting with figure 5.4(a), note how the ground level of the injector, g, is anticrossed

with the second level of the widest well of the active region (3), thus allowing the tunneling

[25] of electrons. Approximately 137 meV above, and mostly localised in the two adjacent

wells, we find state 4. The two anticrossed levels contribute to the optical dipole matrix

element 2:43, giving 243 ss (1.52 + 0.92)1/2 1.8 77/771.

Level 2 is the lowest energy state involved in the AS Raman process, located 296 meV

below state 4. The optical dipole matrix element 242 is estimated to be 0.6 nm and carriers

are swept out of level 2 with a characteristic time of 72 = 0.4ps. Apart from 2, the states

labelled |a) and |6) in figure 5.4(a) are also good candidates for being the lower level in

the Anti-Stokes emission. Of these two, level |a) stands out, as it presents the strongest

optical dipole matrix element Z4a = 1.3 nm and it is depleted very fast via scattering into

lower energy levels (ra = 0.36ps).
The main drawback of this design are the significant optical dipole matrix elements

corresponding to the transitions from the highly populated state 3 in the nonlinear active

region into lower energy levels. Since the total oscillator strength is fixed, according to

the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn rule [6], the large optical dipole matrix elements of transitions

such as 3-1, 3-b and 3-2 (0.7, 0.7 and 1.0 nm respectively), will lead to a reduced 234 and
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of the conduction band of D2924, for both a) the nonlinear region and b) the
pump stack, together with the moduli squared of the electron wavefunctions. In a) the AS Raman
process is indicated by the blue arrows, and the states involved are highlighted in red.
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thus to a decrease in the nonlinear gain.

On the other hand, the presence of state 1 localised mostly in the same well as state 3

gives carriers an extra scape route via fast scattering with the LO-phonons. As a result,

73 is short, only 1.5 ps, and the nonlinear gain is reduced.

The pump stack (see figure 5.4(b)) was designed to lase with photon energy 117 meV

and thus pump the nonlinear region below resonance. The widths of wells and barriers

were carefully chosen so as to maximise the spatial spread of both upper and lower laser

levels, increasing the optical dipole matrix element zul = 2.4nm. The relevant scattering

times are tu = 1 ps, tjjl = 4.3ps, and tl = OAps. Substituting these parameters in

equation 5.19, a figure of merit of ~ 611 ps .nm2 .meV is obtained.

Design II: wafers D3008 and D3036

The first design I developed at Princeton University shared the basic ideas of D2924.

However, some modifications were introduced to optimise the relevant optical dipolematrix

elements and scattering times. The layer thicknesses of one of the 20 periods comprised

in the nonlinear stack are 4.6/ 2.8/2.9/ 2.8/1.7/ 2.6/3.0/ 2.9/2.1/ 3.2/2.0/ 3.4/1.5/

3.6/1.8/ 4.6/2.2/ 7.3, using the same notation as with the previous design. The doping

concentration in the underlined layers is 2.5 x 1017 cm-3.
In an analogous fashion, the barrier/well widths in one period of the pump region are

3.4/ 3.8/2.4/ 4.2/2.3/ 4.3/2.2/ 4.2/2.2/ 4.3/2.2/ 5.5/1.2/ 6.2/1.1/ 7.1/1.1/ 8.2. The

pump stack comprises 20 periods and the doping in the underlined layers is 1.5 x 1017 cm~3.
A detailed diagram of the conduction band of both nonlinear and pump regions is shown

in figure 5.5.

In the nonlinear active regions, we aimed to increase Z42 and Z43 by tailoring the overlap

of the relevant wavefunctions. We obtained Z42 = 1.8 nm and Z43 = 1.8 nm, a significant

improvement compared to the previous design, with energy separations of SE43 = 123meV

and 6E42 = 231 meV.

To speed up the depletion of level 2, the energy difference with level 1 is tailored to

be almost resonant with the LO-phonon (36 meV), resulting in r2 = 0.2ps. The lifetime

of state 3 is 1.6 ps, mostly dictated by the LO-phonon scattering into the first level of the

widest well of the nonlinear active region.
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Figure 5.5: Conduction band of D3008/D3036 for both (a) nonlinear and (b) pump stacks indicating
the external applied field. The moduli squared of the electron wavefunctions are also plotted,
highlighting in red those involved in the AS Raman process (indicated by the blue arrows).

As in D2924, the transition from the highly populated state 3 into the first level of the

widest well presents a significant optical dipole matrix element (1.0 nm). This is a major

drawback, as it was found to cause unwanted lasing in some samples (see section 5.3.2).
In this case, we designed the pump stack, figure 5.5(b), to pump the nonlinear struc¬

ture very close to resonance (Tiuup = 120 rneV). Keeping the lasing energy approximately
constant as required, the well and barrier widths had to be varied to maximise the gain.

The estimated optical matrix element of the pump laser transition U-L is zjjl — 2.7 nm,
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and the relevant scattering times iy = 1.2ps, tul = 4.3ps and tl = 0.4ps. Using equa¬

tion 5.19, we find that the figure of merit of this pump design is ~ 952ps.nm2.meV, that

is, larger to that of D2924 by a factor of 1.5.

During the growth of wafer D3008 at Bell Labs (Lucent Technologies), some problems

concerning one of the dopant cells was reported. To confirm that the doping concentrations

still matched the design specifications, another wafer was ordered and labelled D3036.

Design III: wafers D3015 and D3037

Compared with the two previous designs, wafers D3015 and D3037 present a major mod¬

ification: the last well in each period of the nonlinear stack, which is also the first well in

each active region, was narrowed so as to anticross its first bound state with the ground

level of the adjacent injector. Since no lower energy states overlap significantly with state

3 anymore, unwanted lasing is prevented and r3 is substantially longer.

The detailed well and barrier widths in each of the 26 periods comprised in the non¬

linear region are as follows, 4.5/ 3.1/2.9/3.1/2.5/ 3.2/3.0/ 3.3/1.5/ 3.7/1.5/ 4.2/1.5/

4.8/1.5/ 2.7, using the conventional notation. The underlined wells and barriers are

doped to 2 x 1017 cm~3. As sketched in figure 5.6(a), the energies of the transitions 4-3

and 4-2 are SE43 = 137 meV and SE42 — 225 meV. The corresponding optical dipole

matrix elements are estimated to be 243 = 1.8nm and Z42 = 2.0nm, and the relevant

scattering times 74 = 0.9ps, 73 = 2.9ps, and 72 = 0.2ps. Note that 73 is almost twice the

value obtained in previous designs.

In this case, the pump was designed to emit photons with energy 136 meV, resonant

with the energy separation between levels 4 and 3. This stack comprised 20 periods

with the following layer thicknesses, 3.4/ 3.3/2.4/ 3.8/2.3/ 4.3/2.2/ 4.2/2.2/ 4.3/2.2/

5.2/1.2/ 5.6/1.3/ 6.6/1.3/ 7.9. The underlined wells and barriers were doped to 1.5 x

1017 cm-3.

Numerical calculations yield zjjl = 2.4 nm, tjj = 1.3ps, tul — 4.2ps and tl = OAps.

This gives a figure of merit of « 921 ps .nm2 .meV, as calculated using equation 5.19, very

close to that of D3008.

D3015 was the first wafer corresponding to design III to be grown. However, for similar

reasons to D3008, a second wafer with identical specifications was ordered and labelled
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Figure 5.6: Diagram of the conduction band of D3015/D3037, for both (a) the nonlinear region
and (b) the pump stack, together with the moduli of the electron wavefunctions. In a) the AS
Raman process is indicated by the blue arrows, and the states involved are highlighted in red.

D3037.

Design IV: wafer D3018

Using the same nonlinear region as in design III, the pump region in wafer D3018 was

redesigned to lase with Tiup = 115meV, that is, with a detuning of approximately A =

—20meV below resonance. Our aim was to establish whether the subsequent reduction

in the linear absorption of the pump light would lower the AS Raman lasing threshold.
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Figure 5.7: Sketch of the conduction band of the pump region in D3018. The nonlinear region is

identical to that of D3015 (see figure 5.6(a)).

The barrier/well widths in a period of the pump stack are 3.4/ 4.0/2.4/ 4.2/2.3/ 4.3/2.2/

4.2/2.2/ 4.2/2.2/ 5.5/1.2/ 6.4/1.1/ 7.3/1.1/ 7.9, with a doping concentration of 1.5 x

1017 cm-3 in the underlined layers. Figure 5.7 shows a diagram of the conduction band in

the pump region.

The optical dipole matrix element of the laser transition was estimated to be Zul =

2.3nm, while the scattering times are tjj = 1.6ps, tul — 6.19ps and tl = OAps. These

combine to give a figure of merit ~ 910ps.nm2.meP, of the same order of magnitude as

those of designs II and III.

5.2.2 Mid-IR Waveguides

Lasing occurs when gain out-weighs loss in the device waveguide. So far, while gain mech¬

anisms have already been discussed in detail, the waveguide loss was simply introduced

as a factor, aw, in the threshold equation (2.43). In this section, we will describe the

waveguide design used in our lasers, pointing out some key issues to applications in the

mid-IR.

To efficiently confine light in a dielectric waveguide, a high refractive index contrast

between core and cladding is required. This way, the overlap (T) of the optical mode and

the active region is maximised, lowering the laser threshold.
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When it comes to QC lasers in onr material system and at wavelengths ~ 2 — 15 pm,

dielectric waveguides are the common choice. In this case, the core is formed by hundreds

of GalnAs/AlInAs wells/barriers. For our purposes, the refractive index of the active

regions and injectors is calculated as the average of ncainAs ~ 3.49 and n^un^s ~ 3.20,

weighted with the respective volume fractions. As this usually gives ncore ~ 3.35, the InP

substrate (n/np ~ 3.10) makes for a convenient bottom cladding, saving MBE time. The

top cladding was grown with AlInAs (if available, InP is also a very good alternative).

Significant portions of a QC laser are n-doped with Silicon for carrier transport. This

results in a decrease of the refractive index that must be taken into account and, even¬

tually, can be used to our advantage. However, at the same time, light in the rnid-IR

range undergoes strong free carrier absorption, which increases the loss and ultimately

determines aw.

To design our waveguides, first we calculate the refractive index of the different regions.

Using a Drude model for free carrier absorption [26], the real and imaginary parts of the

dielectric function can be expressed as

where is the high frequency dielectric constant and 7 is a phenomenological rate related

to the scattering of carriers with phonons and impurities; uiv is the plasma frequency,
defined as

Here, Wi and m* are the doping concentration and the electron effective mass, respec¬

tively. For typical dopings (< 1017 cm-3), the plasma frequency lies in the mid to far-IR

range. The values of Sqc and m* for the different materials used in our calculations are

summarised in table 5.1. The carrier scattering time, r = 7-1, was taken to be 0.1 ps.

From equations 5.20(a) and (b), the complex refractive index can be easily calculated

(5.20b)

(5.20a)

(5.21)
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m*/mo ^oo/^O
InP 0.080 9.6

AlInAs 0.076 10.23

GalnAs 0.043 12.14

Table 5.1: Values of the high-frequency dielectric constant (£<») and the electron effective mass
(to*) used in our Drude model calculations.

as

e2r + iej
n = — (5.22)

£o

Once the refractive index of the different layers is known for both pump and Anti-

Stokes wavelengths, we can obtain the intensity profile of the TM modes by solving the

ID waveguide equations in the direction of growth. The absorption coefficient for a given

mode is then calculated from the corresponding effective index, neff, as

a„ = (5.23)
Ao

where Ao is the wavelength in the vacuum. The fact that the Anti-Stokes Raman nonlinear

process is automatically phase matched [12] greatly simplifies the design.

By varying the layer thicknesses and doping concentrations in the cladding, we look

for maximum overlap of the pump and AS modes with the active regions while keeping

absorption as low as possible. In principle, single mode waveguides are preferred. However,

even if higher order modes do exist, they are unlikely to be excited due to their much larger

absorption coefficients and poor confinement factors.

For the sake of clarity, a detailed waveguide cross-section of wafer D3015, including

layer thicknesses and doping concentrations, is displayed in figure 5.8. As seen in this

figure, doped GaAlInAs graded regions are grown to ease the carrier transport across the

structure, otherwise hindered by the band discontinuities between the different layers.

Figure 5.9 shows the normalised intensity profiles of the pump (9.1 fim) and AS

(5.5 urn) fundamental modes, together with the profiles of the real part of the refractive

index, calculated for the cross-section of figure 5.8.

Even though the light in our lasers is mostly confined in the core, the optical mode in¬

teracts with the claddings and may even reach the metal of the top contact. The coupling
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Material Doping (n-type) Thickness
GalnAs 1 X 1020 cm"3 200 A

GalnAs 3 x 1018 cm"3 8000 A

Gao.5xAlo.5(i-x)InAs graded region lxlO17 cm"3 250 A

AlInAs 2 x 1017 cm"3 4000 A

AlInAs 1 x l o17 cm"3 21000 A

Gao.5xAl0.5(i-x)InAs graded region lxlO17 cm"3 250 A

GalnAs 1 x 1017 cm"3 2000 A

Gao 5xAlo.5(i-x)InAs graded region lxio'7 cm"3 250 A
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Figure 5.8: Waveguide cross-section of D3015. For every layer, material composition, doping
concentration and thickness are given.

of the light to the surface plasmon in the semiconductor-metal interface substantially in¬

creases the loss. While this can be avoided by growing thicker claddings and thus keeping

the mode far from the contacts, it comes at the expense of longer MBE times. Our ap¬

proach is inspired to some extent in the proposal by Sirtori et al. [27], known as 'plasmon-

enhanced' waveguides, but limited by the difficulty of having to work simultaneously with

two different wavelengths.

As seen in both figures 5.9(a) and (b), the bottom cladding is the low doped InP

substrate. The top cladding consists mostly of a thick low-doped AlInAs layer to provide

low-loss optical confinement.

The refinement comes with the highly-doped (3 x 1018 cm-3) GalnAs layer grown

just before the top contact layer. This doping concentration is such that both pump

and Anti-Stokes wavelengths are shorter than the plasma wavelength (pa 14/im). This
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Figure 5.9: Normalised intensity mode profile and profile of the real part of the refractive index in
the (reverse) growth direction for both Anti-Stokes and pump fundamental modes in D3015.

leads to a significant decrease of the refractive index, specially for the pump wavelength

(nGa/ru4s(9.1pm) 2.63), much closer to the plasma resonance, as illustrated in figure

5.10. As a result, the higher index contrast provides better confinement and reduces the

coupling to the surface plasmons. Figure 5.10 illustrates how choosing a doping concen¬

tration involves a trade-off between lower refractive index and larger absorption.

For wafer D3015, our calculations estimated aw at pump and AS wavelengths to be

10.6 cm-1 and 3.0 cm-1, respectively. The difference between them is explained by the

Drude model, which predicts a A2 dependence of a. The overlap of the pump mode with

the Anti-Stokes and pump active regions is 0.32 and 0.33 respectively. On the other

hand, the confinement factor of the Anti-Stokes light is 0.38, as only the nonlinear region

is considered. The waveguide specifications, including both layer thicknesses and doping

concentrations change slightly from one design to another. However, absorption coefficients

and confinement factors are of the same order of magnitude.

Apart from waveguiding in the growth direction, achieving both good optical and
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Figure 5.10: Calculation of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of GalnAs as a
function of doping concentration, using a Drude model. Results for both pump and Anti-Stokes
wavelengths of D3015 are shown.

current transversal confinement is also crucial. This is achieved by etching deep ridges in

our wafers (as described in section 3.3). This way, heat is more efficiently removed, as

the surface to volume ratio is larger when compared to planar structures. In addition,

the in-plane resistance is much smaller than the resistance across the long stack causing

significant lateral current spreading if no current confinement is applied. We etched ridges

6 — 20 fxm wide. Although wider ridges generally allow for more power, higher order

transversal modes may be excited. The lasers are cleaved to 2-3 mm length and the facets

are left uncoated.

5.3 Experimental results

In the section that follows, we present the experimental results which make the case, to

our knowledge, for the first observation of stimulated electronic Anti-Stokes emission in

QC lasers.

Different samples were processed out of each wafer, labelled accordingly and then

characterised by means of spectral and electrical measurements, as explained in chapter

3. In each sample, the two bonded lasers are identified as 'top' and 'bottom' according
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Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3

0.50 A 23.6/118/11 27.2/154/27 46.0/178/20
0.75 A 85.6/118/7 56.2/155/22 71.8/181/20
1.00 A 411.4/117/4 88.1/155/18 98.6/183/21

Table 5.2: Values of a/c/w obtained fitting the spectra of figure 5.11 to three lorentzian curves.
The peak amplitude (a) is given in arbitrary units, while the energy at the maximum (c) and
FWHM (w) are both expressed in milli-electron volts.

to their position in the experimental set-up. First, results corresponding to the different

designs are reported separately, often referring to details described previously in section

5.2.1. In the final part, we compare the results from different designs and discuss the

feasibility of AS lasing.

5.3.1 Wafer D2924

With sample D2924A1 mounted and cooled down to liquid helium temperatures (~ 7K),

we first carried out luminescence measurements.

Below threshold, light is emitted when electrons decay spontaneously from highly

populated states. In the nonlinear stack, these are the anticrossed pair formed by the

levels 3 and g. In the pump region, carriers will decay from the anticrossed upper laser

level (U) and injector ground level. The emission spectra of laser D2924A1 (bottom) was

measured at three different peak currents in pulse mode (100 ns pulse duration at 84 KHz

repetition rate, corresponding to a duty cycle of ~ 0.8%). These measurements employed

the internal MCT detector of the Nicolet FTIR spectrometer, and the results are displayed

in figure 5.11.

The emission spectra of QC lasers, plotted as a function of photon energy (E), usually

fit very well to Lorentzian curves of the form

L(E) = ,E ,2 • (5.24)LAO +1
where a, c and w are, respectively, the peak height, center and full width at half the max¬

imum (FWHM). The results of fitting our spectra to three lorentzian peaks are displayed

in table 5.2.

The main peak at 10.5 /im (118 rneV) observed in figure 5.11 corresponds to the pump

laser transition (designed to be 117 meV). The fast growing peak intensity and charac-
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Figure 5.11: Emission spectra below threshold of laser D2924A1 (bottom) at peak currents 0.5, 0.75
and 1 A. These measurements were carried out at liquid helium temperatures in current pulsed
mode (~ 7K). The inset in the upper left corner shows the fitting of the 1 A spectrum, plotted
versus wavenumber (1/A).

teristic narrowing when the current is increased, suggest the proximity of the pump laser

threshold. Also in the pump region, significant emission due to the spontaneous decay into

the state just above L is expected (see figure 5.4(b)), since the transition presents a large

optical dipole matrix element (1.7nm). However, such luminescence cannot be observed

as it is too close in energy to the pump laser transition.

The signature of spontaneous emission from the nonlinear region is also observed in

the measured spectra. The broad peak at 155 meV (8.0/xm), labelled as 2 in figure 5.11 is

most likely formed by the contribution of two different transitions, namely, 3-b (145 rrieV)

and 3-2 (159meV) (see figure 5.12). On the other hand, peak 3 can be attributed to the

decay of electrons from level 3 into the pair of anticrossed states labelled as 1 (located

202meV and 207meV below level 3, respectively).

The light output and voltage versus current characteristics of sample D2924A1 were

measured at liquid nitrogen temperatures (~ 77K), as shown in figure 5.13. The pump

laser threshold of D2924A1 (bottom) was reached at a peak current of 1.1 A (see black
dashed line). For comparison, the light output and voltage versus current characteristics
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Figure 5.12: Conduction band diagram of one period of the nonlinear stack of D2924.
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Figure 5.13: Light output and voltage versus current characteristics of bottom (black) and top
(red) lasers in sample D2924A1. The voltage-current curves are plotted with straight lines, while
the dashed lines correspond to optical power versus current.

of the top laser in the sample are also plotted. The latter reveal significant losses (leakage

current), resulting in a larger threshold current. On the other hand, the discontinuity

observed around 4.5 A suggests some problem with the contacts.

The emission of laser D2924A1 (bottom) at short wavelengths was measured at a heat

sink temperature of ~ 7 K, in pulsed current mode (100 ns pulse duration), using an InSb

detector cooled with liquid nitrogen. Figure 5.14 shows the spectra measured at 1.8, 2,

2.25 and 2.5 A peak currents. No light was detected below the pump laser threshold.
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Figure 5.14: Short wavelength emission spectra of D2924A1 (bottom) above threshold. The main
peak at 4.5 pm is attributed to stimulated Anti-Stokes emission. The inset shows the pump spec¬
trum measured at ~ 90K for a peak current of 1.5 A.

Peak Amplitude /a.u. Center Energy /meV FWHM /meV
1.8 A 76 276 12

2 A 82 277 12

2.25 A 122 278 10

2.5 A 167 277 12

Table 5.3: Amplitude, center energy and FWHM of the peak in the spectra of figure 5.14 as
obtained from a Lorentzian fit. Due to the peak's asymmetry, only the half corresponding to
higher energies was considered.

The main feature in the measured emission spectra is an asymmetric peak at ap¬

proximately 4.5 pm wavelength (276 meV). The peak's high energy side was fitted to a

Lorentzian curve, and the results are displayed in table 5.3.

This peak can be attributed to Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering. Since the pump photon

energy is hcop = 118meV and SE32 ~ 155 rneV , as estimated from the long wavelength
luminescence spectra in figure 5.11, we would expect Aa = 4.5 pm.

In the nonlinear region of D2924 several transitions from state 4 to lower energy states

other than 2 present large optical dipole matrix elements (figure 5.12). As a result, it

is possible to have Anti-Stokes emission at various wavelengths. This is the case of level

b, 145 meV below level 3 by design, which would give Anti-Stokes emission at around

4.7 pm, thus explaining the main peak's asymmetry. On the other hand, the small peak

observed at approximately 3.9 pm (318 meV) can be explained by Anti-Stokes emission
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Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3

3.0 A 47/129/17 16/164/28 41/188/21
3.6 A 87/129/14 29/170/33 52/190/16
4.0 A 132/129/14 45/169/29 81/190/17

Table 5.4: Values of a/c/w obtained fitting the spectra of figure 5.15 to three lorentzian curves.
The peak amplitude (a) is given in arbitrary units, while the energy at the maximum (c) and
FWHM (w) are both expressed in meV.

involving the pair of anticrossed states labelled as 1 (found to be approximately 183meV

below state 3 in luminesce measurements below threshold).

Electrons in state 3 can be excited by the pump light into the level 4 and then decay

spontaneously to the lower state (2), emitting a photon of energy 5Ew However, in

this case, we are pumping the nonlinear region well below resonance, with a detuning

of A = hujp — SE43 — (118 — 137) meV = —19meV, which makes the real transfer of
electrons to state 4 less likely. Consequently, the spectra in figure 5.14 show no trace of

such incoherent upconversion, i.e., no emission is observed at A = 4.2 /im (corresponding

to 5E42 ~ 137meV + 155meV).

5.3.2 Wafers D3008 and D3036

The first sample processed at Princeton University was D3008A1, consisting of deep-

etched mesas, not waveguides, a few hundred microns in diameter. Metal contacts were

evaporated on top of the mesas. The sample was then cleaved to obtain maximum light

output and two of the mesas were bonded in the usual fashion.

Samples processed as mesas are very well suited for luminescence measurements. We

measured the spectra of the light emitted by D3008A1 (bottom) for a range of currents

with the sample cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. The results are displayed in figure

5.15.

The main feature in figure 5.15 is a peak centered at around 129 meV. For higher

photon energies, emission corresponding to different transitions overlap and distinguishing

individual contributions becomes difficult. However, experimental data fit very well to a

set of lorentzian curves, labelled from 1 to 3 in figure 5.15. The results of the fitting are

detailed in table 5.4.

While the peak centered at 129 rneV is due to the emission of pump photons (120
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Figure 5.15: Emission spectra of D3008A1 (bottom) measured at liquid nitrogen temperatures for
a range of peak currents.

Figure 5.16: Sketch of one period of the nonlinear stack in wafer D3008. The transitions contribut¬
ing to the measured spontaneous emission are highlighted.

meV by design), the light detected with higher photon energies originates in the nonlinear

stack when electrons decay spontaneously from state 3 (see figure 5.16). This way, photons

with energy 164 meV are emitted in the transition 3-a (by design, z^a = 0.6 nm, and the

photon energy is estimated to be 160 meV and the optical dipole matrix element 0.6 nm).
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Across the 180-200 meV range, all three fitted spectra are remarkably flat, indicating

the presence of at least two nearby peaks. However, these contributions cannot be resolved

accurately and were thus fitted to a single peak, labelled as 3. This peak, centered at

around 190 meV, can be attributed to transitions from state 3-b and 3-c (with energies 173

and 189 meV by design, and optical dipole matrix elements 0.7 and 1.1 nm, respectively).

In figure 5.15, the spectrum measured for a current of 4 A reveals a small peak almost

masked by the pump emission. A lorentzian fit estimates the peak center energy to be

109 meV with a FWHM of 9 meV, matching the predicted energy separation of 108 meV

between levels 3 and 2.

Following these preliminary measurements on D3008A1, different samples of wafers

D3008 and D3036 were processed by etching deep-ridge waveguides, thus providing optical

confinement for the laser modes. Some of these devices did not lase and only spectral

measurements below threshold were carried out, yielding similar results to those obtained

with D3008A1.

Laser D3008A3a(bottom) presented good voltage and light output power versus cur¬

rent characteristics, measured at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The voltage-current curve

in figure 5.17 indicates that approximately 0.5 A are being lost due to current leakage,

therefore increasing the pump laser threshold (~ 2.6 A). The light output versus current

curve presents an abrupt slope change at around 4 A, whose origin will be discussed in

detail later.

The emission spectra of D3008A3a(bottom) above threshold was measured 3, 4 and 5

A electrical bias using the MCT detector, as displayed in figure 5.18. These measurements

were taken in pulsed mode (100 ns current pulses) at heat sink temperatures ~ 77 K.

Figure 5.18 shows that pump photons are emitted with an energy of ~ 132 meV. The

peak centered at exactly twice that energy, observed in all three spectra, is a spurious

nonlinear electrical signal often originated in the detector electronics due to the high

optical power of the pump and saturation of the detector.

Unexpectedly, the spectrum measured at 5 A reveals lasing with around 200 meV

photon energy, thus explaining the change in slope of the light output versus current

curve in figure 5.17. Lasing occurs in the nonlinear stack between states 3 and |c) {5Ezc =

189meV according to design, see figure 5.16), due to the high population of the former
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Figure 5.17: Voltage (black curve) and light output (red curve) versus current characteristics of
D3008A3a(bottom) measured at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
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Figure 5.18: Emission spectra of laser D3008A3a(bottom) measured for 3, 4, and 5 A peak currents.
The black arrow indicates an extra laser line observed at 5 A electrical bias.
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Figure 5.19: Emission spectra of laser D3008A3a(bottom) measured for 3 4 and 5 A peak currents.
These measurements were taken at liquid nitrogen temperatures in pulsed mode (100 ns pulse
duration) using a cooled InSb detector. The spectrum of the broad IR source in the Nicolet 860
was also measured to illustrate the InSb detector's cut-off and is plotted as a grey shaded area.

and the large optical dipole matrix element of the transition (1.0 nm).

Spectral measurements were carried out with D3008A3a(bottom) above threshold us¬

ing a cooled InSb detector (see figure 5.19). The spectrum of the broad IR source in the

Nicolet 860 was also measured to show the cut-off of the InSb detector and is plotted as

a grey shaded area.

Figure 5.19 shows that emission increases as current is ramped up. The curves cor¬

responding to 4 and 5 A reveal two peaks centered at approximately 235 and 255 meV.

Although below the InSb detector cut-off, the spectrum measured for 5 A shows the lasing

with 200 meV photon energy previously discussed, due to the large optical power emitted.

In this case, the AS Raman photon energy is expected to be approximately 241 meV

(Aas — 4.7 /irn), since hvv — 132 rneV and 6E32 ~ 109 rrieV -from previous luminescence
measurements with D3008A1 (see figure 5.15)-. Therefore, the peak at 255 meV can be

attributed to AS Raman emission within a 6% error.

Note that the pump photon energy, 132 meV, is 12 meV (10%) larger than designed

for. As a result, pumping is detuned above resonance with the transition 4-3 and electrons
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Active region

Figure 5.20: Conduction band diagram of the active region in a period of the nonlinear stack of
D3008.

can be excited by pump photons directly into the upper level (4) and decay spontaneously

into level 2. This incoherent upconversion process is the cause for the peak observed at 235

meV (6E42 — 231 meV by design), also taking into account the sharp cut-off (~ 230meV)

of the InSb detector used in these measurements.

The spectrum corresponding to an injected peak current of 5 A also reveals a spike at

exactly twice the pump photon energy. This cannot be explained by a spurious nonlinear

electrical signal, since the pump photon energy is well below the cut-off of the InSb detector

and does not appear in the measured spectra. We believe that this peak can be attributed

to second harmonic generation in the nonlinear stack involving a triplet of states localised

mostly in the widest well of the active region (see figure 5.20). According to design

6E54 = 110meV, 6E43 = 123 meV with the optical dipole matrix elements 2:54 = 1.2nm,

243 = 1.3 nm and 253 = 0.6 nm .

5.3.3 Wafers D3015 and D3037

The first lasers processed out of D3015 and D3037 showed anomalous voltage versus current

characteristics behavior because the oxide had not been completely etched away of the

top of the ridge. After introducing changes in the processing, sample D3015D2a was
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Figure 5.21: IVL characteristics of sample D3015D2a. The voltage (solid) and optical power
(dashed) versus current for the bottom laser are plotted in red. The blue line is the Voltage-
Current curve of the top laser.
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Figure 5.22: Fast-scan spectrum of D3015D2a(bottom) showing the pump lasing wavelength at
8.3 pm (150 meV). This measurement was carried out at 90K with the MCT detector, injecting
pulses with 2 A peak current and 100 ns duration.

found to present good light output and voltage versus current characteristics at heat sink

temperatures ~ 77K, as depicted in figure 5.21.

The pump in D3015D2a(bottom) reached laser threshold at a peak current of 1 A,

emitting at A « 8.3 pm (150meV), as measured at cryogenic temperatures (see figure

5.22). Note that this pump photon energy is approximately 9% larger than designed for

(137meV).

-JL
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Figure 5.23: Emission spectra of D3015D2a(bottom) below threshold.

The emission of D3015D2a(bottom) below threshold was also measured. Step-scans

using the MCT detector were carried out for 0.25, 0.5 and 0.8 A and the results are shown

in figure 5.23. The solid lines in this figure show the fitting of the data. In the spectra

measured at 0.25 and 0.5 A electrical bias, only two peaks can be distinguished (at 149

meV and 165 meV). Of these, the former clearly corresponds to the pump laser transition.

Photons emitted with 165 meV can be attributed to the spontaneous decay of electrons

to the state immediately below the lower lasing level in the pump region. Note that no

luminescence originated in the nonlinear region is observed in the spectra, probably due

to the low peak currents used in the measurement.

The shape of the 0.8 A spectrum hints a third peak in between the two previously

reported. The spectrum was thus fitted to three Lorentzian curves and the extra peak

was found at 156 meV, although the signal is too weak to be conclusive.

The top device in sample D3015D2a, whose voltage-current characteristics are dis¬

played in figure 5.21 with a blue curve, did not lase. However, it proved very useful for

measuring the emission spectra below threshold, since the spontaneous emission was not

masked by the pump laser light when injecting large currents. These spectra are shown

in figure 5.24.

The most prominent feature in figure 5.24 is due to the spontaneous emission of pump

photons with 150 meV energy, and is consistent with the luminescence observed for the

Energy /meV
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Figure 5.24: Emission spectra of D3015D2a(top) measured at 85 K for 2, 3.2 and 4 A. The dashed
line shows a lorentzian fit for the 4 A data, cropped above 160 meV.

bottom laser, analysed previously. Note, however, that no significant increase of the peak

amplitude or narrowing occurs as the current is ramped up.

The spectrum measured with 4 A reveals an small peak at 110 meV, according to a

lorentzian fit (dashed line). Such emission can only be attributed the transition 3-2 in the

nonlinear region (with an estimated energy of 88 meV, according to design). The energy of

this transition strongly depends on the applied field, since the states involved are localised

in different wells. Therefore, the difference between the measured photon energy and our

expectations, layer thickness fluctuations during growth aside, is most likely due to the

applied field being larger than the 45 kV.cm~l originally used in our design.

A rough estimate of the electrical field can be obtained using the voltage versus current

characteristics displayed in figure 5.21. With D3015D2a(top), a voltage of 13.5 V was

measured for the highest current available at the time, 1.4 A. Assuming an uniform field

across both the nonlinear and pump regions, and a voltage drop of 0.5 V in the contacts,

we obtain

(13.5 — 0.5) x 10 AW _iE = t s s-r o—- = 50 kV.cm , (5.25)
(20 x 637A + 26 x 470A) x 10~&cm.A-1
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Figure 5.25: Short wavelength emission spectra of D3015D2a(bottom) for a range of peak currents.
These measurements were carried out in pulsed current mode at liquid nitrogen temperatures using
a cooled InSb detector.

which is correct for the nonlinear region, but higher than intended for the pump. On

the other hand, the spectra in figure 5.24 were measured for currents larger than 1.4 A,
and the applied fields are probably higher.

Back in figure 5.24, we see a peak at 200 meV and broad emission centered around
260 meV. This luminescence was not observed in measurements with D3015D2a(bottom)

and such high energy photons cannot be originated in the nonlinear region. To check this,
a wafer comprising only periods of the nonlinear structure was ordered and luminescence
measurements will soon be carried out by D. Wasserman. Although at this point this

phenomenon is not fully understood, we believe that, with large applied fields, electrons
tunnel from the injector into the states above the pump upper laser level and decay

spontaneously into lower-laying energy levels.

Using a cooled InSb detector we measured the emission spectra of D3015D2a (bottom)
at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K) (see figure 5.25). The results of fitting the peaks
in these spectra to lorentzian curves are shown in table 5.5.

In figure 5.25, the main peak at 4.8 /zm can be attributed to stimulated AS Raman
scattering (hvp = 150 rneV and SE32 = 110 rneV -from luminescence measurements below
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Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3

1.25 A 18/236/7 35/257/13 18/274/12
1.5 A 47/235/8 67/258/12 29/274/16
2 A 76/234/8 108/257/17 43/274/11
2.5 A 104/234/7 201/257/15 71/273/13
3 A 112/234/6 254/256/16 89/273/12

Table 5.5: Values of a/c/w obtained fitting the spectra of figure 5.25 to three lorentzian curves.
The peak amplitude (a) is given in arbitrary units, while the energy at the maximum (c) and
FWHM (w) are both expressed in milli-electronvolts.

threshold-, giving an expected \a = 4.7 /xm). Pumping in sample D3015 is taking place

above resonance, and electrons in level 3 excited by the pump photons can easily scatter

into subband 4, and decay spontaneously into level 2. Such incoherent up-conversion

process is the cause of the peak observed at 5.3 firri (235 meV), which is truncated by the

wavelength cut-off at ~ 5.4 /xm of the InSb detector. This measured photon energy of

235 meV is larger than expected by design (SE42 = 225meV). The detuning, obtained

from the shift between the lines corresponding to AS Raman scattering and incoherent

up-conversion, is A = 258meV — 235 meV = +23meV.

5.3.4 Wafer D3018

D3018 was the last wafer to be grown during my stay at Princeton, and only preliminary

results are available at this time. Sample D3018E3 was processed by etching mesas (a few

hundred micrometer in diameter), well suited for luminescence measurements, instead of

waveguides. Metal contacts were evaporated on top of the mesas. The sample was then

cleaved to obtain maximum light output and two of the mesas were bonded in the usual

fashion.

The emission from sample D3018E3 was measured for a range of peak currents, using

the MCT detector cooled with liquid nitrogen. As both top and bottom mesas yielded

analogous results, only the data corresponding to D3018E3(bottom) are displayed in figure

5.26.

The spectra in figure 5.26 show that most of the light is emitted with photon energies

below 200 meV. Beyond that, only broad emission centered around 250 meV is detected.

The latter is very similar, if much less pronounced, to that observed with D3015D2a (see

figure 5.24). Designs III and IV differ only slightly in the design of the pump. There-
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Figure 5.26: Emission spectra of D3018E3(bottom) for a range of peak currents. These measure¬
ments were carried out at 82 K using a cooled MCT detector.

Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3

2 A 36/123/22 263/133/10 23/164/15
3 A 79/125/20 396/133/9 49/162/20
4 A 148/125/16 477/132/9 94/161/17
5 A 220/126/16 476/132/9 125/160/18

Table 5.6: Values of a/c/w obtained fitting the spectra of figure 5.26 below 180 meV to three
lorentzian curves. The peak amplitude (a) is given in arbitrary units, while the energy at the
maximum (c) and FWHM (w) are both expressed in milli-electronvolts.

fore, we believe the origin of this high energy photons to be the same, namely, electrons

scattering from the injector into states above the pump's upper laser level and decaying

spontaneously.

A closer examination of the emission spectra, as displayed in figure 5.27(a), reveals

two peaks centered at around 130 meV and 160 meV. The asymmetry of the largest peak

suggests that it is formed by the contribution of two different transitions. Figure 5.27(b)

shows the fitting of the spectrum measured at 5 A electrical bias to a set of two (blue

line) and three (red line) Lorentzian functions. Note that the third peak at approximately

126 meV explains the observed asymmetry, while just two Lorentzian curves do not give a

satisfactory fit of the experimental data. The other spectra were fitted in a similar fashion,

as shown by the solid lines in figure 5.27(a), and the results are summarised in table 5.6.
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Figure 5.27: (a)Emission spectra of D3018E3(bottom) measured at different electrical biases with
the sample cooled to ~ 82 K. The solid lines show the fitting of the data to three Lorentzian peaks,
(b) Spectrum measured at 5 A peak current (black dots), illustrating the difference between the
fittings to 2 (blue line) and 3 (red line) Lorentzian functions. Note that peak 1 centered at
ss 126meV, attributed to the transition 3-1 in the nonlinear region (see figure 5.6(a)), explains
the observed asymmetry, while just two Lorentzian curves do not give a satisfactory fit of the
experimental data.

Photons emitted in the nonlinear region have small energies. Peak 1 can be attributed

to the decay of electrons from state 3 to the state immediately below 2 in the nonlinear

region (the energy associated with this transition is 124 meV by design with an estimated

optical dipole matrix element of 0.8 nm).

The peak centered around 133 meV is due to the pump photons (designed for 115

meV). The small FWHM (9 meV) is most likely due to the difficulty of fitting such two

nearby peaks (1 and 2), and must therefore be taken with reserve. Peak 3 can be attributed

to the spontaneous decay of electrons from the pump's upper laser state into the state just
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below L (137 meV according to design, with an estimated optical dipole matrix element
of 1.0 nm).

5.4 Comparative analysis

In the previous section, we have presented experimental evidence of electronic stimulated

Anti-Stokes Raman emission in QC laser samples of three different designs. However, in

all cases, no narrowing of the AS emission peak, which would indicate AS Raman gain in

our samples, has been observed so far.

In lasers from wafer D2924 (design I), the pump photon energy is well below resonance

with the transition 4-3 in the nonlinear stack (A = —20meR) and AS Raman light is

emitted at 4.5 /im wavelength, in good agreement with the predictions. However, Raman

lasing was not accomplished due to both the low pump power and large detuning from

resonance.

In both designs II (wafers D3008 and D3036) and III (wafers D3015 and D3037),

the pump wavelength was tailored to be quasi-resonant with the 4-3 transition and thus

enhance the Raman nonlinearity. AS Raman emission was observed in samples from wafers

D3008 and D3015. However, in both cases, spectral measurements showed that pumping

was taking place above resonance. In these circumstances, electrons in level 3 excited

by the pump photons can easily scatter into subband 4, and decay spontaneously into

level 2. This incoherent upconversion process, observed in samples of both designs II and

III, reduces the available population inversion. The latter, combined with the low optical

power densities of the pump (below 100 mW) rendered the nonlinear gain insufficient to

overcome the losses.

A fourth design was developed (wafer D3018), keeping the nonlinear stack of design

III but modifying the pump region to achieve negative detuning. Preliminary emission

spectra show the pump photon energy to be larger than designed for, but still below

resonance with the 4-3 transition.

Taking into consideration the research undertaken to date, some suggestions for im¬

provement can be made. We believe that, by virtue of an optimised detuning (2-3

linewidths below resonance), the Raman nonlinearity would be enhanced, keeping the
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linear absorption of the pump light low. Additionally, an increase in the pump power can

be accomplished via improved active region design and/or by coating the laser facets to

maximise the reflectivity at the pump wavelength. Further work in these lines should lead

to achieving electronic Anti-Stokes Raman lasing.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the first observation of Anti-Stokes Raman emission in a Quantum Cascade

laser is reported. This work was carried out during a nine month stay as a visiting student

at Princeton University.

First, we have addressed the topic of nonlinear light generation as a means to spread

the wavelength range available with QC lasers. In this context, regarding the enormous

potential of the integration of optical nonlinearities in these devices, stimulated Raman

scattering was introduced as the subject of this research.

Following preliminary work by C. Gmachl at Bell Labs (design I), three different designs

of active regions to achieve AS Raman lasing were developed as a part of my work. In

all four, the pump laser is monolithically integrated with the Anti-Stokes nonlinear region

in a 2-stack active waveguide core. Key issues to rnid-IR waveguides, such as free carrier

absorption, have also been addressed and thoroughly discussed.

Stimulated electronic AS Raman emission has been observed in separate samples utilis¬

ing distinct nonlinear (and pump laser) active region designs. This is the first step towards

AS Raman lasing, which holds promise to extend straightforward operation of unstrained

InP QC lasers to wavelengths below 4 firn. The frequency shifts between AS Raman and

pump photons were measured to be over 100 meV, significantly larger than those reported

with intersubband Stokes Raman lasers. In addition, some samples in which the nonlinear

region is pumped very close or above resonance of the 4-3 transition (D3008 and D3015)

were found to emit light via incoherent upconversion processes. At this time, only prelim¬

inary emission measurements below threshold are available with samples of wafer D3018

(Design IV).
In our measurements, no narrowing of the AS emission peak, which would indicate AS

Raman gain in our samples, has been observed so far. However, we believe that further
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optimisation of the nonlinear region, especially in the light of an optimised (smaller)

detuning A, and an increase in the pump power should lead to achieving electronic Anti-

Stokes Raman lasing.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Summary of thesis

Over the past decades, the field of optoelectronics has undergone remarkable progress. This

has been in part fuelled by the needs of lightwave communications, novel optical sources

or all-optical alternatives for switching and logic applications. Amongst the plethora of

existing optoelectronic devices, the work presented in this thesis focuses on two particular

examples, namely, semiconductor optical amplifiers and Quantum Cascade lasers. The

former have become promising candidates for all-optical switching, while QC lasers are

appealing compact high-power optical sources for applications in the mid- to far-IR wave¬

length range, such as trace gas sensing. Chapter 1 introduces the motivations for our

work in the context of the present challenges and research trends.

The operation of both SOAs and QC lasers is dictated by the way in which light

interacts with electrons and the carrier dynamics. The gain/refractive index experienced

by subpicosecond pulses propagating across a SOA is determined by the complex interplay

between interband transitions and intraband processes. In QC lasers, however, the relevant

intersubband dynamics and carrier transport are dominated almost solely by the LO-

phonon scattering. These and other fundamental concepts of semiconductor physics are

covered in chapter 2 and serve as the base on which present and analyse our experimental

work.

Chapter 3 brings together the relevant information concerning the structure of the
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devices subject of our study and practical issues (mounting of the samples, temperature

control, etc.). The different experimental techniques and set-ups employed in the course

of our work are also detailed here.

Chapter 4 studies the implications of the SOA ultrafast carrier dynamics in inter-

ferometric switching applications using subpicosecond optical pulses. This was done ex¬

perimentally by means of the pump-probe technique and a simple sliced propagation rate

equation model was developed to explore the result. First, we present the results of

interferometric three-beam pump-probe experiments on a SOA using a TOAD-like config¬

uration and pulses with duration ~ 700 fs. This arrangement allows to time-resolve the

complex refractive index dynamics occurring during optical switching.

By fully mapping out the switching windows we observe that

• The top of the switching windows is not flat, following the slow recovery of the

refractive index change associated with the band-filling nonlinearity.

• A pedestal is observed on one side of the switching windows, increasing in amplitude

for wider windows. This is caused by the mismatch in phase and gain between the

two probes when they arrive at the SOA after the pump, which slowly tends to zero.

This mismatch is larger for wider windows, as both the gain and refractive index

experienced by the co-propagating probe have more time to recover.

• One of the edges of the switching windows is much less sharp, corresponding to twice

the transit time across the amplifier. This is a common feature of those configurations

in which the control and data pulses propagate in opposite directions.

Measurements with higher temporal resolution focusing on the onset of all-optical

switching reveal that

• An ultrafast feature (~ 2 ps) can be distinguished on the edge of the switching win¬

dows, evolving from a spike to become a dip as the pump pulse energy is increased in

the 10-530 fJ range. The nature and time scale of this feature point at carrier heating

as responsible, consistent with previous co-propagating pump-probe measurements

carried out under similar conditions on the same amplifier.
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• Carrier heating was found to influence significantly the shape of the switching window

edge, and a more pronounced effect is to be expected for shorter pulses (possibly

together with spectral hole burning, not resolved in our experiments).

The measurements were found consistent with the predictions of the model, which

showed that

• To optimise the switching ratio in a degenerate arrangement (pump and probe have

the same wavelength) such as the one studied here, a trade-off must be reached

between the nonlinear phase shift and the gain compression experienced by one of

the probes.

• Gain compression also influences the shape of the switching window and tends to

smooth the sharp features caused by the nonlinear refractive index.

Ultrafast dynamics such as carrier heating play a significant role in dictating the onset

of optical switching, resulting in slower switching speeds of SOA-based interferometric

configurations than those achieved with passive semiconductor nonlinear waveguides [1].

However, ultrafast switching with SOAs is still possible [2], with the critical advantage of

switching pulse energies lower by several orders of magnitude, well below 1 pJ.

The second part of chapter 4 is devoted to studying the spatial dependence of nonlin-

earities in SOAs, caused by the self-modulation of the pump pulse, and its implications

for all-optical switching.

Two-beam counter-propagating pump-probe measurements showed that

• The functional form of the spatial dependence of gain saturation depends drastically

on pulse energy. At energies below 1 pJ, the amplification of the pump was found

to saturate the gain in a portion of the device.

• At sufficiently high input energies (still below 1 pJ for the given experimental condi¬

tions), the pump saturates the whole length of the SOA and the counter-propagating

pump-probe trace resembles an exponential curve. A simple analytical expression,

function of the device parameters, was derived for this case and used to fit the

experimental results.
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The model was used to contrast the results and to explore how this effect translates

when it comes to the shape of the slow edge of the switching window. Numerical calcula¬

tions show a substantial decrease in the effective fall time of the switching window edge

for increasing pump pulse energies.

The experimental work on nonlinear light generation in QC lasers is presented in

chapter 5. The goal of this research, carried out at Princeton University, was to achieve an

Anti-Stokes Raman QC laser by using the x® nonlinearity associated with intersubband

transitions. In the light of this investigation, we can conclude that

• Stimulated electronic AS Raman emission has been observed in samples of three

different designs (both nonlinear region and pump laser). This is the first step

towards AS Raman lasing, which holds promise to extend straightforward operation

of unstrained InP QC lasers to wavelengths below 4 iim.

• The frequency shifts between AS Raman and pump photons were measured to be

over 100 meV, significantly larger than those reported with intersubband Stokes

Raman lasers.

• Some samples in which the nonlinear region is pumped very close or above resonance

of the 4-3 transition (D3008 and D3015) were found to emit light via incoherent

upconversion processes.

• AS Raman lasing in QC lasers is feasible, provided an optimised negative detuning

and an increase in the pump power.

6.2 Further work

Our study of the SOA ultrafast dynamics relevant to all-optical switching was conducted

on a single device. This particular amplifier had been the subject of an extensive charac¬

terisation [3], which proved very useful in the interpretation of the experimental results.

However, it would be desirable to carry out similar measurements on other SOAs to com¬

pare these observations and extend our analysis.

Longitudinal effects, for example, could be further explored by comparing a set of
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devices differing only in their length. This would also allow an investigation of the depen¬

dence on this parameter of recovery times, saturation energies and other crucial magni¬

tudes.

Investigating the ultrafast dynamics in Quantum Dot amplifiers would be especially

appealing, as these present distinct features compared to bulk and QW active material.

Ultrafast gain recovery has been reported in these devices. However, quantitative mea¬

surements of the associated refractive index changes are scarce and the feasibility of large

nonlinear phase shifts, as needed for interferometric switching, is still subject to discus¬

sion. Due to the strong polarisation dependence of gain in QD SOAs, co-polarised TE

pump and probe pulses are best suited for this task. This would require modifications

in our current set-up (using, for example, an heterodyne pump-probe technique would be

appropriate in this case).
In the line of investigating alternative material families, devices grown with dilute

nitrides such as GalnNAs on GaAs substrates are one interesting subject of study. The

latter have recently been attracting considerable attention amongst researchers due to their

radically distinctive optical and electronic properties, which are not yet fully understood.

The different mechanisms dictating the carrier dynamics on subpicosecond timescales

are drastically dependent on pulse width. Although the signature of carrier heating has

been observed with pulse durations of ~ 700 fs, as reported in this thesis, working with

shorter pulses would be advantageous in several ways. These include the enhancement of

the ultrafast nonlinearities and higher temporal resolution in pump-probe measurements

(thus allowing to distinguish the contributions of different ultrafast dynamics, e.g., spectral

hole burning). Unfortunately, the duration of the pulses generated by our OPO is not easily

tunable, and a different nonlinear crystal would be required to obtain pulse widths below

300 fs.

Despite its simplicity, the sliced propagation rate-equation model proved very useful in

the interpretation of our experimental results, particularly in understanding the interplay

of the ultrafast gain and refractive index dynamics in SOA-based interferometric switches

such as the TOAD or illustrating the spatial profile of gain depletion induced by the pump

pulses across the amplifier. Further sophistication could be accomplished by including

spectral effects such as gain or waveguide dispersion (especially relevant if shorter pulses
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are to be considered), or by taking into account the effects of amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE).

In the light of the work on QC lasers presented in this thesis, some lines for improve¬

ment can be drawn in the pursuit of AS-Raman lasing.

The AS-Raman gain can be enhanced, on one hand, by an optimised design of the

nonlinear and pump regions. Further work in choosing the appropriate barrier/well widths

of the QC stack should lead to obtaining larger optical dipole matrix elements of the

relevant intersubband transitions and more convenient scattering rates. The pump optical

power could also be increased, subsequently enhancing the Raman gain, by coating the

laser facets for high reflectivity at the pump wavelength.

Our measurements show that it is also crucial to pump the nonlinear regions with an

optimum detuning from resonance of the transition 4-3. The detuning A should be nega¬

tive (to avoid direct scattering of electrons to the upper level and the resulting incoherent

upconversion emission) and 2-3 times larger than the linewidth to minimise the linear

absorption of the pump photons.

From the structural point of view, a 2-stack waveguide core approach (as adopted

in the work presented here) is not the only choice. By alternating pump and nonlinear

periods in a single stack, the overlap of the Anti-Stokes optical mode with the active region

could be significantly increased (at the expense of a more complex design).
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